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Lucille sat on the front row of the lecture theatre, her fingers drumming on the
touch-board surface absent-mindedly. It was a history lecture covering the pe-
riod leading up to the formation of the neo city-state in 2050. It was starting to
get boring as the lecturer droned on in front of her.

“As you can see,” Mr Lim said while pointing out at the chronological diagram
that he had brought up from a flick of his finger on the touch-board surface of
the lecturn, “the early 2010s were a period of grave disturbances. It seems that
most of the people then have forgotten just how similar circumstances nearly a
century ago caused one of the largest global-scale conflict—the first world war.

“Some say that it was the continual mismanagement of economy that spawned
the levels of disgruntedness that led to the eventual tearing down of the social
order, while others said it was the ongoing plan of the five biggest powers of the
time to generate a world of constant conflict to ensure that technology and in-
novation would always be of paramount importance compared to the other more
stagnant forms of output to the economy like diplomacy and cooperation.

“There are, as you all should know by now from this class, a multitude of
reasons why these things occur, some of which we have already discussed before,
and many that we haven’t. For the final project for this class, I propose this.” Mr
Lim paused for a moment and flicked his finger on the touch-board surface. The
projector faded to dark and brought out a new image outlining a series of highly
dense bullet points.

Lucille perked up when she saw the contents of the slide. ‘Finally,’ she thought
to herself as she touched a couple of icons on her touch-board surface to store
the slide on to her online storage system, ‘the final big piece of work that needs
to be done for this class, and I can move on to the more interesting things.’

It wasn’t that Lucille hated the history class—it was one of the easier general
education classes that she could have all semester—but that she saw little to
no need to worry about what happened in the past. The neo-conservatists had
beaten back the anarcho-restorists nearly thirty years ago, and the neo city-state
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had undergone a steady improvement in overall quality of life. As far as she
could tell, the anarcho-restorists were holding on to old ideas of freedom and
independence at the expense of security and prosperity, and given the kinds of
progress they had seen, she was sure that they were all nonsense to begin with.

Also, as an engineer in training, she really didn’t care too much about history.
It was an easy subject, but not something to spend lots of time on.

“As I was saying,” Mr Lim said, jarring Lucille back from her wandering thought,
“I want to change things up a little. Some of you might have heard from your
predecessors that the final project for this class had always been some boring
reading assignment where you’ll do some kind of comparative analysis of litera-
ture about the era of the Restoration Conflict. I was thinking of doing the same
this year, but realised to my own horror that I would be reading the same kind of
dried up drivel for the fourth year running, in addition to the general complaint
that it was hard and boring to attempt comparison among five books that were
talking about the same thing more or less. So let’s do something different.

“This time, you will still do a comparative analysis of issues relating to the
Restoration Conflict, but you will be including some primary sources. As you re-
member, primary sources can be interviews with people, or reading actual copies
of works that were written during that era, or any thing that did not undergo any
further analysis by a scholar or professor. I have did some calculations—it is
still possible to get some interviews from people who lived in the era, if you are
willing to do a bit more work. It should allow you folks to appreciate the work
that historians had been doing to catalogue the vignettes of life that was long
gone.”

Lucille’s ears perked up and her face was a mask of dismay. Primary source
work? That meant having to actually look up people to talk to, and to search
through old micro-film that were not indexed by the neo-net engines. That meant
it wasn’t going to be easy. She cursed under her breath at the sudden increase in
workload, all for ameasly general education class that she was taking for pass/fail
only.

“For those who are taking the class for pass/fail, I would like to remind you
that the final project is half your grade at the minimum. If I am unsatisfied that
you have learnt anything from this class, I can and will fail you. Any questions?”

Lucille swore again under her breath as she made a few more notes with the
touch-board surface, her gloved finger making impressions on a virtual keyboard
to enter some of the more salient points. ‘It’s almost as though he could read
my mind,’ Lucille thought to herself as she pushed all the notes and data on to
her online storage system. Later in the day she would pull the information down
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to her persacomputer to look at it in details.
Mr Lim looked around at the fifty bored faces of students in his class, fully

anticipating the usual one or two questions. But throughout the silence, there
was none. Not one. He could not tell if they fully understood what it was that he
said, or that they did not care. But he will have to worry about that later, possibly
during office hours. He knew that the ego and reservation of his students meant
that they would hardly ever volunteer anything in class, whether to ask a question
or to provide an answer. But it was during office hours that they would suddenly
open up to let out all of their problems and issues for consideration. Seeing that
nothing was going to happen after all, Mr Lim dismissed the class.

Lucille stood up from her seat in the lecture hall, the touch-board screen
fading to dark. She liked the touch-board screen—it was a great convenience
to not have to lug around anything more than herself. The access tokens for
her online storage space and compute time were all embedded in her wrist,
and all the touch-board screens were designed to work with anyone’s access
tokens to provide the user his or her own personal environment to work with, no
matter where they were. ‘Just one of the cool things that the neo-conservatists
promised and delivered,’ Lucille thought to herself. The world’s information all
easily accessible from any nearby touch-board screen, much better than the slew
of personal devices that Mr Lim talked about during the Restoration Conflict.

Lucille exited the lecture theatre and stood outside under the sunlight and
basked in its glory for a moment, shutting her eyes while directing her face to-
wards old Sol. The warmth of the sun was always comforting to her, especially
after a history lecture session like the one that she just had. The last general ed-
ucation class that she needed before graduation, and she couldn’t have gotten
a better lecturer too.

Mr Lim. He had a. . . reputation in the university. A little bit rogueish in
nature, and always thought-provoking, or at least, provoking thought. Many of
the course reviews from the other students have ranked him high on the list of
lecturers that one should look out for when going for a history module. He was
also the youngest faculty member, unsurprising enough, and it was likely that his
ability to connect with the students stemmed from that.

But the thoughts on her mind were lost when she heard a familiar voice.
“Hey Lu!” She smiled as she looked forward while opening her eyes.
“Hey Frisco!”
He screwed his face up in mock annoyance before replying with the standard

one, “you know I’m not Frisco! Hahahahahaha. . . hungry?”
“Sure I am, Justin,” Lucille replied as he gave her a quick peck on the cheek.
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They strolled hand-in-hand to the cafeteria nearby where the lunch crowd was
already gathering.

“What do you feel like going for?”
“Let’s do Western today! I’m craving for some fries.”
“Ugh,” Justin saied screwing up his face again in mock disgust. “Weren’t you

saying that you needed to watch your diet in case you got fatter?”
Lucille thwacked Justin playfully on the arm before giving him the I-don’t-

know-what-you’re-talking-about face as the two of them made their way to the
queue in front of the stall that was selling Western-styled meals. Of course, call-
ing the food “Western” was like an anachronism—it was as “Western” as having
rice rolled up between pieces of seaweed was “Japanese”. They queued and
chatted until it was their turn, and they both made their orders before bringing
up their wrists to the touch-screen board at the stall to pay for their food with
the food credits.

Lucille looked at the balance on the touch-board screen and grimaced a little.
‘I should tell mum to send me more food credits. I think I’m going to run out of
them within a week.’

“Maybe you should eat less, I don’t think you have enough food credits right
there,” Justin said as the touch-board screen cleared and it was his turn to pay
for his food.

“Maybe you should find a new girlfriend if you are going to keep telling me I’m
fat in my face,” Lucille snapped back a little too harshly, surprising even herself.
Justin walked away from the touch-board screen and looked at her, shocked,
before recovering a little and walking along with her to their designated table in
the cafeteria to dig in.

An awkward silence descended on the table as they both sat down to eat.
“I’m sorry, I didn’t know what came over me,” Lucille said, breaking the si-

lence.
“No worries, I think I can figure out why. Just don’t let it get to you. This is

the last semester, right?” Justin replied as he quietly chewed on his food.
“Yes. Thank goodness for the scholarship though. If I didn’t have that, it’d

probably be worse. The only thing that it doesn’t supply is the food and living
expenses part—I’m just glad that lodging and tuition is handled. Those are the
big ticket items. I’m still wondering why they don’t provide food credits along
with it. Considering everything, food credits will probably be the least expensive
of the lot,” Lucille replied.

“Well, you know why it is the case. Just focus on the studying and then you
can get a nice job and make enough credits to repay your mum.”
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The two of them fell silent as they finished up the rest of their lunch. They
had heard of stories from the past that the cafeteria was always a place of near
maximum chaos during lunch time, where everyone had to spend an inordinately
large amount of time finding places to sit and have a meal in peace. With the
careful use of the access tokens that were embedded in everyone’s wrists, such
problems were a thing of the past—each time someone came up to the touch-
board screen at the stall to pay, they also learn of their allocated spot among the
many tables and chairs in the cafeteria in which to sit and have their meal. It
was far more efficient and was more orderly than before.

But they never knew the gravity of what it was like.
Their lunch concluded, Lucille and Justin parted ways. Justin had a recitation

session coming up that he had to see to, while Lucille wanted to head back to her
dormitory room to take a break from all the classes and look at the assignment in
more detail. She was done for the day, and some solitude was always welcomed.

Lucille sat at her desk in the small room that she shared with no one, the
touch-board screen glowing gently to counteract the bright ambient light from
the sun that streamed through the windows whose curtains and blinds were
opened to the fullest by her. She loved the sun light for some reason; she had
no idea why it was so. Her mother had told her that it was one of those weird
habits that she had developed when she was younger, and she never really got
out of the habit at all, even after all those years. The touch-board screen displays
worked well under both strong and weak ambient lights, and it was convenient
to work with them, given their ubiquity.

Lucille sighed and she opened up the folder on her online storage to retrieve
the stack of notes that she had squirrelled away from Mr Lim’s history class.
It was one of the three classes that she was taking in that last semester—the
other two were some special interest classes relating to computer science and
computer engineering that she thought would be useful when she was working.
It was a much lighter load, less than the required number of credit-hours for a
semester, but since it was her last, she was permitted to do so. She could have
taken another module—and she had one other in mind—but had thought better of
it. She needed the time to actually start hunting around for jobs. The scholarship
hinted that the government was willing to give her a job for the first two years that
was highly related to what she was studying, but there was no firm statement with
regards to how and when. She had been told by the career counsellor to be pro-
active in looking for a job, just in case the government decided to either forego
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a job for her or to change the policy at the last minute to require all scholarship
holders to look for their own jobs and to work for a pre-set time. There were some
legally gray areas, the counsellor had said, but it was not completely illegal, for
sure.

The folder opened up and the notes spilled out on to the touch-board screen,
as though someone had opened a bag of potpourri with a little too much force,
causing the pieces to fly hither and tither. But like all things, the spillage was
not as random as it seemed—Lucille knew that the contents of the folder were
arranged in a way that made cognition easier, or put simply, there was an order
behind the seeming chaos. It just appeared disorderly as a throwback to a more
concrete way of working, with real folders and real files and real pieces of paper
strewn this way and that. She could have sworn it was some programmer’s (or
more likely project manager’s) idea of a joke.

She looked at the sprawled nuggets of information on the touch-board screen,
twirling her hair absent-mindedly. The handout that Mr Lim provided for the
project stood out for some reason. She flicked her gloved finger at the touch-
board screen and bring it out to full view. The document enlarged itself into a
rectangle and filled up a full thirty-five centimetres of height, the width scaling
up accordingly.

Lucille looked at its contents and started reading it intently:

HIST-356 Final Project
We have spent half the semester discussing the issues and events leading

up to, occurring of, and consequences of the Restoration Conflict. For the final
project, you will need to write a final report of no less than 10 pages, double-
spaced, on your own critical analysis of the events that led to the Restoration
Conflict. Like previous iterations of the final project of this class, you are ex-
pected to make use of both primary and secondary sources to back your critical
analysis of how the Restoration Conflict came to be.

For students who are taking this on a pass/fail, you are expected to obtain at
least three interviews as three primary sources for your final paper; the others
need at least one. See this not as a penalty for not taking this class for a full
letter grade, but as a means of experiencing the joys and frustrations of field
work by historians, something that you are unlikely to have a chance at doing in
your future endeavours.

Please make use of office hours to help define the scope of work for your final
project as well as to discuss any other issues that you may have with regards to
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the final project.

‘Well, that’s a shocker,’ Lucille thought to herself as she read the short hand
out regarding the final project. As far as she could tell, there were only two or
three of the fifty or so students who were taking the class for pass/fail, and that
requirement of having interviews for primary sources was a requirement that
was shocking though not altogether unreasonable. But the class was rated at the
junior level, so requiring more work and deeper scholarship seemed par for the
course.

Lucille leant back on her chair and thought a little more to herself. Get-
ting three interviews would be a little tricky but not completely impossible. The
fastest way would probably be to ask her mother. Lucille knew that she was in-
volved in part with the Restoration Conflict during the time, but she never did talk
much about it. ‘Maybe because I’d never ask her,’ Lucille thought to herself. The
Restoration Conflict was something that no one really liked talking about except
in class. Actually, it was one of those things that no one really wanted to talk
about, even in class, except of course for Mr Lim’s history, where the Restora-
tion Conflict itself was the main topic that it discussed. Officially of course the
course was on late twentieth and early twenty-first century events, but everyone
knew that if Mr Lim was teaching it, the Restroation Conflict was the final topic
that took the most time out of the entire course. It was, as Mr Lim had put before,
the reason why the neo city-state came into existence in the first place.

Lucille flicked her finger along the touch-board screen and pulled up an empty
rectangle. Dictating, she made a note to talk to her mother about living through
the Restoration Conflict. Lucille did some simple calculations, and found that
when the Restoration Conflict began, her mother was roughly at her age. That
realisation jarred on her nerves when she realised the kinds of consequences
that seemed to come out of it. At her age. Lucille wondered if her mother had
done anything at all to either support or denounce the Restoration Conflict; it
was said that many students in that era were involved in one political uprising or
another, like the other student populations before them.

If her mother had been involved, it would be an interview worth having.
Lucille sat there and thought harder about who else she could ask for an

interview. It was not going to be easy or even possible to find other people who
had lived through that period for interviews—she lacked the resources and time
of a full-time historian. Besides, the overall analysis might be too fragmented to
hold as a single cogent narrative, a problem that she knew would be hard or even
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impossible to rectify even with a lot of heavy editing and fluff in the final paper.
An idea came to her. Perhaps an analysis of how families reacted to the

Restoration Conflict. It was something that was much easier to write on, and it
was definitely much easier to find people to interview—in addition to her mother,
Lucille could also talk to grandma, and even Uncle Ted. She knew for sure that
the three of them had gone through the Restoration Conflict, and Uncle Ted was
always telling stories about how he and his compatriots were fighting for the
right for independent thought, the true anarcho-restorists way, “back in the day”.
It would be an interesting series of interviews.

And since she was the last of a chain of descendents from that time, she
could also understand the circumstances surrounding it all, leading to an essay
that was easy to write without having to ham it up too much.

Excited, Lucille opened up another new rectangle document and dictated its
contents, describing her proposed three interviews as well as the type of narrative
that she was going for. She thought a little more and fleshed out the contents a
bit before sending it off to Mr Lim. With that temporarily out of the way, Lucille
flicked her finger along the touch-board screen and shoved all the documents
and pieces back into the folder and tucked it aside, pushing it gently back to the
online storage system.

She then pulled out the folder on one of her computer science modules and
emptied its contents on the touch-board screen, and proceeded to work on the
homework that was due in two days’ time.

It was a good three hours later when the tell-tale ding from the touch-board
screen informed Lucille that she had a new notification. Mildly irate, she swept
the things on the touch-board screen aside and pulled down the notification.
It was a reply from Mr Lim. Curious at what he had to say, she opened up the
notification and read its reply.

Lucille, that’s an interesting concept that you have for the final project. Analysing
the Restoration Conflict from the perspective of families is an approach that is
largely attempted, but with mixed results. Using people who have gone through
the Restoration Conflict and are still alive now as interview subjects is a good
idea, but since they are family, don’t forget about the potential biases that can
come about. I suggest that you get them to narrate what they had witnessed
and done instead of actually trying for a traditional question and answer type of
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interview. You should attach the transcripts of the the interviews as annexes to
the final report.

Unfortunately, the transcripts will not count towards the 10-page requirement.
=)

Looking forward to what you have to write. Remember that office hours are
open for discussion on anything that is related to your final project.

Andrew LIM
Senior Lecturer
Department of History
Polytechnic University of XXXX

‘Well that’s a relief,’ Lucille thought to herself. ‘I thought there would be issues
on the subject matter, but it seems to go well with him. I’ll just roll with it then.
But first, I need to finish up that piece of homework.’

With that in mind, Lucille swiped off the reply from Mr Lim and brought back
the controlled mess that was her homework for the computer science module. It
was an algorithms homework assignment, requiring a good design of algorithms
to solve specific problems that were outlined in the problem set. There was also
the need for proving that the algorithms that were written were indeed correct,
but the touch-board screen had access to automated theorem provers that were
purposely restricted for the purposes of the assignment. She worked on it for
another hour before giving up, having completed nearly two thirds of the entire
assignment.

A couple of rapt knocks on her door were all she needed to convince herself
of the need to put away her work.

“Come in!” Lucille said as she shoved all her homework back into the folder
and gently pushed it to the online storage system. She heard the tell tale sound
of a wrist touching the sensor and the door unlocking itself when it detected that
it was one of the five people that Lucille had allowed explicit access to her dorm
room on command.

Justin pushed the door open gently and strode in, his backpack slung on
one shoulder, with the door closing silently behind him before clicking lock once
again. He put his backpack down at the foot of her bed and walked over to her,
hugging her from behind.

“Mmm,” Lucille moaned quietly through her closed eyes. “I missed you.”
“Sure you did,” Justin said as he removed his arms and pulled up a chair next

to her. “Ready for dinner?”
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“Pretty much,” Lucille replied, standing up and tying up her hair into a loose
pony tail. “Let me get dressed and let’s go.”



Transcript for Interview 1

Lucille: So Uncle Ted, how have you been?
Ted: Doin’ alright ya l’il scamp. What’s up?
Lucille: I’m having this history final project on the Restoration Conflict. . .
Ted: Oh! That old thing? And let me guess, you want ol’ Uncle Ted to tell you

some stories about that old thing?
Lucille: Well, yes. I need some primary sources for my paper, and since I am

taking this class for pass/fail, I need three interviews as primary sources.
Ted: Ah. . . that. It sounds familiar. So I’ll guess again, your mother and

grandmother are the two other people you are going to interview?
Lucille: How. . . wow. How did you figure out, uncle?
Ted: Easy! You don’t know enough old people around. Well, not so much

as you don’t know enough old people, but that there aren’t enough old people
around for you to talk to anyway. And we three are probably the closest that you
can easily get to for the what. . . last seven or so weeks of class?

Lucille: Pretty much. . . will you be telling them that I approached you?
Ted: Niece, lemme tell you some thing about these things. You don’t tell them

anything. No need to. Anyway, I owe you some kind of story, right? Don’t you
have specific questions to ask or something?

Lucille: Not really. The lecturer suggested that I just listen to the first-hand
narratives from my interviewees before sitting down and doing some kind of
comparative analysis.

Ted: Ah, a sly one, that lecturer of yours. Alright then, grab yourself a nice cup
of coffee from my tumbler, sit back, and let your recorder keep recording. I’ll tell
you a story. Maybe you can use it for your project, or may be not. Who knows?

These days you don’t hear much of these things any more. All you hear are
the effects of the Restoration Conflict, how everything became centralised and
optimised to the point of increasing the overall efficiency and productivity of

15
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everyone who is working in the neo city-state. It wasn’t that way. Well, they tried
some kind of ham-fisted approach to do what we are doing now, but it was ham-
fisted enough that it pissed enough people off to trigger the Restoration Conflict.
I suppose I could go into a whole lot of theories and try to explain things, but
I don’t think that’s what you want to hear. So let me start from how I first got a
whiff of the whole series of things that came before the Restoration Conflict.

I was twenty-one. The year was 2006. Google was already a well-known
name, and Facebook was something that was starting to gain traction. I went to
the university, just like every one of us in that age group, even yourself now too
Lucille. The economy was recovering a little from the dot-com bust nearly five
years ago, and things were looking up in general.

As a student, I hated politics. I found it boring. Things seemed to be mov-
ing well, almost as well as in the 1990s itself. I was studying; I didn’t have
to worry about the so-called “bread and butter issues” simply because I was
on scholarship. In those days, the scholarships were broken largely into two or
three kinds: private sector scholarships, public sector scholarships for quasi-
government agencies and public sector scholarships for government agencies.
The differences between them were mostly on the level of prestige and the types
of obligations that one needed to take on immediately after the completion of
the particular degree programme.

As I was saying, I was on a scholarship then. Not important which one. Okay,
I lied, it is somewhate important. Probably more important than I would care to
admit after all these years. It wasn’t the private sector scholarship that I was on,
I assure you. If I were on that kind of scholarship, things might have been very
different, and I mightn’t have gone down the path I did and end up becoming
one of those anarcho-restorists that you’ve read about.

Niece, you seem surprised. I don’t look like I was an anarcho-restorist? Well,
you are partly correct—I am not an anarcho-restorist now, but I was quite the
hellfire back in the day. But I’m jumping the gun here, am I not, jumping to
conclusions before I have even said anything about the premises that led up to
the conclusions that I was drawing.

So anyway, I was studying, overseas I might add, and was generally oblvious
to the happenings back at home. Then I graduated some three years later and
returned in 2009, where I had to start working at a quasi-government agency
to serve out my obligations as stipulated in the scholarship contract. It wasn’t
a bad gig, that job I mean. Decent pay, interesting work, relatively liberal time
schedule in the sense that I never needed to be in the office during the office
hours most of the time, as long as I did what I was supposed to do and attended
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the meetings when they were called for. So, more productivity based than just
merely showing up.

You might think of this as being normal now, but I assure you that this wasn’t
the case back in the day.

There was this. . . culture of just keeping up with appearances regardless of
actual overall productivity and efficiency. So, you’ll often findmany office workers
who just stay in the office late to appear as though they were working hard, even
though they were probably not working on anything at all during all that time.
Some of the folks who stayed in late had legitimate reasons—they had to do the
work that was not done by those who were keeping up with appearances. It was
a fact of life of some sort that despite having a job scope spelt out as clear as
day on the first day that one arrives at the company for work, the actual work
that was done was anything but the job scope that was highlighted. So it wasn’t
surprising to find that while some people were just keeping up with appearances
and looking as though they were working on ten projects simultaneously with the
same intense focus, there were others who had to actually do more than their
fair share to ensure that they keep the projects running smoothly.

At my place, I was lucky. Well, sort of. I worked hard, and didn’t try to keep
up with appearances because there were almost none to do—not everyone was
in the office at all times anyway, and since the key performance indicators were
measuring output anyway instead of number of hours put in, there was no in-
centive to look busy when one could simply focus on their work and finish it
on time and in time. I did a lot of computer program writing back in the day,
and it required bouts of intense concentration punctuated by periods of restful
contemplation. So unlike the spreadsheet crunching or slide show generating
people, it was hard to keep up with appearances of being hard at work all the
time even if I wanted to.

So far it sounds boring right? But that’s how it all began—it began by being
boring. The status quo was getting stagnant in a sense, and with increasing
amount of “fake work” as done by those who were there merely to keep up with
appearances, there was a slow decline in overall productivity. It was something
that no one really noticed until the state number crunchers started to churn out
quarterly reports that showed an overall drop of gross domestic product. It of
course drew a strong reaction from those who made the decisions, as well as
those who were employers.

Let me try to rephrase that bit a little. What we have is a situation where the
number of workers are the same, their overall work output is dropping due to
wasted time from the whole “keeping up with appearances” sham, and there’s a
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need to crank up the total work output to ensure that the city-state on its own
keeps up with the world’s output to ensure that it maintains relevance.

Put simply, it was a lot of pressure right there.
What happened was beyond everyone’s reckoning. The government at the

time decided to lower the requirements on foreign workers coming in to the city-
state to work. There had always been foreigners on work visas in the city-state
working at various levels, but they were usually present due to special circum-
stances, either as managers for portfolios relating to their originating countries,
or as seasonal workers for the various construction sites that are around, or as
domestic help for families that needed an extra helping hand, like those who
had old or handicapped members of the family at home that needed supervi-
sion while the rest of the family was out working. But the lowering of the work
visa requirements was the start of a series of events that led to the Restoration
Conflict.

You see, even with the levy on the work visas for such foreign workers, it was
cheaper to hire them. Much cheaper. Ludicrously cheaper actually. Due to the
exchange of currencies and the associated purchasing power parity, the dollar
amount they earn at the city-state was equivalent to a small fortune back in their
originating countries. So employers can literally entice foreign workers to come
over with what is effectively a lower salary compared to what is paid to those of
us who were already working on the same jobs then.

To make matters worse, all the city-state’s citizens and permanent residents
were supposed to contribute to a state savings account, with the amount being
a percentage of the actual pay, with no opt-out scheme. I see that you look
confused—it is sort of like the savings account that everyone has now, except
that instead of making it optional whether you deposit money into it, they made
it mandatory with the reason that it was a good way for people to safeguard
against their eventual retirement.

But there was a catch. Well, to begin with, it worked well. The early years of
the city-state post the second world war were quite tumultous, and people were
fretting more on survival than anything. The concept of retirement was as far-
fetched then as it is now. Since it was always so pressing to worry about how one
is living now compared to the future, the concept of saving money was not deeply
ingrained. And so the government of that era created a national-level savings ac-
count designed specifically for retirement use, and every working person had to
contribute a percentage of their wages into it per month without exceptions. It
worked well until they change the policy some time in the 1980s when they re-
alised that their inflation models were inaccurate under the prevailing economic
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situation, and that the increasing life expectancies were throwing off the actu-
ary tables they were using to determine the amount of money the accont should
have when the person retired.

Thus, hiring and retaining workers who were permanent residents or citizens
were actually costly since there was a need to factor in the extra amount to be
put into the state savings account while maintaining enough money for living ex-
penses. But for the people on work visas, there was no need for that contribution,
which meant that it was cheaper still to hire them for work! And so there was a
large influx of foreign workers.

I didn’t worry too much at that time; I was young, I had a job, and I enjoyed
what I was doing. At first, apart from the few who were either prescient or mad, no
one else worried too much either. There was a strong sense that the government
knew what it was doing, and so everyone just kept quiet and let them be on their
merry way; who else would know what is best for the city-state other than the
government, right?

But slowly the effects of that policy started to manifest itself. I found that my
colleagues started to be replaced, slowly of course, by new foreign faces. And
I didn’t even mean that they were of a different race—that meant nothing since
the city-state was well-known to be a racially harmonious place—but that they
were from different countries. It started slowly, then one day I looked around
and realised that I was one of the few citizens or permanent residents left.

The impact was appreciable. Everywhere I walked, I started to hear foreign
tongues discussing and chatting. Every time when there was a meeting that I was
involved with, there was a high chance that it would began with a foreign tongue
by default before someone realised that I was there and they would switch to
English. Strange smells started to emanate from the pantry when the pungent
food was consumed during lunch, almost overwhelming the pantry’s ventilation
system. It started to get uncomfortable at the work place.

That was when the first few anarcho-restorists were formed. Of course, they
didn’t call themselves “anarcho-restorists”—it’s a term that the neo-conservatists
called them later on—they had called themselves “true patriots”. But you don’t
hear that term any more; it’s more or less outlawed or made so cheesy by the
propoganda that no one bothers to use that term. I don’t know if they were
true patriots, but I knew that at first I didn’t pay much attention to them. They
sounded like they were just there to cause havoc.

They started small. The first thing that they tried to do was to get people
aware of the types of injustice that were present. It wasn’t easy. Even though ev-
eryone knew that something was not quite right and that there was an underlying
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current of dissatisfaction, not many wanted to expose themselves to the kinds
of risk that one would be if one were outed as an anarcho-restorist. The few
pioneering people organised weekly “protests” at the only available free-speech
public area in the city-state, this being ironic considering that the freedom of
speech was a guaranteed right in the constitution. But it really wasn’t as ironic
as it seemed, since the constitution of that time was heavily tempered with con-
ditionals and exceptions that protected the ability of the government to overrule
the constitution in times where there was a national security implication.

Niece, you look confused again. Let me explain a little further; maybe this
will help your ma and grandma to tell their stories at a more comfortable pace
than me since you don’t need them to try and give you their own interpretations
of what it all meant. As far as I can tell, they were never anarcho-restorists, and
are therefore less. . . shall we say attuned to the nuances of it all.

Before the Restoration Conflict, the city-state was home to many different
races of people. There were the three official working languages that everyone
used that we still have now in the neo city-state, but things were more heteroge-
nous then as compared to now. You see, the identity of the people in the city-
state was less firm as compared to now, and people had a tendency to identify
first with their race and community before identifying as a member of the city-
state. That used to cause a lot of problems even further back in the past where
I wasn’t even born yet, so such extra powers were granted by the government
to itself to ensure that such issues never cropped up. You live in a time where
the national identity is very clearly defined, and all these issues of harmony and
the need to balance between racial and national identity is at most an academic
issue.

But back to the story. They started small. They formed small protests which
were more like some kind of soapbox-esque rhetoric than a real protest in order
to get people to realise what the eventual outcome was going to be if the trends
were to continue. In the beginning, no one cared. It was easy to ignore them;
they didn’t have any clout, they were made up of no named nobodies that meant
nothing to no one. But as the years went on, in 2010, in 2011 all the way to 2013,
some of the injustices that these proto-anarcho-restorists were pointing out like
the doomsayers of old were starting to be felt by enough of the general populace
that it was no longer something to be ignored.

Back to me. Mind you, during these time I was still working at the same
quasi-government agency. My colleagues were now mostly foreigners, and I was
slogging along trying to work as best as I can. The thing with people is that
no matter where they are from, no matter what kind of circumstances they had
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before, if there was a way to gain something from little to no work, they would
sooner learn to do so than not. And that was precisely what happened. The
originally hard-working but lesser paid foreigners picked up the bad habits of
“keeping up with appearances” and reduced their productivity over time, and
their work load was steadily being distributed to those who were lower on the
pecking order. In my case, that was me.

After three years of working there, I started to feel harried. There were end-
less unproductive meetings where we all sat around a table in a conference room
pretending to be making big decisions when it wasn’t the case, there were meet-
ings to discuss progress of projects where only one or two of the attendees were
actually actively doing something for, and there was still the unending load of
new projects and bits and pieces of work that they keep dropping into my lap
each time I had my back turned. I was originally working eight-hour days, like
most normal people, which slowly extended to ten-hour days in the second year,
which extended to the fourteen-hour days in the third year. I was going crazy. It
was becoming harder to concentrate on the programming, but I tried my hard-
est. I blocked out time to force myself to sit down and work on program code
instead of getting sucked into the endless meetings, I forced myself to use a
strict scheduling mechanism to work and to take breaks to ensure I didn’t fall
apart at the seams from all the pressure. I tried talking to my supervisor who
was, no surprise at all, a foreigner; what she told me was to suck it up and put my
heart into it. What hurt me the most was when she started to compare me with
a co-worker who was blatantly slacking off, and said that I should learn to work
as well as he did, considering that his overall productivity was higher than mine.

What could I do? I still had some years to serve on my obligation from the
scholarship. I couldn’t just get up and walk away from it all and tell them to suck
it down. Reputation is a very expensive thing in those days, less so now since
companies are assigned workers based on their abilities and the job’s require-
ment with annual oversight from the government with respect to the fit of the
worker to the job. Our reputations as professionals were hinged heavily upon
the companies that we worked for, since there are so few of them to go round
with, the relative weight of their words become substantially more powerful than
to be expected. Of course one could play the global game—I had classmates
that did that and never came back, not even after the conclusion of the Restora-
tion Conflict—and just gun for the larger multi-national companies out there, like
those in Europe or the United States, but that in itself is yet another risky strategy
that is no different from what we were facing back in the city-state.

So I seethed within. And kept a look out on that vocal group of proto-anarcho-
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restorists. Their relatability was increasing over time, and as 2014 rolled over,
it was starting to be clear to everyone that they were reaching the point where
they could get a critical mass of citizens and permanent residents interested
enough to cause some serious problems to the status quo that the government
was trying to maintain. Those of us observing knew that they were reaching the
critical point when the government suddenly took some. . . interesting actions
that while not directly discrediting them, did enough damage to their movement
through the use of agent provocateurs.

I remembered the day well. I was at home, watching the evening news out of
sheer boredom. I hadn’t been watching the news ever since I got back from my
studies since, let’s face it, the news during that time displayed none of the bal-
anced viewpoints that journalism was supposed to have. Yet another particularly
long work day convinced me that sitting around at home watching the television
was a more productive use of my leisure time than anything else. And it was on
the evening news that I heard of charges of public nuisance and illegal assembly
were being levied against the proto-anarcho-restorists.

I sat upright. It did not sound right to me. “Public nuisance”? “Illegal assem-
bly”? Just what the hell did those people do? Curious, I went on to the world wide
web and looked it up. It turns out that the week before, during yet another install-
ment of their protest, there was a community event that was being held in the
same general location as they were. And by “same general location”, I meant it
was on the opposite end of the space that was the designated free-speech pub-
lic arena. The proto-anarcho-restorists made the mistake of marching around
in the arena and getting too close to the community event, which triggered a
quick knee-jerk reaction that they were out to wreak havoc among an innocent
lot of folks who were out enjoying a nice afternoon picnic with the particular
organisation that was hosting the event. That knee-jerk reaction included the
investigation of the police on the organisers of the “protest group”, leading to
the final series of charges of public nuisance and illegal assembly on them.

I read the articles surrounding the issue carefully. Half of them were vitriolic
against the proto-anarcho-restorists, saying that they were jerks and meanies
who were heckling people who weren’t there to “listen to their nonsense and was
having a nice afternoon out”. There were others who gave a more conspiratorial
slant to it, that it was an act of agent provocateurs to entrap the protestors, to
remove the momentum that they were garnering from their increasingly high pro-
file, to make an example of them against other would-be followers. There were
also a significant few who felt that the whole affair was merely an incident that
provided an opportune moment to smash the proto-anarcho-restorists, some-
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thing that was not actually planned the way the conspiracy believers said, but
something that was as opportunistic as could be.

I did not like what I saw. To me, at least, there seemed to be an invisible line
that was crossed. I didn’t know what it was that snapped within me, but I could
tell that I was not going to walk away from what I saw on the news unchanged.
The sudden reality of the potentially overt oppression of the government on the
citizens hit me like a punch to the face. There and then, as I sat there watching
more of the news talking about the decisions of the preliminary hearing that was
held, I knew that I could no longer sit there quietly and hope that something will
change.

That was when I decided to be a part of their group, to support these no
named nobodies to fight back and to bring back some of the dignity that we had
as citizens. To, in some sense, bring back a more straightforward interpretation
of the constitution, without all the weasel words and exceptions and conditions.
To bring back some sense of belonging, some sense of control, to restore the
intent behind the constitution.

Lucille: So you joined the anarcho-restorists?
Ted: It’s hard to really say, niece. “Joining” meant that there was some kind of

overall organised movement. It didn’t really work out that way. There’s a reason
why they are called the “anarcho-restorists”.

Lucille: You mean the “anarcho-” part of it?
Ted: Yes. I do mean the “anarcho-” part of it. What I just told you is merely

the beginning of the events prior to the start of the Restoration Conflict. You
must understand that the Restoration Conflict itself was a pretty bloody affair.
It was the first bloody confrontation that the city-state had faced since its inde-
pendence nearly a hundred years ago today. Its ramifications were wide enough
that even today, we don’t call ourselves the city-state, but the neo city-state.

Lucille: What happened next?
Ted: Well. . .

After I decided to be a part of their group, I did a lot of catch up reading on
what had been going on. You must understand that during this entire period, I
was basically working my butt off trying to keep my head above the water, what
with the work conditions that I was facing. The more I read the more I started
to see that I wasn’t the only person who felt that injustice was being served by
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the government on us the citizens. There were just so many things to be angry
about, the flooding of the job market with cheap foreign labour, the raising of
the retirement age, the enforcement of various policies designed to hamstring
the average citizen—they all added up.

It wasn’t so much the injustice from the terrible policies that were infuriat-
ing other like-minded people, it seems. It was also the fact that each of these
policies were steam-rolled on to everyone without so much as a consultation
or referendum, as though the mandate given by the people to the government
via the elections was to be taken for granted. People tried to provide feed back
to their representatives in the parliament, but there were no replies, and if any
replies were forthcoming to begin with, they were circuitous and explained noth-
ing at best and merely deflected the question at worst. It was exasperating, at
least among the group that would form the anarcho-restorists.

But I need to say something in balance. While I said that many of the articles
I read from the world wide web were harbouring such strong annoyances against
what was effectively an unjust governing body, there were many who did not see
it that way. They felt that things were going smooth, that nothing was going
wrong and that the proto-anarcho-restorists were just being jackasses for trying
to upset the status quo that was already at its harmonious. It was true at the
start of 2014, but the idea of injustice was gaining momentum, albeit slowly.

The proto-anarcho-restorists that were caught in the legal brouhaha were
sentenced to three months of imprisonment, in addition to a fine of five thousand
dollars each. They started to serve their term nearer the end of 2013. For a while,
all activities that were trying to highlight such discomforts and injustices slowed
to a standstill as each of the potential activist was evaluating the ramifications
of the conviction. It was clear that in the face of the law, the judges were not
going to actually side the constitution, something that everyone found to be
rather worrisome considering that the judges were the executors of the law itself.
That they were blatantly ignoring that was something that needed to be taken
into consideration—despite appearances, the rule of law was no longer the aegis
that the citizen could take up to ensure that his rights were being observed. And
since the police was an extension of the law, it was also clear that they would not
be of much use in defending the citizens against the oppression.

Then someone on an anonymous forum on the world wide web wrote a single
phrase: “Armed resistance”. That innocuous looking post spawned a quick thou-
sand replies, with each arguing the pros and cons for such a drastic measure.
You must understand, niece, that the city-state then is the same as the neo city-
state—no one could own any form of weaponry, projectile or bladed. Only the
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police and the military had access to the weapons of war. As you will undoubt-
edly realise, someone also started asking on the forums about how the military
will behave under the circumstance of armed resistance—would they stand by
passively and watch the change take place, or will they be actively deployed to
quell the masses, or will they—in the dream of dreams—join the uprising and
help overthrow the system that was causing us citizens so much grief.

Much time and effort went into those debates about how it would go about.
I am still amazed that such discussions were permissible at all, considering the
nature of it. But all these happened during the time before centralised web ac-
cess control that was put in place after the Restoration Conflict, and with proper
care in choosing one’s method of accessing the particular forums and other web
sites, it was possible to evade detection for a long time. It’s funny that despite all
the control that the government seemed to have back in the city-state, they were
quite clueless in terms of handling things relating to the world wide web and the
internet as a whole. My guess is that probably they are so used to operating in
environments that they have absolute control over that they forgot how to work
in one where it was more open to all.

I felt that an armed resistance was inevitable. A peaceful means had been
tried, and the outcome was clear—any form of dissent was considered to be ver-
boten, or forbidden. It is like trying to hunt a hippopotamus with a peashooter—it
will only enrage the hippopotamus and cause it to charge relentlessly towards
the poor hunter, and the end result is a win for the hippopotamus and a loss of
the hunter. If we were going to hunt a hippopotamus, we’d better arm ourselves
better. In our context, it meant making a statement that was loud and clear to
the point that it was impossible to ignore us.

I got in touch with some overseas folks who had experiences with gunsmithing
and explosives to learn some improvised firearms techniques from them.

Lucille: Firearms and explosives? Not even knives or anything like that?
Ted: Niece, you see, knives just don’t cut it, no pun intended. In a straight

up one-to-one match up with the police when we do our armed resistance, we
are going to be pelted with all forms of projectiles, from CS gas bombs, rubber
bullets, water cannons, and even birdshot from shotguns if things get ugly. It’s
not some old fashioned honourable fight thing—we needed to make sure that we
show that we mean business and are threatening enough to jolt everyone awake
and to make them aware of just how wrong things were.

Lucille: But surely you guys didn’t actually go through with the whole home-
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made firearms thing, right? It sounds like it wouldn’t work at all.
Ted: Oh. . . wouldn’t you know. . . .

It wasn’t easy of course to build your own firearm. There were lots of materials
to be got, not all of them easily accessible. By the end of the first quarter of 2014,
we had a few groups of people who were working closely with each other to plan
for a storming of the parliament during one of the sittings to force a coup. We
had some people working in parliament as spies and scouts to map out where
everything was, and how heavily armed the various guards were. It was intense
work, but those guys did it splendidly. Not only did they manage to get the floor
plans and guard armaments and rotations for us, they also managed to stay in
cover all throughout the time.

We had also received word from someone who knew a general or two in the
army that was willing to be on our side, something that everyone was pleased
with but was also wary of. You see, while no one ever speaks of it any more, back
in the day of the city-state, there was actually a secret police roaming about
trying to look for such trouble to nip it in the bud before it got out of hand. It
was a serious thing. They existed before the whole September 11 terrorist attack
fiasco, and had a slightly different mandate before that.

Dissenters. Their mandate before was to look down on anyone who was dis-
senting. That was the reason why many of the policies that have turned out to
be detrimental to our own lives were allowed to pass without so much as a whiff
of discontentment. A little like how the proto-anarcho-restorists were sent to
prison, those who made any sort of noise about the policies with an audience to
boot were quickly and quietly taken away to be locked up without trial until they
become complicit with the policy or until they grow old and useless, meaning
that they have lost their audience and their ability to stir up trouble.

With the September 11 incident, the focus of the secret police was transferred
to that of the terrorists, or at least, terror organisations which were made up of
religious fundamentalists with a penchant for high explosives and general may-
hem. Thinking about it now, we were similar to them in terms of the use of tactics,
but we differed in one fundamental way—our loyalty was with the constitution and
the betterment of the lives of our citizens, and not some kind of cross-nation re-
ligious relation the way those terrorist organisations were so fervent about. So
in a sense, while they were not really focused to dissenters, which was what we
were back in the day, their focus was still close enough to what some of us were
planning to do that every bit of precaution was needed.
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We had our sympathisers. The movement began very underground, like I said,
but as the word slowly filtered out, we began to get all forms of support. Some
decided to join in, like the way I did, others helped by creating distractions away
from us to ensure that the authorities were always busier with other things than
to look out for those of us who were preparing for the inevitable armed conflict.
There were a few higher ups in the civil service who weren’t happy with the way
things were going and helped with smuggling in various forms of material for us,
like the ease of access to various forms of gun powder, and machinery that would
normally require tracking and an import license—these machinery were used to
build the parts necessary for the firearms that we were intending to build.

So in sending those protestors to jail, they had in fact pushed the movement
into the very region of criticality that they were trying to avoid. It happened pretty
fast. It helped a lot that most of us had served in the military before as a part
of the forced conscription programme that all of us were subjected to—it meant
that the basics for handling a firearm were well understood and that the whole
marksmanship aspect of firing a firearm was also taken care of. The firearms
were made partly from home laboratories, while the gun powder was mixed and
packed secretly by some of the armourers that were under the generals who were
on our side. We couldn’t use the official weapons because it was too much of
a hassle to attempt smuggling them out—each piece had a serial number and
the paperwork regarding their existence and movment is onerous enough that
any halfway decent auditor could sense something missing; it was just that hard
to mask it all away. Besides, we weren’t trying to kill anyone per se—we needed
the firearms to deal enough damage to dissuade anyone from stopping us in our
armed resistance and coup de etat—we hated the policies, but the people who
were running with them were still, whether we liked it or not, fellow citizens. It is
a little like trying to shoot at a brother; it is hard to deal the killing blow.

Lucille: Wow. I read that there were lots of weapons involved, but I didn’t
realise that most of the firearms were home-made.

Ted: You’d be surprised how easy it is to make one.

Of course the guns we made were not very accurate. The weapons that we
made through a combination of machining parts and using the 3D printers were
muskets at best, since accurate rifling of the barrels was hard to achieve given
the clandestine nature of our work. But it was sufficient for our use—we weren’t
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expecting to fight a real war requiring ranges exceeding fifty yards, and having
something that was easy to assemble and use was more important than having
high precision. We believed in the number of people we could muster for any
such resistance.

Time wasn’t on our side. Since the imprisonment of the protestors, there had
been talk in parliament of passing evenmore draconian laws with respect to what
and where and how people can say certain things, all in direct contravention of
the constitution that guaranteed our rights to free speech. In short, the weaseling
and conditions were being increased to enforce a yet tougher stance on all of
our actions, depriving us of even the simplest of all rights to raise our concerns
and to question the reasons behind the increasingly unreasonable and untenable
policies. There was also talk that we heard from our spies that the police was
secretly being armed with assault weapons in case of an uprising. This surprised
a whole lot of us because we had never thought that the para-militarisation of
the police was something that was within the realm of possibility.

We did most of our planning over covert channels on the world wide web. I
have never met any of the anarcho-restorists in the flesh till the day we all as-
sembled at our various stations to start the resistance. I knew them only by their
internet handles, even when we met up. It’s been so long, but I still remember
their names and faces well. Most of them didn’t make it through the Restoration
Conflict though, and that’s why you don’t see many older folks around. It was a
very bloody day when it began. We thought it would be done by the end of the
day, but it turned out to last for a good two months. That was just ugly.

By the way, have you read Hugo’s Les Miserables? I think you should have a
look at that book at some point—some how I find the story it contains to be highly
relevant to what we were all trying to do, except of course it is less romantic and
ideal as what is written there. It’s not a full scale revolution at that scale—we
are a city-state after all—but the underlying principles of attempting to right an
injustice to our own people is the same.

But I promised to tell you about the events leading up to and including the
Restoration Conflict. So here’s roughly what happened:

It was November in 2014 when we were all ready for action. I remembered
the month well because of the old ditty that was quite popular then. Maybe you’ve
heard of it before?

Remember, remember!
The fifth of November,
The Gunpowder treason and plot;
I know of no reason
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Why the Gunpowder treason
Should ever be forgot!
Guy Fawkes and his companions
Did the scheme contrive,
To blow the King and Parliament
All up alive.
Threescore barrels, laid below,
To prove old England’s overthrow.
But, by God’s providence, him they catch,
With a dark lantern, lighting a match!
A stick and a stake
For King James’s sake!
If you won’t give me one,
I’ll take two,
The better for me,
And the worse for you.
A rope, a rope, to hang the Pope,
A penn’orth of cheese to choke him,
A pint of beer to wash it down,
And a jolly good fire to burn him.
Holloa, boys! holloa, boys! make the bells ring!
Holloa, boys! holloa boys! God save the King!
Hip, hip, hooor-r-r-ray!

Yes, that’s the ditty. I remembered it in its entirety well. Most people only
remembered maybe the first five lines of it. A little ominous actually, considering
the circumstances—the Guy Fawkes who wanted to blow up parliament failed in
his attempt and he was caught out and sent to the gallows. We were doing
something almost similar, though we weren’t actually going in with the intention
of killing off parliament in the literal sense, and funny enough, in the end, we did
get caught nearly two months later since the start of the Restoration Conflict.
But again I’m jumping ahead of myself. Even though I was an anarcho-restorist
back in the day, looking back, I am starting to wonder if all I did was worth it,
given the eventual outcome that we got to today. Again, I’m holding off the story
hahahaha. . .

So it was November 2014. The home-made firearms were disseminated qui-
etly in pieces to people who were interested in showing up for the storming of
parliament for occupation. There were other groups who were willing to act as
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buffers outside of the parliament house to slow down any police forces that were
mobilised against us. From the generals and high level civil servants sympa-
thetic to our cause, we learnt that it was highly unlikely that the military would
be activated in the case of any such disturbance—the most likely opposing force
that we will be facing would be the riot police, as long as we kept close to our
posts and did not attempt to increase the chaos and mayhem by attacking any
bystanders who are not obviously uniformed personnel. We were also told that
in the event the military were to be activated, it would require a mandate from
the president himself, and that could be side-stepped by keeping the president
away from couriers and messengers that will carry the message of the need from
parliament.

The firearms we had were smoothbore breakaway muskets, using stainless
steel tubes up to three feet long as barrels. The trigger, chamber and firingmech-
anism were made of carefully machined steel, while the stock and guard were
3D printed, as was the gun powder packets. The gun powder that the military
armourers prepared for us were packed carefully into packets with a fuze that
allowed us to light up from outside of the chamber. Stainless steel balls used
as ball bearings of around ten millimetres in diameter were repurposed as our
musket ball. It wasn’t exactly the easiest weapon to conceal, but we managed to
do it somehow. It was a slow weapon, and with the longish barrel meant that we
could still get some level of aiming accuracy. There were doubts as to whether
the weapon would work, but we all knew the answers to that within a week of the
whole Conflict. Some of the firearms were modified to use a much shorter barrel,
roughly one and a half to two feet long to act as a shorter range weapon. Sabots
were 3D printed to hold on to smaller stainless steel balls to act as a rudimen-
tary shotgun. Some of the more enterprising ones even made double-barrelled
versions with both side-by-side and over-and-under configurations as well.

From the discussions on the forums, there was going to be five big meeting
points. The first meeting point was parliament house itself, where around two
hundred and fifty people would attempt to secure the parliament house itself
while the members of parliament were still inside it. Parliament house itself
was built like a fortress, and with some help from the spies that were already
inside, it was calculated that it would be possible to fortify the place and hold
out for quite a while. The second meeting point was in the middle of the main
shopping district. At least five hundred people were going to meet there and
occupy it. There wasn’t a real strategy behind occupying the shopping district
itself other than to raise the profile of the movement drastically—it was one of
the most visible places in the city-state. The other three meeting points were
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spread out among the housing estates and the business district in the other
three uncovered directions in the city-state to heighten awareness and to draw
any police forces away from the main group storming the parliament. Some of
the folks on the forums were talking about doing something more guerilla-like,
but the rest of us were uncomfortable with that since it diluted our people too
much—our slow loading firearms meant that anything short of numbers would
be a serious disadvantage to us when we went up against the semi-automatic
weapons that the riot police were likely to be carrying. Among us were some who
claimed to be from the riot police and even they were highlighting the issues of
not being in numbers.

I was part of the group that was in the shopping district. I was disappointed
but understood the rationale behind it—even though I was comfortable with
firearms and general infantry tactics, the storming of the parliament house needed
the best we had since it was the operation that required the most coordination
and technical expertise to pull off safely and quickly, and being only “comfort-
able” was insufficient. On hindsight, it was probably a good thing too that I
ended up in the shopping district instead of the parliament house detail—you
should know by now that of the lot who stormed the parliament house, nearly
half of them were badly hurt when the guards who were not on our side put up a
greater resistance than expected. That and the eventual stand off which made
it all very bloody—but again I am jumping the gun. Or more likely, I wasn’t there
and was starting to get into some kind of speculative territory.

So anyway, we decided on where we were heading and sorted out the logistics
as much as we could. Among us were two rough groups of people. Those with
firearms were the fighters—we were responsible for maintaining the borders of
the areas we cordoned off since we were the ones with the actual tools to prevent
any form of incursions. The rest who were not fighters supported the logistics.
We were planning on occupying the various meeting points for at least a week or
more if we didn’t manage to oust the entire parliament of its current members
and force a rethinking of how the country was to be run. Doing so without any
form of logistics backing for food and water was just a bad idea at best and a
terrible idea at worst, since we would lose in a war of attrition.

It was a bright and early Wednesday morning when the day came. Ironic
again, since it was exactly the fifth of November of 2014 that we all went out to
our designatedmeeting point. I hid mymusket barrel by replacing the breakaway
part with the handle of a walking stick while I kept the rest of the parts in a
backpack that I was carrying about. I had some of the stainless steel musket
balls and the associated gunpowder packets in the same backpack, as well as
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extra fire equipment for lighting the fuzes. On advice from some protestors from
other countries who had underwent such things, I also brought along some face
masks in the dealing of the inevitable use of the various gas grenades.

I got out of my house and took the bus to the subway station nearby—it was
the quickest way to get to the meeting point. All the way I was getting there,
I was feeling this strong sense of nervousness, wondering if we were walking
into an elaborate trap by false agents from the government who were trying to
lull us with a sense of false security before springing the trap to get all of us in
one fell swoop to publicly denounce as as terrorists as opposed to the loyalists
of the constitution that I knew we were. More importantly, I wondered if the
people that I had talked and discussed matters over the past year on the forums
were going to show up just like the way they promised to, or that only a small
handful of us were going to be present to be a laughing stock of the world as
the most pathetic excuse of a protest group ever. I shook my head gently to get
rid of such defeatist thoughts and told myself that I would go to the meeting
place as planned, and will see what lay ahead of me. The bus arrived at the
subway station and I disembarked from it and walked with a limp towards the
subway gentries, my walking stick helping me make the walk as comfortably as
possible. On top of me, the many video cameras were capturing all of the images
of people who were walking to and fro the subway, and I was almost certain that
someone would notice how phony I was looking walking with that pretend limp on
the makeshift walking stick, even though we knew that there were just too many
video cameras in the city-state that it was practically impossible for the up to
date real-time monitoring the way the movies portrayed such security systems—
more often than not, such monitoring systems were consulted after the fact to
determine forensically the situation that led up to the problem that they were
investigating.

I limped my way past the video cameras and tapped my subway card at the
gantry, which beeped and opened up, letting me hobble my way through. I could
feel the eyes of the security guard that was sitting at his station just beyond the
gantry staring at me, as though I were some suspicious character that would
mandate a bag search. It was yet another of those security schemes that were
put in place after the September 11 terrorist events and London bombing—ever
so often someone would be selected at random for a bag search to ensure that
contraband goods like explosives or weapons were to be found. I limped on as
naturally as I could towards the escalator, trying my best to avoid the gaze of the
watching security guard.

“Hey you!” My blood froze and I kept on walking, praying that it wasn’t me
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that they were interested in.
“Hey you! The one with the walking stick!” ‘Fuck,’ I had thought to myself,

‘they had discovered me. I’m done for.’
I stopped and slowly adjustedmyself as I turned around to look at the security

guard. “You should take the lift down—it’s a little off to the side but it is easier
than trying to make your way down the escalator. Do you need any help?” He
seemed earnest and even friendly, definitely not the demeanour of someone
whom I was expecting to suddenly turn on me as though I were the criminal that
I was.

“I’m fine, thank you,” I replied with a nod and gave the most thankful looking
smile I could muster despite all the fear that I was feeling before slowly changing
course towards the elevator. That was the closest shave I have had thus far, and
it made me seriously reconsider just what I was trying to do. We were in the
city-state, a high surveillance and low tolerance society, and we were about to
pull off the largest and most dangerous protest that the city-state has ever seen,
all under the noses of the surveillance and security systems. It wasn’t so much
as a snub to the people who were in charge but a punch to the face in the nose,
should we manage to pull it off. Then I was reminded of what we were willing to
fight for when I looked about the subway platform. There was not a single local
person I could see—they were all foreigners of one sort or another. I couldn’t
feel the brotherhood that I felt when I was among my fellow citizens, instead,
I felt the disdain that these foreigners had for people of the city-state. That
discomforting feeling of alienation was enough to keep my wits about me and to
reassure me that what we were doing was for the better, and that the sacrifice
was worth it. Hubris was deeply entrenched, and there was no easy way of moving
out of it unless a large enough shock was delivered to the system. We waited
for the system and hubris to correct itself, and we had waited long enough. If
the system refused to change internally, it was time for us to deliver an external
shock strong enough to force it to change for the better.

It was time to remind those in power that the constitution was not a piece
of toilet paper to be trampled all over, that the people, while unarmed, are not
pushovers for their every whim and fancy, and that they, the members of parlia-
ment, were voted into power by the people for the people, and had their duties
in serving the people instead of themselves, and that they, the members of par-
liament, were responsible for the welfare of the citizens first and foremost.

My will thus steeled, I stepped closer to the platform and waited for the sub-
way to arrive. It was a week day morning and the worst of rush hour was over,
so the subway platform was not as packed as it ought to be. I had taken about
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a week’s leave from work—my entitlement no less—and was making use of it for
the movement, at least, for the beginning of it. I was sure that by the time we
were done with our taking of parliament house, I would be out of a job, and was
ready for that inevitable eventuality. But I knew that as suicidal as it sounded
from a financial perspective, it was the right thing to do. If we were successful,
there would be no issues about our jobs any more, and much of the bad that had
been done to us in the past will be righted.

Or so we thought.

Lucille: So you were scared while getting to the meeting point?
Ted: Are you kiddingme? Of course I was scared! I knew I had thought things

through, but it was a first in the city-state. No one was expecting something like
this, everyone was willing to bitch about how bad things were. It took some no
named nobodies to actually stand up and speak for us, and those of us who were
less no named did not even do anything about it. It was a mix of feelings. The
patriotism within and the need to care for our citizens over the foreigners swelled
up and was in constant tension with the emotion of keeping the status quo and
not stirring up unnecessary trouble—you can see how much of the conditioning
the old city-state had done to most of us. It was a do or die situation—if we
hadn’t stood up then, I think we would never have the chance to stand up again,
because the next time legislation were passed, we would have been outlawed
even further, with more expensive costs to pay. I did think about my work and
what I was having. Sure, it wasn’t the ideal of situations, but I still had a job!
But this was beyond the issue of my personal job and personal situation—it was
about the future!

Lucille: Woah uncle. . . you wanna take a break?
Ted: Sorry niece, got a little too emotional there. You’re lucky. Things now

were similar to before the Restoration Conflict, but it is in a much controlled
state. The checks and balances worked out much better now than before, and
that’s why we are having all these progress even nearly after one hundred years
of existing as a small city-state without its own resources. Anyway, let me take
another cup of coffee and I’ll continue.

Lucille: Sure, uncle. Any time you want to begin again, just go. Or if you’d
rather I come back another time, you can say so too. I don’t really want to upset
you too much for the sake of this silly final project.

Ted: Nah, it’s alright. Our side of the story was never told. . . at least, from the
side of those of us who were the anarcho-restorists. We were erased from history
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mostly by the establishment, but sadly, by most of ourselves because it was the
only way to move on from what had happened. But I’ll tell you more about that
when we get there. Let me continue about the Restoration Conflict proper.

Lucille: Okay.

I arrived at the stop closest to the meeting point at the shopping district.
Limping out of the subway, I carefully made my way off the platform to the exit
gantries. I passed through those without being molested, all while under the
watchful eye of the surveillance cameras all around. It was only after I made it out
of the underground subway station that the number of such “security” cameras
were reduced to something more tolerable. I slowly limped my way to the side of
the road nearest to the point where we had decided to make our stand. I glanced
about, trying to spot my fellow activists. Remember that we had rarely, if ever,
met each other in person to reduce the possibility of the association analysis
that the police were so fond of using—you’ve probably heard of it in the form
of the “contact tracing” exercise when the city-state was trying to contain the
effects of the great SARS epidemic back in 2003. It’s a similar process, except
the dragnet is expanded and there’s a strong legal aspect over it instead of being
for the use of epidemic containment.

It was a little easy to spot my fellow activists. Remember that the fighters were
armed with home made smoothbore muskets and shotguns, and the one thing
that was neigh impossible to hide away that easily is the barrel of the weapon.
Once one had that in mind, it was a case of trying to spot people who were loi-
tering about the same general region as I was and seemingly trying to hide away
the fact that they had a long hollow metal tube on their person. There were a
couple of loitering people with walking sticks, a couple with those large umbrel-
las, and a couple who nonchalantly carried the barrel as though it were part of
some prop that they were going to use in some kind of production. Spotting
the logistics people were a little harder, since there was no easy way of identify-
ing them. We had originally wanted some kind of identifying emblem designed
and deployed, but after throwing the idea about for nearly a thousand posts, it
was thought of as being too risky. The police force may not be that efficient
in a proactive way, but even the dullest of them could probably sense a pattern
if they see a large number of people with the same form of emblem plastered
all about them; even if they knew nothing about its meaning, the mere frequent
occurrence was sufficient for them to instigate an investigation into the matter,
thus drawing unnecessary attention to ourselves.
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I did see a group of people moving some of the large yellow barriers around.
They were dressed like regular construction workers, complete with obligatory
work boots and hard hats. The yellow barriers they were carrying about was
the standard kind of crowd-control barriers that were used; they were effectively
modular fences made of steel that had their own legs to stand on. Those barriers
were just a tinge taller than waist high, and was hard to climb over in a hurry. I
looked about and noticed lots of sandbags scattered here and there, something
that I wasn’t expecting to see in the shopping district.

There was a kind of electrification in the air, with so many people bustling
about. It did not feel as natural as it could be—there was an obvious sense of
forebode that was present. At least, that was what I felt when I started to notice
people who like me, were trying hard to not be noticed. Then, at around the
appointed time for the start of the occupation, a couple of construction workers
dressed in reflector wear walked across the road and held out their palms clad in
traffic control gloves. The road was a five-laner and was one direction, and it took
around three of these traffic controllers to slow the traffic down to a standstill.
Then, the other construction workers who were carrying the barriers suddenly
congregated and arranged out the barriers across the roads. Some of the drivers
that were there started to horn and yell obscenities at the construction workers
who were holding up the traffic, but they remained calm and collected as they
carried on their task.

“Go! Go! Go!” I heard someone yell and caught a glint of a stainless steel bar-
rel reflecting off the morning light. The invisible people I saw suddenly seemed
very familiar and all of us made our way quickly to the space behind the bar-
riers. More “construction workers” had made their way out on to the road and
were laying out sand bags behind the barriers as some of the fighters who were
there first started assembling their muskets. The traffic controlling “construction
workers” smiled and quietly walked back to behind barriers and helped with the
mounting of the sand bags.

I made my way to behind the barrier just like the others and was amazed at
the sheer numbers of people who were there. There was a jolly mood behind
the barrier as the fighters brought out their musket parts and put them together
while the logistics people helped to set up barriers on the other end of the road
segment and help set up tentages for the various support functions. Bystanders
who were stunned at the sudden movement of events suddenly realised that
something strange was happening and were starting to exit the place as quickly
as they could. There were some who seemed to know what was going on and they
started cheering on the sides for a bit as the drivers who had stopped in front
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of the barriers realised that they were not going anywhere in a hurry. Some of
the more abusive ones got out of their cars, their faces red and ready for a fight,
but when they saw the unmistakeable silhouette of muskets against the morning
sun, they thought better of it and went back to their cars, and tried their hardest
to reverse out of the road blockage, only to face the wrath of other drivers who
had gone down the same road without knowing that something of this scale was
happening on it.

I was near the centre of the makeshift camp, and had removed my musket
barrel from the fake walking stick that I had been limping on the whole morning.
The gun attachment and stock quickly replaced the fake walking stick handle
and I checked the breakaway action to ensure that it was working fine. I had
test fired the musket before at one of the few deserted islands that were con-
nected by a footpath causeway, and knew what its capabilities were. From my
backpack, I removed the small fanny pack that contained the gunpowder packets
and stainless steel musket balls and put it around my waist. Beside me were a
couple of other fighters who were assembling their muskets as well.

“Hey brother, I’m tim587,” one of the fighers said to me as he put his weapon
together.

“tim587? Woah, so you’re the guy with the extensive gunpowder expertise?”
I replied, “wasted85 by the way.”

“Hahahahaha. . . I’ve shot lots of fun stuff while I was in the US. wasted85
huh, I think I’ve read some of your angsty complaints about how cocked up your
co-workers are.”

“Yeah, about them. . . eh, fuck’ em. This is what we’re about right?” I replied,
glad to finally put a face to a forum handle.

“That’s what I would say too. I’m jonah88, used to work at an IT firm, but too
many of them Indians undercut and got me booted out.”

“Seriously? That’s fucked up brother,” tim587 said as he put the final bits of
his musket back together. Unlike most of our muskets, his looked like a weird
three barrel combination, two side by side with one stacked below. The one
below was significantly longer than the other two.

“That’s a weird gun,” I said to tim587. “Is it supposed to be for short ranges
or long ranges?”

“A bit of both. The top two are shotgun-like while the longer one below is for
the longer range stuff. I’ve tested this design before—it works quite well. The
muzzle velocity was tough enough to break through flesh targets at around the
two-hundred yard range for the long one.”

jonah88 gave a low whistle. “I’m not that good with these kinds of innovation,
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so I just went with the standard design.”
“Standard design’s good enough,” tim587 replied as he stood up with the

musket resting on his shoulder. “But I was worried about the lack of short range
firepower. No idea how they are going to take us down though.”

“You think the military is going to get involved with this?” jonah88 asked,
“because if they are, I think we’re fucked over. I don’t think these muskets can
do anything to them. Besides, they are probably going to be armed with the usual
M16 and M4s and we’ve nothing remotely like body armour here to handle all of
that.”

“Nah, not bloody likely. This is a civil matter, not something involving an ag-
gressor from the outside, so if the military were to actually be involved, you’d
know immediately that we’re fucked beyond compare, in that whatever we are
intending to do has exactly zero percent chance of success since the whole cor-
ruption and what not is too endemic that a simple uprising like ours is not going
to do anything at all,” tim587 said as he stood up and checked the aim of his
weapon. I just nodded my head in agreement.

The place where we chose to make our stand was an interesting one. It was
one of the few stretches of the main road that runs through the shopping district
that wasn’t immediately flanked by tall buildings, terrain that is to our disadvan-
tage since police snipers could easily take us out one by one with their precision
rifles from the relatively safe cover high above us where our muskets were un-
likely to hit. Instead, we had two fairways on either side, part of the park that
existed in the middle of the shopping district, for one reason or another. It was
quite level, making it easy to see a little ahead if anyone tried to charge us from
the flanks. For our own safety of course we had set up firing posts in those di-
rections as well, covering all four possible cardinal directions of assault from
the police. Some of the logistics support people were also flying drones with
attached video cameras and were using that as a form of counter-intelligence
by scouting ahead of our choke point. So far, nothing much had been stirring
other than the fact that irate drivers were finding their morning drives rudely in-
terrupted by a bunch of gun toting people behind barriers of metal fences and
sandbags.

You might remember this location, niece. If you had been walking along the
shopping district’s main road, there should be a place where a small plaque is
embedded in the ground as a memorial. Where that thing is located is where
the confrontation happened at the shopping district. I wouldn’t be surprised if it
were hidden in some way or another, perhaps by a strategic bush growing near
it or by some kind of fence built around it. Or even having the originally empty
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fields next to it covered with imposing buildings—I would not be surprised at
all if these were what happened. You have to rememeber that the Restoration
Conflict was the event that many would try to forget, the one time in the history
of the neo city-state that the control measures for governance failed.

Anyway, plaque aside, back to my story.

So we were sitting there, behind all the barriers, muskets at the ready, but
we weren’t actually aiming it at any one or at any thing. There was nothing to do
for the first hour or so because there didn’t seem to be any sort of disturbance
other than us just sitting there and blocking everyone’s way. As the morning went
by and the shopping district stirred though, some of the more curious onlook-
ers started to stop by and take pictures of the entire set up with had, and even
noticed the banner that some of the support people had put together as a way
of rallying those who were for our cause of restoring the constitution and over-
throwing the current parliament that was doing nothing for the average citizen
and was selling us away as though we were some kind of slave trade commodity
to the foreigners. In short, the banner helped to simplify the cause to the point
where anyone who was walking by and could read it would immediately under-
stand why we were doing what we were doing. A couple of passers-by joined us at
the barricades for a while in solidarity—they shared their stories about how they
were marginalised in their own companies by their own employers, who were un-
surprisingly largely holding work visas as opposed to citizenships or permanent
residentships. There were a couple that stared daggers at us as though we were
complete idiots who were out to do nothing but to cause havoc to their other-
wise hum-drum day—some were even pissed off enough that they spat in our
general direction. They didn’t dare to actually come to close because it doesn’t
take much for anyone to realise that we were sitting behind the barricades with
firearms, ready to use it should things start to get ugly.

Nearly two hours after we started our encampment, one of the drone opera-
tors in the camp gave the warning that the first wave of policemen have arrived.
According to the description, they were just regular police constables and were
not armed like a paramilitary unit the way the riot police were. There were roughly
ten cars’ worth of them heading our way. There was a sense of excitement in the
air. First contact with authority! It could easily go in either direction—immediate
violence or delayed violence, the violence being delayed till the riot police as-
sets can be deployed. Another drone operator sent out the message to us that
the mainstream media were finally getting in on the action, and there were at
least five television and radio crews operating just outside of two hundred yards
reporting live about the situation in the shopping district. Someone pulled up a
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portable television and saw that the media had deployed units to the other three
diversionary meeting points. But it was worrying that none of the riot police had
been deployed yet. The uneasiness was starting to get infectious—the whole
purpose of setting up all these other meeting points for us to gather was to draw
as much of the riot police assets away from the parliament house, where the real
action was to be had.

From yet another drone operator, we heard a confirmatory yell: a red riot
police bus had been spotted just at the outskirts of the shopping district. All of
us were getting excited by it all—so they were sending out riot police after all!
All the better for the fighters at the parliament house to pull off what they had to
do.

tim587 bared his teeth and grinned. “Looks like it’s going to be a party all
around right, brother?”

I looked back at him and tried to conceal my fear. “Hell yeah! Let’s see just
what they have going for us.”

That was the kind of bravado that was encouraged back in the army, I re-
membered musing to myself at that time. The type of psyching that was needed
to ensure that the whole unpleasant business thatwas to come was as easily
forgotten as it could be.

The curious passers-by who had milled about earlier seemed to detect a
strong sense of tension in the air and had already left the general region on
one excuse or another, or at least, that was what I thought to be the case. More
likely it was the set up of a police cordon of some sort that kept the people away
from it all. It was a slow morning, but after standing around without any action
for two hours, a sudden sporadic silence came about and lingered for a moment,
as though foreshadowing future events. The silence extended into awkwardness
as no one wanted to be the first to slice through it with the uncontrolled voice.
The only thing that was heared more or less clearly was the muted sounds of
the birds that were rustling away from the trees that they were hanging out on,
seemingly aware of what was to come.

From across the green fields, we could see the forty policemen walking toward
us. When they were a hundred yards away, they stopped and one of them (iden-
tified as a division commander by one of the drone operators who was following
their movement from nearly thiry feet away) raised a megaphone and talked into
our general direction in a cool and calm voice.

“People,” he began, “I am Commander Tan. You are part of an unlawful as-
sembly with potential possession of illegal firearms. Under the law, I am obliged
to tell you to disperse now and surrender your weapons, or we will be forced to
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disperse you by force. You have twenty minutes to make your decision.”
“Or what? You’ll shoot us dead, your fellow citizens, following stupid orders

to the end without thinking about what they are doing to us?” Someone shouted
from behind me. I didn’t dare to look behind—I kept my eyes forward, following
the movements of the police officers we could see, and fearing for the police
officers we couldn’t. tim587 had told everyone to keep their muskets pointed
in the air as much as they could to show that the gathering was not supposed
to be violent in nature, but that it could get violent in a jiffy if that was how the
authorities decided to go down that path. It was a strong statement to make, and
tim587 reminded us that even though the police were not our side due to their
loyalties and duty, they were still citizens like us, and if we could avoid hurting
them as much as we could, it would still be an overall win for everyone.

“It’s the system we are going for and those who made it that way, not those
whose job it is to follow the system that was forced upon them,” jonah88 had
chimed in after tim587’s words.

‘What if they didn’t accord us with the same courtesy?’ I had thought to my-
self. “Gentlemen” agreements worked only because gentlemen were involved; if
one was a ruffian, how would the agreement work in principle? But it was not a
time for such thoughts—the tension was at its largest at this point as the police
officers and us stared each other down. The questions yelled by the anonymous
person behind me was never fully acknowledged by the police officers who were
standing behind their division commander, let alone answered. The drone oper-
ators flew around the site, trying to identify all the assets that were there. There
had been movement in the riot bus with the riot police in full gear assembling
in front of it—all one hundred strong—but there was nothing about them to show
that they were going to do anything other than stand there in formation and
awaiting for orders. Some of the support staff tried to spot for any police snipers
and other hazards like that by trying to scan quickly at the various directions that
the forty officers were looking at, but all those turned to naught—the place we
had chosen to make a stand was indeed a good choice.

The time ticked by slowly. The police officers stood there, in formation as well,
and looked on at us in an unnervingly calm way, while we returned the glare with
stares of our own, ourmuskets still aiming high and not directly at anyone. tim587
had been designated as the “colonel” of our edge of the square of barriers and
he was keeping us cool by telling us repeatedly to keep calm and not aim the
weapons at anyone directly to reduce the chance of provocation. On the other
side, where the media were, the drone operators were scouting about trying to
gain more intelliegence. Behind us and near the centre, someone had turned up
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the volume of the television set. The parliament house had been stormed and
our fellow brothers at arms were making their way through the building towards
the parliamentary chambers! We shouted in jubilation when we heard the news.
Then, a stray shot flew from nowhere and hit Commander Tan in the stomach.

What erupted was the worst form of chaos that I had seen in my life.

Lucille: Are you alright, Uncle Ted?
Ted: Yeah, I’ll be fine in a bit. . . hold on. Let me drink a bit more of that

coffee. You must know, it’s a terrible thing to be thinking about things like that.
Even though it’s from the past, somewhere deep and far and long ago, once it
surfaces, one cannot simply walk away from it unscathed.

Lucille: Are you sure you don’t want to talk about it some other time?
Ted: Nah, just give me a little bit of time to calm down and I’ll tell you what

happened. It has been nearly twenty years—it’s probably time for me to get it out
of my system. This is supposed to be a good thing for me. But like I said, these
old emotions are. . . tricky to handle, to say the least.

Lucille: Okay uncle. Any time you’re ready. . .

From nowhere came a whole series of high powered bullet shots and from the
cries near the centre of our encampment, all of us knew that a group of people
had taken out our drone cameras. The snipers were in place after all, and the
fact that they could easily take out our drone cameras told us that the danger
was much more than we had expected, that our worst fears were realised. The
supporters quickly ducked as low as they could underneath the tentage, bring-
ing their electronic gear as close to the ground as they could by eskewing the
makeshift tables that they were using. The police officers who were standing be-
hind their commander had started to spread themselves out with their revolvers
drawn as the riot police sprinted in with their shields to cover up the gaps that
were exposed. The fighters among us started to aim our muskets forwards when
tim587 shouted “Who the fuck did that? Everyone stand down! Everyone stand
the FUCK done! Find who did that and bring him out! Do it before it is too late!”

I looked forwards at the advancing body of police and riot police. They weren’t
taking any chances. Each of the original officers who were at the first confronta-
tion was behind a riot police officer who had the transparent shield in front of
him, acting like an aegis against whatever we might have. The riot police were
not arming themselves with anything more than the shield, while the other of-
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ficers had their revolvers drawn. They advanced slowly and tightly, as though a
phalanx from the old Roman legion. I could sense the aggression and anger
behind the stoic faces that were slowly revealing more and more detail as they
came by. At around the fifty-metre distance, they stopped and held their ground,
their weapons still trained on us.

Behind me people had jostled and found the culprit who misfired. tim587

glared at the errant fighter and shouted at him.
“See what you have done! That was fucking premature! I told you to not aim

at anyone! These muskets are home made—what were you expecting?”
Before the errant fighter could answer, the fifty odd riot police whom we did

not see suddenly sprang forth between those with the riot shields and advanced,
firing their birdshot shotguns. The effect was instantaneous—all of us aimed our
muskets and fired off in the direction in which the shotgun fire came from. They
were advancing from my side of the encampment, but I was too busy reloading
my musket to pay attention to what the rest were doing. A couple of the advanc-
ing riot policemen fell to the ground in great pain as some of the musket balls
smashed into their tibia, shattering them.

“Shoot to slow them down! Shoot to remove their ability to fire at us! Do NOT
kill them, I repeat, DO NOT FUCKIN’ KILL THEM!” tim587 screamed over the
gun fire. “Keep firing discipline! Row one, reload! Row two, fire! Row three, take
your aim! Don’t fuck up the order—these are muskets! You need to reload each
shot! Aim for the legs!”

I fired my musket as the first row reloaded. Some of the shotgun shrapnel
ricochetted up the metal fence and hit some of the front liners in the face, but it
was nothing more than a really bad scratch, so they grit their teeth and soldiered
on. Once my shot was expended, I broke away the weapon and loaded a new
ball and charge, and held the small lighter near the fuze when it was time for
my row to aim. We tried our best to keep the firing discipline, but it was hard to
concentrate amid the fire fight. The front line riot policemen had half of them
incapacitated, while the other half had retreated behind their colleagues with the
ballistic shields. Or rather, those with the shields had advanced, with the police
officers firing off their revolvers in our general direction. A couple of the shots
hit some of our third rowers who were taking their turn in the firing column—it
was not a pretty sight to see a face just blown to bits like that.

It was a real fire fight, none of that cloaks and dagger stuff. The police weren’t
going for riot suppression any more—they were going for the kill. It was unlikely
that quarter would be given to us since we had long since passed the invisible
line that separated an illegal assembly to an armed confrontation. The first row
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was firing again, and this time it was harder to knock down any of the slowly
advancing police officers.

“Fuck,” tim587 said. “This will not do. They will keep on advancing. Everyone,
duck when I say so.” I glanced at him from the corner of my eye and saw him
pulling out a familiar looking object the size of a fist.

“GRENADE!” tim587 shouted as he lobbed the high explosive without its
safety pin over the barrier. The fighters ducked the moment they heard the
dreaded shout, and none too soon. Three seconds after the shout, the famil-
iar blast of the infantry killer was heard by all of us. There was a sudden shock of
silence as the reverberations of the exploded ordinance made its rounds through
the street.

“Fall back! Fall back! They have grenades! Fall back!”
I peeked from behind the front row and saw the police officers breaking their

formation and running back as far and as fast as they could. Near the blast site,
I saw the mangled corpses of two police officers in riot gear. I raised my musket
to aim at the retreating police officers, but tim587 put his hand on my musket
and shook his head.

I turned and glared at tim587.
“Where the fuck did you get those? And why the HELL did you use them after

saying so much bullshit about not killing them? And why the FUCKING HELL are
you stopping me despite what you did?”

tim587 leant back a little while resting his gun on his shoulder. “Courtesy
of our friends from the army. As for why I’d use it, well brother, lemme tell you
this—if all we were going to rely on was our muskets, we would never have stood a
chance. Ever. Now it will delay them a whole lot more, and they will have to figure
out how many more assets to send in, and that buys the parliament house team
more time, if they ever made it through. And finally, since they are retreating,
we have achieved our goal. No need to shoot at them for the time being. Don’t
forget that our ammunition is limited.”

“Those fucking snipers have every reason to take you out now!” jonah88 said
breathlessly.

“No worries there, the same friends we have in the army have taken care of
the snipers. They can’t show their faces for obvious reasons since this is still a
civil affair and not a state of war, but they are out there. We are the distraction
for a lot of things that are going around. The only force that matters in this whole
thing is the parliament house team—never forget that we’re just the distractions
to draw attention and assets away from them. That we have friends in high places
will help us tremendously, but ultimately, we’re the ones who will be the face of
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it all. We’ll get more information of what is going on out there when the new
drones are sent out. I think this will buy us around two hours before they will be
done with their evaluation and send out the armoured water cannon truck after
us. Right now they are thinking it is suicidal to send in any foot-based teams
since we have grenades,” tim587 chuckled, “but what do they know?”

I looked at tim587 with guarded curiosity. Then I shook my head.
“Yes. We have a cannon and some anti-armour stuff smuggled out of the

army. We’re well prepared for this. Did you think we’d just come in with only
home made weapons that are woefully underpowered? I know we have people
on our side, but it is never enough. Just relax for a bit and let the adrenaline flush
out of your system. Well, not just you wasted85, all of you, relax a little. We’re
safe. . . for now. No one will be coming at us any time soon. Regardless, we’ll take
turns keeping a close eye out. The drones will be air borne to cover the larger
range soon.”

Lucille: That was it? That’s the Restoration Conflict?
Ted: Well, sort of. Not quite. It was the beginning of a prolonged stand

off between us and the police for two months. They never did try to send in a
ground force again, and tried to send in the armoured water cannon truck, just
as tim587 predicted. But by then, the anti-armour rocket was deployed, and it
blew a spectacular hole in the vehicle, disabling it. I couldn’t remember if the
driver made it out alive—but I obviously couldn’t just go out there and check on
things. The drones were doing their job, keeping tabs on the people outside our
encampment.

Lucille: Two months? Didn’t you guys have to eat and use the bathroom?
Ted: Well. . .

The truth was, the police didn’t really try their hardest to take us out. For
some reason, they seemed to be content to contain us where we were, more
or less. After we took down their armoured vehicle in a spectacular fashion, it
was starting to be clear to the police commanders that something was amiss,
and that we weren’t just the rag-tag mob with home-made weapons the way we
looked. As it turned out, tim587 was an infantry officer in real life, and he had the
blessings of the general who was sympathetic to our cause to take one platoon
out with him to join us in the meeting place at the shopping district to provide us
with the tactical advice that we needed. So among us fighters was one section of
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infantrymen co-mingled among us using the same weapons as we were, together
with some of their more standard load out as infantrymen. Among the shadows
were two sections of infantrymen tasked with clearing out the snipers from the
few buildings overhead—they were waiting for the police snipers to be engrossed
in taking out the drones beforemoving in to neutralise them. The drone operators
themselves were yet another section of infantrymen, this time the signallers,
who were used to operating various types of communication and surveillance
equipment.

It boggled my mind to realise the extent of help we were getting to ensure
that we would succeed in the ousting. But it would boggle my mind more when
I heard about what happened at the parliament house.

It was much later after the Restoration Conflict that I managed to hear the
story of what happened in the parliament house during the time we were kept
busy at the shopping district. The team of two hundred and fifty infiltrators had,
among them, two sections of infantrymen leading. They were armed with noth-
ing more than the home-made muskets and some flash bangs that made a loud
sound and cause temporary vision loss from the bright but mostly harmless ex-
plosion.

Entering the parliament house was easy enough. The first few fire teammem-
bers drew attention away from the guards by deliberately acting suspicious be-
fore the rest came in and aimed their muskets in the face of the two guards at
the literal front door. Not having a chance to even draw their service revolvers,
they surrendered immediately. Someone came in with some ropes and tied them
up, all trussed up like some turkey, before someone else came with chloroform
to knock them out. With the front door guards taken care of, they quickly pro-
gressed into the main lobby of the parliament house under the commands of the
infantrymen.

They spread themselves across the first floor, covering as much of the ground
as possible to ensure that no reinforcements from outside the building would
enter the lobby area to surprise them. When the positions were taken and the
situation assessed to have low risk of a surprise ambush from the outside, the
fire team started to stagger themselves up the many staircases up to the main
hall of the parliament chambers. The spies and agents that were working for
the anarcho-restorists had even opened up the doors to the rear of the building
where much of the back-end work was done to allow a more complete coverage
of the building, leaving no exit uncovered.

When they made their way up to the second floor, they were shocked to find
heavily armed riot police officers standing guard in front of the west and east
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twin doors that opened into the chambers. They kept their distance from the riot
police and kept as closely under cover as they could by staying below the top
flight of stairs that were opening straight into the line of sight. Word was quickly
passed to the spies who were still downstairs to clarify with them just what was
going on. The reply that was sent through the fire teams was that the riot police
officers were a new thing that was only implemented at the last moment by the
prime minister over a direct line to the police headquarters. The spies said that
they were surprised that the riot police officers were there, and hadn’t known
about it till it was pointed out to them.

There was a general sense of uneasiness among the anarcho-restorists then.
Were they walking into a trap that was set to foil them once and for all, or was
it just a fluke where the extra security was due to the paranoia of the leading
parliamentarian? More importantly, where did these riot police officers come
from when the ground openings were swept clean without any discovery. Then
someone whispered the possibility of heliopters being used to move the riot
police to the roof in order for them to sweep the building literally from top to
bottom, thus providing a stronger defense position for them. A few of the leaders
of the fire team met quickly and silently in the lobby on the first once more to
make a decision of whether to carry on or to abort. The odds seemed to be
stacked against them, and it was probably too late to attempt to secure the
higher floors before storming the parliamentary chambers—unlike those of us
who were out in the open at the meeting points, the teams that were storming
parliament house did not carry any particularly potent infantry weaponry other
than the flash bangs and the muskets they slung on their shoulders.

The quick conference came to a conclusion: they had no choice but to take
out the four riot police guards who were guarding the two main doors, and per-
form an immediate sweep of the next floor above because of the viewing galleries
that were above the parliamentary chambers—they were effectively two sniper
nests that could be used to pick them off once they had barricaded themselves
in the parliamentary chambers with the members of parliament. The infantrymen
split themselves off into four teams—two to lead two smaller fire teams to se-
cure the viewing gallery while the other two split up the larger reamining forces
to take out the guards and storm the parliamentary chambers.

With the plan in place, they crept back to their positions and conveyed the gist
of what transpired to the rest of the fighters. The teams that were to sweep the
third floor waited quickly behind. On cue, the fighters swarmed forward and fired
at the guards at the west and east doors simultaenously, injuring them badly as
the third floor sweepers charged up the stairs and threw flash bangs on contact
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with the third floor, retreating and waiting for a couple of seconds before forming
out on the third floor and gunning for their respective viewing galleries.

The stormers of the chambers were the luckier of the two groups of fight-
ers. They quickly subdued the two guards at each door, and using them as
shields, forced open the doors and entered with their remaining members train-
ing their home made muskets forwards into the chambers where the prime min-
ister stopped in mid sentence as he was delivering a prepared speech on a new
population policy that they were about to debate. There were a coupld of riot
police officers here and there inside the chamber proper, but as they withdrew
their service revolvers, they stopped when they realised that the fighters that
were entering (their most vulnerable moment) were shielded by their wounded
comrades, and that behind them had the obvious aim of many musket bores.
Confused as to what to do, they looked at the highest ranking person in the
room—the speaker of the house—for guidance, only to find him slowly raising
his hands and shaking his head. The rest of the members of parliament caught
on the cue and raised their hands slowly as well. The riot police officers in the
chamber were quickly subdued and trussed up like their compatriots on the first
floor, and the storming team claimed victory in the successful first phase of their
storming of the parliament house.

On the third floor, the small fire teams were met with unusually strong resis-
tance, with paramilitary police officers in body armour firing at them with semi-
automatic weapons. The infantrymen instinctively went into prone position and
ducked for cover and fired back as fast as they could with the muskets they were
armed with—some of them also pulled out their service pistols and attempted to
snipe with them, clearing a bit more breathing room for the others to thin down
the police forces with their muskets. They lost nearly half of their men from the
semi-automatic fire of the rifles within the first ten seconds of contact. Desper-
ate, some of them threw the remaining of their flash bangs at the direction in
which they heard the gun fire from before staggering their charge, with those
who were in prone position providing cover fire for those advancing as the pis-
tollers kept on their attempts at sniping. By the time the smoke and light cleared,
the fighters found that they had temporarily disabled nearly half of the opposing
force. But it wasn’t enough—they were already done by half. With a hoot and a
yell, they made their final charge against the armoured riot policemen and en-
gaged in close quarters combat. Their rifles in the way, the riot policemen were
quickly overpowered by the nimbler fighters, their rifles taken away and quickly
replacing some of the muskets as the alternative weapon. As more of the fight-
ers gained semi-automatic rifles, the riot police officers slowed their efforts to
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struggle and fight back. Those who could came by and tied up their opponents
while those with the semi-automatic weapons regrouped to push for the viewing
gallery.

The doors to the viewing gallery were unlocked, as expected, and in it were the
signs of a comand post for the paramilitary wing of the police force, complete
with spare ammunition, communications equipment as well as tactical maps.
The infantrymen looked at each other with glee and knew that they could now
hold down the parliament house until their commander came down with real
army reinforcements, clandestine of course.

Something similar happened with the other team for the other viewing gallery
as well. So just as the fighters in the chambers declared their victory in taking
over parliament, those in the viewing galleries were happy they managed to fully
secure the obvious entry points for the viewing gallery. But they were not com-
pletely safe till they were relieved by the clandestine army supporters. Leaving
the non-infantrymen in the viewing gallery with a couple of semi-automatic rifles
and plenty of muskets, the remaining infantrymen from the third floor assault
team regrouped and rearmed themselves to sweep the final two floors of the
building.

Meanwhile, the leader of the parliament house storming team stood forth
from the chamber assault team and started to address the stunned members of
parliament.

“Ladies and gentlemen, I am sure you are confused and possibly enraged
at just what occurred here. I have no doubt that there are many of you who
might even think that we are committing treason here, assaulting this seat of
government of our dear city-state using such violent means. I assure you, it
was never our intention to take this recourse—it is unnecessarily bloody and the
sacrifices involved are beyond what can be imagined. You may think then, why
are we so adamant to do what we have done? Or even, what exactly was it we
did.

“Well, let me tell you this. We represent the vengeance the citizens of this
city-state that wants to rip all of you limb by limb for being the oppressors you
are. We represent the justice that you have failed to uphold the day you swore
yourselves in as members of the parliament that governs this city-state of ours.
We symbolise the righteous indignation that had been forced under severe con-
straints and pressure to fester into this violent uprising. If, now, you think as well
as you did when crafting the policies and laws that harm us citizens while hiding
behind the façade that it is for our good, you ought to be seriously wondering
what will your fates be.
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“I will tell you, we are not like you, emotionless and without empathy. We don’t
want you dead, but we want you to restore what was rightly the soul and spirit of
this city-state—we demand that you restore the constitution back to its full glory,
without the weaselling and exceptions and conditions that you have put in over
the past decades to fulfill your own self interests at the expense of the citizens.”

The prime minister faced and glared at the leader of the fighters with eyes
of fiery anger, the kind that often accompanied a man who was used to having
his way. “You violently charged your way into here and claim to represent the
citizens. Need I remind you that all of us are voted as members of parliament by
the people? What mandate do you have to demand us to do this stupid request?”

The leader returned the glare with the cold stare of one who had stared into
the abyss and was not afraid of what he found there. Calmly, he raised his musket
and fired a shot into the leg of the prime minister. The musket ball flew at high
speeds and smashed its way through the tibia of the prime minister, and the
sudden loss of his standing support caused him to fall quickly to the floor in
surprise.

“The mandate of Heaven. It is your arrogance that is your downfall Mr Prime
Minister. You have forgotten what the constitution means. Mr Speaker, may we
have a reading of the Constitution and have each of its statutes re-ratified, with
all associated exceptions and conditions reviewed in depth, and to be struck out
on the basis of not being in the spirit of the drafting of the Constitution?”

“Well,” the speaker of parliament began as calmly as he could, “it is highly
irregular, but we. . . can do that via debate? We do have a quorum present, and
if. . . ah. . . legitimacy is what your. . . group is going for, perhaps we should follow
this order of business?”

All the fighters shouted in agreement, much to the surprise of the speaker of
parliament. He cleared his throat and was about to speak again when the leader
interrupted one more time.

“Sorry for the interruption, can we also enforce that the members of par-
liament are now operating on the basis of their conscience and not based on
whatever pre-stated party whip?”

“Considering the intent behind your. . . petition, yes, I think I will agree to this.
All members of parliament are now required to debate and vote on the basis of
their conscience. All party whips are no longer in effect.”

“Excellent Mr Speaker. What say you, Mr Prime Minister?”
“You will not get away with this,” the man said as he clutched at his bleeding

limb.
“I never intend to. In fact, none of us ever intend to!” Shouts and hoots of
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support and jubilation erupted from the fighters all about the parliament cham-
ber. “It is not for us that we did this; it is for our people and our city-state that
we are doing this. You should remember this for the rest of your life.”

“And now, none of you are leaving this building until the Constitution has
been restored to full effect, with all the contradictory and exceptional laws that
circumvented the Constitution struck out from the legislation. We will provide you
with food and drinks to keep you going, and you may use the toilets of course,
but none of you are leaving till justice is restored.”

Lucille: That. . . that’s not something you made up, right?
Ted: Why would I make up something like that? Go ask any existing survivors

from that fire team, if you can. They’ll corroborate.
Lucille: No, I don’t mean that. It just sounds so. . . impossible.
Ted: Times were weird. When you have an angry enough mob, anything is

possible if they are organised enough. We were fairly organised in a fashion,
which allowed us to finally take a stand, brutal thought it may be.

Lucille: They willingly stayed in place for two months?
Ted: Not really.
Some of them, I think the cabinet members or those who had the most to

lose when the constitution was restored to its original form tried to activate even
more of the paramilitary police to come in and mount some kind of rescue. We’re
talking SWAT level stuff, more like the ones who were using the semi-automatic
weapons instead of those who were going after us with the birdshot shotguns.
But by the end of the week, the general who was sympathetic to our movement
had managed to convince a few other generals about the merit of the movement,
invoking something to the effect of “we swore to protect the consitution and
since the constitution is currently being trampled upon and these people are
trying to restore it, it is therefore our duty to protect them from any form of
oppression.” It was also said that the general had also wryly commented that
the president hadn’t contacted them to give specific orders to the contrary, and
therefore they were bound by law to upkeep. With that support came relief in the
form of additional reinforcements of soldiers, this time in full uniform and gear
unlike the clandestine groups that were helping us, who came and stood guard
shoulder to shoulder with the rest of the anarcho-restorists, while other soldiers
helped with the logistics.

It helped a little that the public that was initially ambivalent to the cause
was rapidly polarised by the reports from the media, with some siding with us
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restorists and others siding the incumbent parliament and all its flaws. While
we were the ones who started the whole movement to force the parliament to
rescind the unconstitutional actions they had taken thus far, it was this new group
of polarised people that caused the true Restoration Conflict.

It was the end of the second week for us out in the shopping district choke
point. I didn’t go back to the office any more since there was no need to, con-
sidering everything that had happened. Word had been sent from the parliament
house about the lock down that had occurred, and images of the military fortify-
ing the positions around the parliament house were enough to inform everyone
just how serious things were. Our numbers had swollen from an influx of nearly
another thousand or so supporters for the restoration of the constitution, with
them doing most of the chanting and shouting and the whole nine yards relating
to regular protesting. Except this time, there were fighters on their side, mean-
ing us, as well as above-board support from the military. The police were not to
be seen beyond a relatively safe four hundred metres away, thanks to the heavy
presence of infantry soldiers decked out in full combat gear hanging out with us
fighters on the peripheries of the barricade. Ever since we launched that anti-
armour weapon at the water cannon vehicle, they police hadn’t dared to send
any other armoured vehicles in our way. The medics were allowed access to the
scene of the carnage to remove the injured and the dead, and it was, on the
whole relatively peaceful.

Until the swelling of the numbers that is. On our side, it felt good to finally see
the repressed and oppressed fellow citizens rallying together towards a future
that we all believe in. But what happened was that a strong opposition from the
conservatives had been grown ever since they discovered what was, according to
them, a case of treason against the city-state. They too had amassed a number
of their supporters and started gathering where we had first taken up position to
divert police attention away from the teams that were storming the parliament
house. While their numbers started off smaller in the beginning, by the end of
the second week, they two had hit numbers that were almost as many as we had,
or perhaps more. They stood around fifty metres away from us further up the
road, keeping their distance because of both the overt military presence that we
had and the fact that we were still armed to the teeth with the muskets. The
fences that were first there had since been moved aside to ease mobility for the
logistics people to bring food and water in to the encampment, leaving behind
only the sand bags which were also rearranged a little when it was clear that we
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weren’t expecting any form of reprisal from the policce in a long while.
So instead of a small group of fighters armed with home made muskets and

a rag-tag group of professional infantrymen supporting us, we are now talking
about the potential congregation of nearly three to four thousand people, each
ready to go for the other’s necks from the vastly different points of view.

tim587 had cautioned me that time when I thought that we were going to
hold the road indefinitely. “wasted85, this is only the beginning. The defeat of
the police merely buys us time for the inevitable—it only beat back the official
peacekeeper of the civil society, showing him that he wasn’t dealing with some
run of the mill ruffians. It was easy; you have us from the infantry here to help
you with that.

“But this next fight coming right up—it will be bloody. Much more bloody,
and worse compared to the face off with the police, for it will be the meeting of
mobs. And we are the incumbent with many armed people. But both sides are
filled to the brim with the high explosive of fanaticism, primed for the eventual
destruction of themselves. And all it takes is that one spark the way the face off
with the police started—one side injuring the other under a highly tense situation.

“What I’m trying to say is this: we may actually need to shoot to kill this time
if we were to live through this entire incident. And the people who we need to
fire our weapons at are the very people who are still blinded by the tales that
the government had been feeding them, the ones that are part of the many we
hope to save through our movement and our actions taken over the past couple
of weeks. Be prepared for that eventuality, brother.”

tim587’s words can true just a little bit past fifteen days. The two mobs of
people were unusually unruly that morning—the news caster nearest to the par-
liament house had reported that word had been sent from the house to say that
the negotiations were moving forward with hiccups here and there, but it would
take some time before the whole process of unsullying the constitution would
complete. The news caster also said that the anarcho-restorists—the term they
had given us ever since they had learnt of our movement from the first word from
the occupied parliament house—were still in high spirits and willing to continue
the occupation until the job has been completed satisfactorily by the parliamen-
tarians, despite the hiccups that were reported.

On our end, some people started whooping it up when they heard the news,
and like a viral infection it spread throughout the entire anarcho-restorist con-
tingent, with everyone cheering and shouting that our brethren in the parliament
house were still holding strong, and that they were confident it would turn out
well for us. That struck a nerve with the neo-conservatists who had gathered
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opposite of us, and being pissed off, they started to shout obscenities and slo-
gans back at us, insulting us in as vulgar a manner as it could. Then a few of
them started walking towards our direction and like an unintentional criticality,
the rest of their mob followed in the same direction and made their way towards
us. On our end, us fighters were standing guard, a little slackening considering
that we weren’t going to be up against the police in the near future, and a few of
us quickly noticed the sudden danger. jonah88 and I shouted at the mob to stay
back, and reminded them that we were armed, but they just didn’t listen. Fearing
for the safety of the encampment, we started training our muskets in the general
direction of the approaching mob. tim587 noticed the disturbance, and grabbed
a nearby loud hailer to bark out commands to us.

“Fire teams hold your position! Do not fire unless I tell you to! You people
not on our side, I am reminding you that we are armed and if we feel threatened,
we will open fire! Back off now and don’t test your luck!”

But the mob of neo-conservatists were beyond thinking—they were a runaway
self-sustaining throng of angry advancing people. The mob on our side walled
up towards the fighters behind the sand bags—they knew enough to not get in
the line of fire our of muskets should it get to that stage.

I watched in horror as the mob of the other side kept on their relentless
advance. Some of them started picking up random pieces of debris from the
road they were on, brandishing those debris as though they were going to use it.
tim587 muttered to himself behind me, condemning the first bastard who had
the cojones to toss the first stone.

They closed the distance. Forty metres remained between us, then thirty. At
that point tim587 shouted through the loud hailer “You have been warned! You
are now getting too close. Turn back or we will be forced to open fire!” The
words, deafening from my position, fell on deaf ears. They kept on coming in,
and tim587 gave us his orders with his quavering voice.

“First row, aim! Second row, prepare! Infantry aim!”
The first stone was tossed at the distance of twenty-five metres from our clos-

est barricade, and an avalanche of discharging firearms reverberated throughout
the shopping district on command. In front of us, two whole rows of the oppos-
ing mob fell from their injuries, with those fired at by the semi-automatic rifles
of the infantrymen experiencing penetration to the poor souls who happened to
be standing behind them.

“First row, reload! Second row aim! Third row, prepare! Infantry fire at will!”
I drew a bead with my musket at the figure that was charging towards us at

full speed. He was a young Chinese boy, probably no older than twenty years old.
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He looked dishevelled, and his eyes had that fervent look about him. In his hand
was a piece of rock that he was about to lob when I squeezed the trigger. The
musket rocked back a little as the charge in it detonated and fired off the musket
ball straight into the boy’s femur. The effect was instantaneous but brutally slow—
one moment he was running forwards towards us, and the next he had planted
his face firmly into the ground, with the leg that I had fired upon flung backwards
and high into the air as his forward momentum flipped him.

After three successive volleys of fire from our side, the mob seemed to get
the message that we weren’t fucking around, and those who were outside of the
thirty-metre mark started turning around to run back. But those few reluctant
retreaters were met by the full inertia of the mob that demanded they move
forward. Sighing to himself, tim587 signalled for the fighters to stand down and
gestured at our own mob to surge forth to provide the force to push back the
other side. I remember getting out of the way as quickly as I could from the
second row of fire that I was on to let people from our side charge in to push
back the neo-conservatists. tim587 motioned us to take up flanking positions
and keep our muskets on the ready in case the mob successfully pushed our
own people back. And nearly an hour after it first began, it ebbed away when the
criticality of the neo-conservatists were held in check by our own side.

This went on and off every couple of days throughout the entire two months
we were there, except each time it came, the stakes were a little higher than
before. Towards the end of the entire two months, we were up to fighting each
other with all manners of guns as the generals that weren’t sympathetic to our
side started throwing their own personnel and equipment on the side of the neo-
conservatists. Many fighters, including me, traded up our muskets for some of
the semi-automatic rifles that were available later on, when it was clear that the
protesting mobs were turning into a kind of proxy war for those who were in
power.

I’ll admit that I probably hurt, maimed and possibly killed more people during
those two months than I had ever over the rest of my life.

Lucille: But if you were so hard core then, how did you manage to leave the
whole episode unscathed?

Ted: I didn’t leave unscathed!

While the occupation force at the parliament house were getting the consti-
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tution fixed and what not over the past two months, the rest of us were doing our
best to keep the movement alive by the continual occupation of our various bar-
ricades. As I told you earlier, the beginning was relatively benign, with the police
being the primary opposing force, then they retreated when they realised we had
infantry weapons beyond the home made muskets that were using up till then.
Further on, when news of the parliament house occupation hit the city-state’s
media, the heavy polarisation occurred and many of the people of both sides of
the issue came down to the various barricades to support their various sides.

I told you the story up to the point of our first skirmish with the neo-conservatists.
It was necessarily bloody, the kind of reaction that one was expecting in order
to bring some order to a mindless mob that they were at that time. But it had
the side effect of escalating things slowly but surely, and in our case, the neo-
conservatists started to fortify themselves with home made weaponry, including
firearms and improvised explosives. They set up their main encampment around
three hundred metres away from our central tentage at the shopping district, as
far as our video drones could tell. Their own supporters had come down in droves,
and some of the other military personnel not on our side had taken up their cause
and attached couple of companies of infantrymen on their end, armed with con-
ventional semi-automatic weapons. At that point, the entire police force was
effectively neutered since there was no way they could do anything to deal with
forces that involved the actual military with actual military hardware. All they
could do, as I was told by some of the people running the drone surveillance,
was to keep a quarantine border around the five major barricades to ensure that
none of the potential violence within spilt out of their respective zones.

In many ways, the civil state of the city-state was on hold at that point, de-
spite a lack of a proclamation of martial law by the president, whom the rest
of our teams were doing a good job at keeping away from all communications
channels. I wondered if that man had been killed outright by our own people—
but jonah88 told me that it was not likely since we, in some sense, needed the
president to be alive to provide his blessings for the restored constitution. “Af-
ter all,” jonah88 said with a grin, “the president is the ‘lawful custodian’ of the
constitution, whatever that means.”

The skirmishes, as I said, were heating up across the time throughout the
whole two months of the occupation of the parliament house and the barri-
cades. The media had started to call the movement the “Restoration Conflict”,
referring to the key disagreement between the anarcho-restorists and the neo-
conservatists with respect to the treatment and restoration of the constitution.
The peak of the Restoration Conflict occurred on the last day of the two months.
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A spokesperson from the occupation at the parliament house had met up with
the media representatives under the watchful eye of the military guarding the
parliament house and reported that the constitution has been restored through
the marathon session with the members of parliament, where all legislation that
weaseled and imposed unnecessary and discriminatory exclusions and condi-
tions on the constitution proper were removed as cleanly as was possible. There
were some other minor points that would require a lot more wrangling to sort
out and re-codify, but it was something that had minor consequences upon the
constitution. When the media asked about the state of health of the members of
parliamnt after the forced sequestration over the two months, the spokesperson
replied that they were a little malnourished but did not come to any harm, except
for the few who were treated by field surgeons for their injuries sustained during
the initial storming as well as the various attempts earlier in the occupation of
escape.

Then the spokesperson said that the members of parliament will be released
from the parliament house in batches, and that the parliament itself was dis-
solved, and a new election will be taking place within three months once the
electoral commission was convened to handle the logistics of the whole process.
The scene cut over to the president’s chambers, where a beleaguered president
smiled phonily across his face and anounced his support of the newly restored
constitution, and formally confirmed the dissolution of parliament and activated
the electoral commission to convene and prepare for an election.

The news fragment was broadcast over the city-state, and all of us who were
camped out for the protests and demonstrations heard it over the televisions
that were set up here and there specifically for this purpose. On our side, there
was a shout of jubilation: the efforts and sacrifices we had done over the past
two months had finally turned up an outcome we were happy to live with, while
the neo-conservatists let out a collective groan of anger and anguish.

Then someone from the neo-conservatist camp shouted “Fuck ’em over the
disloyal anarcho-restorists!” and a Molotov cocktail made its way from the front
lines of the neo-conservatists towards no-man’s land. It missed the unoccupied
fifty metres, but landed right at the sand bags, its explosion of burning petrol
and glass injuring one of the fighters who was just taking a quick break. His face
was hit by the glass fragments while his skin flamed from the burning petrol that
was doused over him. It prompted an uncontrolled scream of pure pain and like
a piercing alarm in the middle of the night, it roused the anarcho-restorists to
action and we all leapt to our feet. The neo-conservatists were also whipped into
a frenzy, and the mobs started to clash towards each other as those armed with
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firearms were trying to take each other out to give the unarmed mob on their
side a better chance.

I was firing from behind a sandbag. Since we were armed with semi-automatic
rifles at that point, there was no longer any need for the strict fire discipline that
we had to follow with the muskets, and time587 stepped back as the fire team
coordinating colonel and worked on the tactics and strategy of deployment of
us fighters. jonah88 was next to me, and we covered each other as best as we
could against the onslaught of bullets and shrapnel that were heading in our di-
rection. We were doing quite well—each shot we fired seemed to find their mark,
either disabling a fighter on the side of the neo-conservatists by hitting him in
the shoulder or arm, or by stopping anyone from thei end that was trying to lob
explosives in our general direction.

That is, we did quite well until I was shot in the shoulder myself.
It was stupid. I was trying to take a shot and leant out a little too far from the

sand bags, and exposed a little too much of my left shoulder. A sharp shooter on
the neo-conservatists’ side, possibly a team sniper in the infantry, fired a high
calibre round which blew its way into my shoulder. Up till now, I cannot forget the
momentum that I felt during that short period of impact. There I was trying to
take aim, and then the bullet knocked me off my aim, and it took me a good two
seconds to realise that I had been hit, and that I was bleeding quite profusely. I
felt nausea hitting me, and I involuntarily crumpled down behind the sand bag.
jonah88 was still firing away when he saw that I was down. Retreating behind the
sand bag, he dragged me towards the rear while motioning for others who were
further behind us to take our firing spot. After dragging me back for nearly ten
metres or so, our supporters took over and draggedme onto a field gurney before
evacuating me closer to the centre of the encampment, where our medics and
command centre was. I was trying my hardest to stay awake, but it was getting
harder and harder over time as I was losing blood quite rapidly, and the shock
of getting hit was starting to get to me. The last thing I remembered before I
passed out completely was someone telling me that they had to send me to the
hospital as soon as possible because the round fired at me had basically torn
off most of my shoulder, and the blood loss was something they couldn’t actually
control given the equipment they had out there.

Lucille: So you passed out at the largest fight after getting shot?
Ted: Yes, pretty much. When I woke up, I found myself in a hospital with

intravenous tubes sticking in me delivering food and painkillers. They managed
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to save my arm and kept it reattached as best as they could after reconstructing
as much of the missing parts of the shoulder as best as they could, using various
titanium struts and screws to hold everything in place. I didn’t know what to
make of it at that time since I was as loopy as I could be from all the painkillers
that I was doused with. I knew that I was out of a job by then—two months away
from the job while taking only a week’s worth of leave was equivalent to going
AWOL—absent without leave. And given the nature of my work, it was as good as
being fired.

Lucille: Then what happened?
Ted: I was in the hospital for a while, maybe upwards of two to three weeks

while my condition was stabilising. There was little that I could do except to
watch television, and it was from there that I learnt of what happened after wards.
As promised, the members of parliament were released and a new election was
to be called for. The rules regarding campaigning and the election process were
changed quite drastically. Boundaries for the electoral constituencies were re-
drawn from scratch without caring about the past gerrymandering, and the voting
system was replaced with one that involved in a run-off as opposed to the first
past the post, where instead of declaring the plurality winner of the first round
of voting as the winner, the top two pluarlity winners were to be faced off with a
run-off voting to determine the eventual winner via a majority. The massive en
groupe voting blocks were also torn down back to regular-sized constituencies
to prevent politicians who were voted into power purely through piggy-backing
on stronger candidates. This is of course the system that you are now familiar
with as the voting system of today.

Lucille: How about you folks in the anarcho-restorists? What happened?
Ted: Powerful people of the neo-conservatists demanded that the anarcho-

restorists be tried under the law of treason, but the president stalwartedly granted
immunity to all of us under the context of us trying to rally against a system that
was so corrupt that the only way to force change was to use force itself. This
surprised us because we had always thought of the president as a lackey of the
government for the most part, but now he was showing that he had the spine to
do what was right. The more cynical of us felt that he only did this because he
didn’t have a parliament as a strong political base to support anything else, and
that the people were the current power holders, and therefore it was more useful
for him politically to pander to us. In anyway, we were granted immunity and that
was that. But of course, no good deed should go unpunished. For the next ten
years since the climax of the Restoration Conflict, there had been reports here
and there of former anarcho-restorists disappearing under mysterious circum-
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stances. Some were reported to have suicided, others just went missing one day
when they went out—they just never returned. Rumours had it that some of the
more pissed off generals who had supported the neo-conservatists were very
unhappy with the immunity that was granted by the president, and had gone on
a crusade to remove all those who had supported the anarcho-restorist cause.
tim587 and jonah88 were also missing as far as I could tell from the chatter
on the forums that we used to keep in contact with each other after the big
confrontation. But I stopped following the forums around five years after that
day I got shot—by then things had stabilised, and while the anarcho-restorists
had won a victory, it was Pyrrhic in nature. The neo-conservatists bunkered
down and slowly brought back their original system of governance after around
twenty years, and we have what we have now. But what can we do—the anarcho-
restorists are no more.

Lucille: Why’d they leave you alone?
Ted: I was just a follower. I might have been a fighter in the Restoration

Conflict, but I was still mostly a follower. The vendetta was against those who
were leading, because they knew that if those who lead were still around years
after the fact, they would still have enough charisma to actually call forth the
old forces to come together and threaten the way in which things were done.
And that’s why you don’t see many of us old people around any more. Now your
grandma and mother are probably something altogether different.

Lucille: Why so?
Ted: Heh. I think you should probably interview them to find out for yourself.
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Lucille sat at her desk and flipped through the transcript of her interview with
Uncle Ted on her touch-board surface. The persacomputer had done a com-
mendable job in transcribing the recording of the interview, and she had just
spent the last three hours looking through the trasncript and annotating it as
best as she could, identifying some themes and expressions that she thought
were representative of what he had said. His words had an interesting effect on
her—while their yarn-like qualities were undisputed, they held a certain reality in
them that was hard to dismiss as just tales from a curmudgeon trying to impress
or intimidate the young.

‘But then again, Uncle Ted isn’t that old. He’s like what, sixty something this
year?’ Lucille thought to herself as she made a few more notes here and there on
the opened up document on her touch-board surface. The dormitory room was
surprisingly quiet, well, not that surprising, since it was the weekend afternoon
and most of the other residents had already gone out for their usual activities.
Lucille loved this time of the day the best. It was one of the times where she had
a peaceful environment to do some thinking for herself, and given the character
of Uncle Ted’s interview, it was exactly the thing that she was looking for. She
had planned for a conference with Mr Lim on Monday during his office hours
to discuss some of the stuff that Uncle Ted talked about to see if the kinds of
themes that she was seeing was actually valid. But first she needed to do a quick
summary of her findings to send to Mr Lim ahead of time to ensure that there
was a strong enough context from which the discussion could take place. She
was also expcting Justin for the evening to take her out for some light dinner
followed by a walk.

School was starting to take its toil on Lucille, and she knew it. Despite having
a relatively light work load for the final semester of college, Lucille had found her-
self working harder than the other semesters she had. The engineering classes
were progressing swimmingly, with their consistent work load playing their part
in maintaining some semblance of sanity, but the history class was taking up so
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much of her time, requiring her to do more reading up than she had planned
to do. Lucille felt that compulsive need to know more about that bit of history
that few were willing to talk about, and she didn’t know why it was so. Perhaps
it was her way of trying to be faithful in taking the primary material from Uncle
Ted, whom she thought had kept his story to himself for the past forty odd years
because there was no one who was willing to hear it and make sense out of it.

The silence of the successor government of the neo city-state with regards
to the whole Restoration Conflict was astounding to Lucille. She had no doubts
that Uncle Ted’s interpretation was correct, but there were some parts that felt
as though something were missing. And all her readings thus far had kept on
showing that there was a distinct lack of information on that period, save for
those that Mr Lim and his students have put together. Uncle Ted’s explanation
had a type of convenience in it that was disturbing, as though the world during
that time was operating in a very deterministic fashion. ‘That’s it,’ Lucille thought
to herself. ‘The whole thing that Uncle Ted described was too clean and conve-
nient to sound correct. How could an entire movement that involved thousands
of people stay under the radar for so long, even developing alliances from within
the military and producing illegal firearms without being detected in what was
effectively a high surveillance region?’

Lucille pondered upon that for a while as she absent-mindedly flicked the
documents on her touch-board surface here and there. The persacomputer
detected her idleness and quietly kept the more sensitive things that the was
working on away from her immediate interaction so as to prevent an accidental
amendment that she wasn’t intending to make.

Some knocking on her door jarred Lucille back to reality. It was the distincitve
knock of Justin. “Come in!” she said and the door unlocked itself with a click
and Justin walked in, smiling again. He walked up to Lucille and gave her a hug
from behind as she sat there.

“Still working?”
“Was. I think even the touch-board surface could figure out that I was no

longer in my productive zone—it had kept my important stuff away from me.”
“That’s cute. . . ready to go?”
“Okay, but let me put everything aside for now,” Lucille replied before flicking

on the touch-board surface. The machine smiled (how was that possible?) and
returned to the same surface that Lucille was on as she was working on the
history project. She pushed all the materials into the folder and pushed that on
to the online storage system. Once the touch-board surface gave a notification
on its success, she stood up and walked towards her wardrobe.
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“You know, you look very cute in those tiny boy shorts,” Justin said as he
winked at her lecherously.

“Oh you perv, let me go put on some pants. Don’t leer like that or you’re going
to stay like that forever!” Lucille replied in a teasing way as she slipped into a
pair of khakis.

“Awww, now you’re all engineer-y again,” Justin said with a tinge of sadness
in his voice.

“Well, you’d rather I walk around in nothing but my boy shorts?” Lucille replied
playfully, knowing full well his reply. “Anyway,” she continued, without waiting for
the expected response, “where are we going for dinner?”

“Cafeteria Five?”
“Oh, we’re doing French today huh?”
“Yes. We’ve not been to the Arts Faculty canteen in a while. It shouldn’t be

too packed today, considering everything.”
“Alright then, let’s go.”

After the dinner at the French canteen, the two love birds made their way
to the garden surrounding the small lake that was in the middle of the campus.
It was one of their favourite places to go for a walk in the evenings due to its
generally picturesque outlook and the availability of shelter in case of rain or
heavy sunshine.

The garden was a gift from a group of alumni who had made it big with their
comapnies in a couple of engineering fields spanning from aviation to informa-
tion technology. When dedicating the newly built garden some ten years ago to
the university, they had said that the reason why they decided to donate a garden
and the lake to the school instead of yet another new wing was that “there were
just too many academic buildings and too little places for people to be people as
oposed to relentless studying or research machines, and that the truly creative
and productive needs to be reminded that they can only reach their full potential
if they actually take the time to give themselves a break or two to recharge their
creativity”. It probably helped that the alumni who donated were also the ones
that almost all the professors and lecturers had pegged as being most unlikely
to succeeed since they were always seen to be loafing about and goofing off
instead of burying themselves in the books the way that their contemporaries
were.

Lucille loved the garden and its associated lake. It reminded her of a form
of beauty that was away from carefully engineered human constructs, the type of
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beauty that came from an unending iterative process of the interaction of simple
random processes, something that no engineer in his or her right frame of mind
would ever suggest. There was also a copious amount of greenery, something
that was quite missing in the neo city-state ever since the population count hit a
new high of nearly ten million people. Space was rare and heavily commoditised,
and any space that had no economical reason to exist were forced to be removed.
So in a sense, the garden and its lake in the university was a kind of black-eye that
the cheeky alumni delivered, something that was completely within the nature of
that group of rich successful people. That they had enough money to buy a piece
of land and develop it for something that had “no economical reason to exist”
had the sense of rebellious nature that the university students loved to emulate,
and Lucille was no different from the rest of them.

Lucille and Justin walked along the bricked road, hand in hand, enjoying the
subtle quietness of the evening as the sun made its final trip across the sky and
towards the western horizon. The reds and oranges that permeated the sky was
breath-taking, and Lucille found herself staring up involuntarily to soak up the
ephemeral view before it would all go away in the blink of an eye.

“Lovely evening it is, isn’t it?” Justin asked as he stood closer to Lucille.
“Yes. It always amazes me to see the sun like this.”
“So you’ve said before,” Justin added as he gave her hand a little squeeze.

“So how was that history project going along?”
“It’s moving alright, I think. I completed that interview with Uncle Ted and

just went through the transcript. I’m going to discuss it with Mr Lim on Monday
during his office hours just to make sure I’m on the right track.”

“Wasn’t your Uncle Ted involved in the Restoration Conflict as an anarcho-
restorist?”

“Yeah. Wait, how did you know? I don’t remember telling you much about
Uncle Ted.”

“You forgot that day when we were having lunch outside when your uncle
showed up unexpectedly and struck up a conversation with you and I asked him
why his left shoulder seemed a little crooked and he said something about it
being an injury during the Restoration Conflict he sustained from some of the
friendly fire on the side of the anarcho-restorists?”

“Oh right! Now I remember,” Lucille said. ‘That can’t be right, friendly fire?
Uncle Ted told me that he was shot at by a sniper from the neo-conservatists.
Just which is the truth that he is telling now?’

“So he told you some cool stories that you could use in your project?”
“Yes. He told me some interesting stuff. I’ll have to cross-reference his sto-
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ries with some of the analysis before I can make enough sense out of it for the
project itself.”

“Cool!” Justin said. There was a sudden awkward silence that descended
between the two of them as they walked on through the garden, hand in hand
still, as the sun dipped itself low on the western horizon. The standing lamps
that lined the walkway slowly increased their intensities to counter the drop in
light intensity, and soon the paths were illuminated by the standing lamps only.

The two of them continued the walk in silence, each detecting in their own
way the subtle change in the ambience. It seemed that something unspoken had
been said and there was suddenly a newly discovered barrier that no one could
figure out what exactly it was, and more importantly, how it can be removed.

“You know,” Lucille said in a matter of fact way, “I think I’m feeling a little
tired. Going through that transcript was more tiring than I thought it would be.
I still have some other points that I need to work on before I meet Mr Lim on
Monday, and should sleep early tonight so that I can work on them tomorrow.
What do you think if I said we should just call it a night?”

“Okay, I’ll walk you back to your dorm. I’m feeling tired myself for some
reason. Not sure if it’s because of the mid term exams, or something else, but
yeah. Let’s head on back then.”

With that, the evening ended and the two of them went back to their various
dorms.

Monday came by quickly enough and Lucille found herself standing outside
of Mr Lim’s office back at the history department, fidgetting uncomfortably for
no reason whatsoever. It was mildly discomforting to be talking to a lecturer,
especially about research work that is not of an engineering or scientific nature.
It wasn’t that Mr Lim was unapproachable—he was probably as approachable
as any academic can be—but that it wasn’t often that Lucille was using those
professor office hours; most of her interactions with regards to officer hours
were with the teaching assistants, people who were either graduate students or
more senior students, in short, folks who weren’t professors.

She was early for her appointment. Her time slot was at ten, but the door
remained closed even at five past ten. ‘Probably the kid before me was still in a
deep discussion with Mr Lim,’ Lucille thought to herself as she hugged her wrist
nervously. She had spent the better part of Sunday going through her notes
on the transcript of the interview with Uncle Ted, as well as reading through as
much material as she could find on the Restoration Conflict that was available
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from the neo-net engine. The pieces held together, as far as she could tell as
she was wrestling with the text, but it was hard to tell for sure until a discus-
sion with someone else. She had thought of bouncing off the ideas of Justin,
but ever since that Saturday evening, she felt that there was an invisible barrier
that existed between him and her with respect to this whole Restoration Con-
flict business. While she was ambivalent about the correctness and wrongness
of the anarcho-restorists and the neo-conservatists, she could sense that Justin
had a strong dislike not amounting to outright hatred of the anarcho-restorists
for some reason that she didn’t feel like finding out, and that bias made it hard
to have him look at what she discovered in an objective way, the usual manner
in which he would tackle most problems. That discovery of the barrier between
he and she was a new revelation for her, something that never quite cropped up
before. There was a nagging feeling at the back of her mind that it was probably
not a good thing in the long run, but at the moment it was not something that
was of her primary concern.

The door to Mr Lim’s office opened at roughly ten past ten, and the student
that came out of it looked flushed and hurried. She looked carefully at him—he
looked unfamiliar to her, so he was unlikely to be part of the class. He had an
air about him that reminded her of an older person, someone who had been in
academia for a while, the look of a graduate student. But there wasn’t time to
think more because from within his office through the open door, Mr Lim had
called out “Lucille? Are you there?”

“Yes Mr Lim, I’m here. Should I come in now?”
“Yes please, sorry for the delay—was having a discussion with a graduate

student on some of the findings that he had discovered while going through
some of the newer textual evidence that happened during the early twentieth
century. Fascinating stuff, that was, but the authenticity was suspect given what
we know about that particular era. Anyway, come on in first and close the door
behind you.”

Lucille entered the office and gently shut the door behind her. Mr Lim’s office
was a smallish room that he shared with another lecturer in the history depart-
ment, and that was clear from the obvious separation of the room along the
invisible line. The side that wasn’t Mr Lim’s was pristine and nearly empty, with
few books here and there, with a customary touch-board surface and chair, both
seemed as though they weren’t used in a long while. On Mr Lim’s side though, a
single book case dominated nearly a quarter of the wall space that was available,
and on it sat many books that had yellowing pages and esoteric looking titles,
things that one wouldn’t normally see these days since much of the material has
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been digitised and made easily accessible over the touch-board surfaces. Lu-
cille couldn’t see any dust on the book case—either the books were referred to
often enough that they didn’t have the time to take on that much dust, or that Mr
Lim was a fastidious cleaner. In any case, the latter seemed unlikely given the
relatively messy corner of Mr Lim’s work area. The only place that was not messy
was the touch-board surface itself.

Mr Lim sat in front of his touch-board surface, flicking away material from the
previous meeting into a folder and pulling up the folder that Lucille had shared
with him over the email. Lucille looked about her before sitting down at the chair
opposite of Mr Lim at the touch-board surface in a tentative way. A few minutes
of silence elapsed as she waited for him to say something, any thing. A bit bored,
she started to look about the room more.

The room itself was built like the other parts of the building—an ugly rough-
walled concrete structure that seemed to begin life as a nuclear bunker than an
academic’s office. The windows seemed to be placed as an after thought as
they were probably better described as slits of five inches cut into the foot-thick
concrete and sealed with inch-thick glass. If the intent was to provide an illusion
of openness, it instead enhanced the effect of being trapped and oppressed.
Lucille shuddered to herself as she made her observations.

“First time visiting the office hours of someone from the history department
huh, Lucille?” Mr Lim said as he scanned through the summary that Lucille had
sent him.

“Huh? Right, yes, Mr Lim. How’d you guess?”
“The window. It’s always the window. The first time I was issued this office, it

was also the window that got me confused. Why a five-inch wide window in inch-
thick glass hewed out of a foot-thick concrete? What was the aim? What was the
purpose? I thought it was some architect’s idea of a joke, and even up to today,
I feel the same way, despite being told what they were really for. But anyway,
I’ve read your summary and checked out the transcript. That’s an interesting
interview you have there, probably the most interesting interview I have seen
yet with respect to the Restoration Conflict. It’s probably the most accurate
description I have ever read, almost as correct as what really happeneed. Except
of course he had to change some details of the story to protect himself and
everyone around him. Still, an excellent piece of primary source. I’m surprised
you could get a hold of this.”

Lucille looked at Mr Lim confusedly. “I. . . don’t understand. What do you
mean by the ‘most accurate description’ you’ve ever read?”

“Oh! I guess there’s no sense in hiding this from you since you already have
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half the story. That jonah88 in the interview with your Uncle Ted? That was me.”
Lucille sat upright with a start and stared dead at Mr Lim to see if he was

lying. His earnest eyes returned the stare with a look of amusement.
“You look surprised. Don’t be! I’m not pulling your leg—I am the jonah88

in the interview. But I haven’t talked with your Uncle Ted in a very long time,
not since the aftermath of the whole Restoration Conflict, and frankly, I don’t
intend to. It’s part of the amnesty deal that was made with us, that we never
communicate with each other ever again on this matter.”

“Amnesty deal?” Lucille asked in yet more confusion. So far, the discussion
with Mr Lim was turning out to be fraught with more questions and queries than
answers and clarity.

“Yes amnesty deal. I’m not at all surprised that your Uncle Ted did not talk
about it. It wasn’t the proudest thing of the anarcho-restorists of that time, at
least, those who are still alive now. Maybe you can find some other primary
sources that can tell you the story from a completely different perspective and
you can see for yourself why it all came the way it did. Let me give you a hint
in the right direction: despite what your Uncle Ted has said, it is a fact that the
neo-conservatists were the eventual winnes in the entire Restoration Conflict.
This is not something that you will find in the books and the materials that we
talk about in class, hence the final project.”

“The purpose of the final project,” Mr Lim continued, “isn’t so much as to
learn how the field work is done per se, but to allow each of you to learn the
truth for yourselves without having any of us trying to force feed you all with
the information. Every historical account has its biases, no matter how much the
writer tries to eliminate them—everyone cannot see their own blind spots. Couple
that with the need for absolute control over information by those in power, you
will have historical accounts that are always advancing one agenda or another,
sometimes even at the expense of the veracity of the truth that is purported.

“This is why the value of the primary source comes in. It provides a form
of bias that is easily controlled and accounted for—the bias is not from inter-
pretation of the interviewer but the one who is contributing the story, that is,
the interviewed. Your summary of the interview is good, but it lacks the insight
behind the biases that the interviewed might have. Now that I tell you that I
was that jonah88 in the story, and told you that at the end of the day, the neo-
conservatists were the real victors, you have some semblence of a bias that you
can seek from within the interview transcript and recast your observations from
that perspective.”

Lucille furrowed her brows and thought hard. Something did not add up in
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her head, but she wasn’t too sure what it was. She looked at Mr Lim, trying to
find a concrete form of the idea that was floating in her head. A minute passed
by, and it suddenly dawned upon her.

“How do I know that you are telling the truth?”
Mr Lim chuckled. “You don’t, or at least, not with the incomplete picture

you have now. That’s why you should look for more primary sources to get their
perspectives of the same situation during the same era. Books aren’t going
to help you much here because of the massive amount of sensitivity behind the
entire situation, so your best means of getting to the truth is through your primary
sources, hopefully from the neo-conservatists side or someone who is neutral of
some sort. The more different viewpoints you can get, the clearer the apparent
truth can be. And that’s my advice for you.”

“If the books are unreliable, why should I be using them in my report anyway?
Can’t I just just the primary sources?” Lucille asked.

“All sources are unreliable, be they people or books. But the unreliability is
based on different assumptions. For a properly researched piece of writing, one
must not discount a piece of work just because it is unreliable—there are often
diamonds hidden among the dirt that comprise the books. Here’s another more
pragmatic perspective: if those books were as useless as they were, they would
not even exist now through the passage of time, don’t you think?” Mr Lim paused
himself and looked at Lucille. She just sat there, and stared at the touch-board
surface’s documents that were spewed everywhere. The words resonated within
her, and when mixed with the plethora of colours from the strewn documents, an
overall sense was starting to come together in her mind in a coherent way.

“Okay, Mr Lim, you’re saying I’m on the right track, and I should get my other
primary sources to be of somewhat different alignment, and that I should also
hit the books before synthesizing my own analysis of everything?”

“Yes, that sounds about right. Glad you realised what I was saying,” Mr Lim
said with a smile. “You know, you make a much better history student than the
history majors I am having. That’s all I have for you as a recommendation. Do
you have any more questions or issues you’d like to discuss with me?”

“No, not really.”
“Okay. Make an appointment with me after the next interview you get?”
Lucille nodded before standing up from the chair to leave the office.
“Oh by the way, don’t tell your Uncle Ted that you’ve met jonah88. It would

endanger all of our lives. What happened was in the past, and for some of us,
there are certain views on reality that we hope don’t get shattered just to ensure
a proper functioning of the self.”
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“I understand,” Lucille said, wondering if she really understood what Mr Lim
was trying to tell her before opening the door of his office and exiting.



Transcript for Interview 2

Lucille: Hi Grandma Ruth, how are you doing?
Ruth: Spry enough still. How’s your mother?
Lucilla: Ma is doing great. She’s been working on her new book or something—

I haven’t talked with her since about a month ago. You know, school work and
all.

Ruth: Heh. How’s that boy, Justin, right?
Lucille: We’re doing okay.
Ruth: Glad to hear it. So what’s this visit about? I read that you said you

needed to interview me for some class project or something?
Lucille: Oh, that’s right. I am taking this history class at college and we have

a final project regarding the Restoration Conflict, and I need to interview three
people for use as primary sources.

Ruth: And so you thought me, your ma, and your dear old Uncle Ted would
make good candidates because we lived through that particular era?

Lucille: Wow, Grandma, how come your response is the same as Uncle Ted?
Ruth: You’re too easy to read. Besides, the moment you used the phrase

“Restoration Conflict”, it is clear who you can even approach as primary sources.
No guesses needed. So where would you like me to start, or do you have a list of
questions that you’d want me to answer?

Lucille: Anywhere you’re comfortable to begin with, really. The lecturer sug-
gested that we listen to first-hand narratives before drawing our own conclusions
and observations after the fact during the transcription.

Ruth: Hmm. That’s an interesting way to put it. Usually there are some ques-
tions or queries that people want answered when they do these interviews. But
okay, whatever you need for your project.

I know you want to know more about the Restoration Conflict, but it is hard
to just talk about it without knowing what happened before, or at least, when the
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circumstances leading up to it are not known. By the time the whole thing blew
up the way it did, I was already past fifty, sort of like an old fart compared to those
whippersnappers who were going about yelling and shouting and shooting and
doing all the things those young punks did during that time. Anarcho-restorists,
if I remember correctly. Terrible name. It removed the romantic mystique of
what it was that they were going for, for sure. But I am skipping a lot of things
here, right? So let me begin where I am most comfortable.

I’m sure by now you have probably read or heard a lot about what caused the
Restoration Conflict proper. Or how it was all the government’s fault in screw-
ing around with the constitution to short change the citizens, or how everything
was so mercenary that the average Joe was suffering miserably from all the bad
policies to the point that it was necessary for a bloody revolution of some sort,
except everyone was too pussy to actually do a real revolution the way the Rus-
sians and Chinese did back in the day. But the truth is necessarily murkier. The
fact was that the government’s hand was forced by the very citizens who later
claimed that the actions that were taken by the government were designed to
cripple the citizenry.

I started working when I was past eighteen, some time in the late nineteen
seventies or early nineteen eighties. Back then, there were few of us who got
to college, and the concept of “college” itself was a very elitist thing. There
was only one university available, the Polytechnic University of XXXX, the very
same one that you are studying at now. I was one of the lucky few who had
gotten my general certificate of education from my secondary school, as well
as a vocational certificate for office administrative support, or as you might call
it these days, a “clerk”. We didn’t have all these fancy touch-board surfaces
you kids use these days—we had to use typewriters to transcribe information on
paper, and email wouldn’t be invented till nearly ten years later. Computers were
starting to come into play, but they were massive machines that we read about
here and there in the more fancy newspapers from overseas like the UK or even
America, but we never really had the chance to look at one of them, let alone
actually use one the way you folks do these days.

I was working at a factory then as a support clerk. I went to work daily via the
public bus which took about an hour from my house in the housing estates to the
factory itself that was out in the western side of the old city-state. The daily com-
mute was long then because the subway system wasn’t constructed yet—there
were discussions at the national level about building such a network, and some
of the infrastructure has been built, but none of them were operational yet since
there were many parts to connect together. There were also the issues of funding
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and technology—there were no local companies that could supply the signalling
and trains needed for the subway system, and therefore there was a lot of work
involved in getting support from various foreign companies. I remembered that
it was a big thing while I was in school; the radio was always reporting on the
outcomes of various negotiations in the process of building the subway.

But anyway, the factory I worked at, it manufactured tyres. Not tyres for cars,
but tyres for heavy equipment, like those trucks and pick-ups. Back in the day,
there was a fledging truck manufacturing hub in the west side to provide the
medium sized trucks that were needed for the many construction sites in the city
state where the housing estates were being built. Lots of infrastructure construc-
tion during that time, probably more than now, but you wouldn’t know it since they
were spread all throughout the city-state. So the factory I worked at manufac-
tured tyres, large sized ones, heavy duty stuff. I was the clerk that helped kept the
records for the company. We hired lots of locals—foreign workers weren’t exactly
something that was to be considered, since the cost of actually shipping them in
was way too high. Only the managers and higher-levelled executives were likely
to be foreigners, what you might call “expatriates” back in the day, as opposed
to the derogatory term of “foreign talent” as used by the anarcho-restorists.

We all worked very hard. The pay wasn’t much, but everyone was facing the
same kinds of problems. So we all worked very hard. Even though the official time
was set at eight to six, we often ended up working late through till around eight
in the evening, and it was nothing to do with the busy work that was common
just before the Restoration Conflict. We got our over time of course, but it was
just necessary to work that hard to get things done. It didn’t seem like a chore
because everyone was working as hard.

The government then made a promise to us. They said they would help craft
policies to help us folk, to make it such that we would not suffer as much despite
having to work so hard. They created various pension schemes for us, a manda-
tory savings programme where we would contribute a percentage of our salary
into the national savings fund which the government would invest to grow it with
guaranteed interest. It was a scheme that faced a lot of inertia in the beginning,
because people were worried the mandatory contribution meant less take home
pay, which during that time was a potentially hardship inducing problem since
many people were living from paycheck to paycheck. I was young then, so all
these policies didn’t affect me directly, or rather, I didn’t care that much about
them. I had graduated with some vocational certification, and was happily con-
tributing money to the household fund. All I knew was that times were hard, and
the government was doing its best to help us through.
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As the years gone by and I got older, the policies were updated to help us
along. During the early 1990s, when I turned thirty or so, the policies were up-
dated to help those of us who were intending to get married to have enough funds
for an apartment as well as giving us some monetary support for our first three
children. The policies were timely because it was the start of a rather dry spell of
foreign investment. Many companies that had set up shop in the city-state were
forced to move elsewhere due to labour costs. I had also been promoted from
support clerk to that of an executive secretary, and was transferred to a different
subsidiary of the company that bought over the tyre business that I was working
at. Your mum was born some time in the middle of the 1990s. Times were still
hard, but with an apartment to live in, as well as having your grandfather with
me and all the support from the various policies that the government created,
we still lived relatively well. Of course we didn’t have anything very luxurious or
fancy like cars or expensive furniture, but life was made comfortable, much more
comfortable than the ten years before.

Was the government doing anything wrong during that time period? No, defi-
nitely not. Times were hard, the city-state had to prove itself amid the fast growth
of the recently industrialised countries in the region. If we were to even fall be-
hind by a bit, I’m sure we would never be able to rebuild the momentum—that
was how keen competition was. Large foreign companies were eyeing the re-
gion for cheap labour for their factories and some of them were even looking
for places to put their regional headquarters, the command centre for all their
operations in the region itself. The government did a lot of good there to ensure
that the city-state was the premier location for all these headquarters, and even
though our labour pool was a little more expensive compared to the region, we
made up by having a more versatile worker pool in that we were all guaranteed
to be literate and well-trained to handle any of the more skilled tasks that were
involved.

By the time the two thousands came along, the labour market had changed.
Mind you, during that time, I was fast approaching forty or so years old, so roughly
near mymid-life. I was still a secretary at the company that held the tyre company
that I started with, but this time, the company had itself been bought over by a
new investment firm from America. Even though I was a secretary, I workedmore
at the level of chief clerk, where I coordinated all the secretarial staff as well as
the many administrative support assistants under them to get the various reports
of the company’s health compiled and distributed among the various executives.
It was a good job that made extensive use of my background of the company that
I had accumulated over the years. But there was a subtle change in the make
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up of the clerical staff—there were many more Philippine administrative support
assistants than local ones. I know because I had to compile the reports from
human resources for the bosses to review, and in those reports, it was stated
that the numbers of locals sending in résumés for the positions were low, more
like no more than five percent of all applicants. And this was not something that
just came about recently since there had been a steady decrease in numbers
over time.

Among the résumés that were not from the locals, a large number of them
were from the Philippines, and they had good credentials to boot, with a reason-
able salary request. The local ones often demanded a starting pay of nearly three
thousand dollars a month, an unreasonable number since the job of administra-
tive support assistant wasn’t even a professional-level one, and that most of them
who applied were fresh graduates from the various vocational colleges without
any work experience whatsoever. Human resources had complained about the
gradual complacency and lack of quality from the pool of local applicants and
had no choice but to focus almost entirely on the non-local applicants.

It was of course during this time that the first disgruntled noises from the
soon-to-be anarcho-restorists were heard. They started small, innocuous com-
ments on some open forums and blogs. The first articles that were sent were
polite but firm, and had an air of despair about it that was still easy to em-
pathize with. But slowly, as these complaints started to gather momentum, more
and more acridly crafted articles appeared, first on blogs and forums that were
publicly viewable, then on underground blogs and forums when the government
started to enact laws to curb the seditious behaviour under the pretext of main-
taining the peace and harmony that we had been having since the early days. The
repercussions were swift, many of those who were mouthing off without thought
or care in backing their statements were sued by the city-state as being agents
of sedition, and large numbers of them were sent to rehabilitation centres to
rehabilitate their attitudes.

Lucille: Sedition?
Ruth: Yes, sedition. It may sound harsh, but let’s face the realities. Times

weren’t exactly rosy during that time period. The government was doing its best
to patch the situation for us, and then you have this group of people throwing
monkey wrenches by making lots of these baseless arguments, most of which
may sound harmless on the get go, but are in actuality very harmful because it
undermines the social cohesion that was needed to ensure that everyone is will-
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ing to put aside differences and work together towards bringing up the economic
output of the city-state.

Lucille: Okay. I’m sorry grandma, just a bit confused there. “Sedition” isn’t a
word that I’ve heard used in that way before.

Ruth: Well, now you know. To be fair, there are no known recent instances
where sedition is a problem, so it is unlikely that you even have the chance to
witness just how bad it can get.

If anything, I would even go as far as to say that the precursor of the whole
Restoration Conflict found its roots during those formation years that I was talk-
ing about. Those who were entering their twenties at the end of the first decade
of the twenty-first century had never undergone any of the hardship that those
of us have, and it was starting to show. Lucille, when I say that they really don’t
make them like they used to, I mean it. We’re talking about a new crop of lazy
bums who want to come out of university and make a million dollars by the time
they were thirty—just how unrealistic that can get?

I remember this incident well. But first, some more background. By the time
the first decade of the twenty-first century was up, I had switched jobs. The
company that I had worked for over twenty years had sent me for training on and
off for human resources, and they were on the verge of going bankrupt just at that
time. I was rehired at a different company, an IT firm specialising in developing
systems software for the public sector, as the head of human resources. It wasn’t
that much different from what I had been working on at the other company,
except this time I had a title to match the job that I had been doing for the past
decade.

The IT firm was like your typical infocomm company that specialised in build-
ing software—always a high demand, and always having a need for ever more
labour. Like before, we saw lots of résumés coming in from fresh graduates
with almost no work experience demanding the kind of salary that someone with
five years of experience would get. Obviously those never managed to reach
the interview stage. This time though, as an IT firm, we got a whole lot of In-
dian applicants. And those were some seriously impressive résumés—we had a
truckload of them to consider during each month, but we were always needing
more of them.

Except that those anarcho-restorists to be made such a loud stink about
the loss of jobs that there was the sudden introduction of a foreign hire quota
throughout the entire city-state.
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It was a disaster. On the one hand, it seemed like it was a good idea, since
it helped to protect the livelihoods of the locals as the state-level quota meant
that there was a hard limit on the total number of foreign worker highers. But on
the other hand, you have situations like my firm then that we were desperately
needing more workers, but the local’s standards were completely sub-par to what
was actually needed. It was a busy time for us, so we didn’t have any choice but
to hire some of the locals that were the least bad of the lot. And the company
started to bleed from within. We were paying these local graduates around twenty
percent more than the Indian hires, and yet the productivity of these locals were
no more than sixty percent of their Indian counterparts. I remembered having
long shouting matches with the bosses with respect to the types of hires we were
getting—we couldn’t just waltz in and hiremore foreign talents because the quota
would work against us, costing us more in terms of fines and penalties.

I remembered some of my bosses were so disgusted with the system that
they ended up allying with a few other companies in the industry to lobby to
the government for the relaxation of the quota system for our industry due to
the extenuating circumstances. I helped to prepare some of the numbers and
reports that were used in the talks with the government to convince them of our
dire need. The talks went on for quite a while before the government realised
just how important our infocomm industry was and started to relax the quota for
us.

The anarcho-restorists then were livid—they felt as though they were severely
short-changed and betrayed by their own government.

I didn’t think so then; and I still didn’t think so now. I mean, if they were
really good, they could easily compete with the rest of the labour and earn their
position through their own merits—why should they be hiding behind the thinly
disguised protectionist policies?

My bosses were delighted at the easing of the quotas for the infocomm in-
dustry. It meant that we could finally fire a few of the underperforming but highly
expensive local hires and replace them with cheaper but still more talented peo-
ple from elsewhere, not necessarily from India. I helped to do the sifting and
head-hunting, as well as writing up the hire contracts.

Lucille: There weren’t any form of draw back whatsoever?
Ruth: I’d be lying if I said there were no drawbacks. Some of the folks we

hired had a tough time trying to speak and use English to communicate, but
since most of our hires were technically folk, being able to communicate effec-
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tively in English was not the highest priority compared to actually having a good
working relationship with the rest of the people on the team; that’s the reason of
having project managers after all, since those are the ones who were to go round
and ensuring that needs and other pieces of information are communicated ac-
curately.

Lucille: Didn’t that make you feel uncomfortable, Grandma Ruth, that the en-
vironment that you were once comfortable with was now filled with so many for-
eigners?

At first it was uncomfortable. I had thought of it before, especially during
the transition years before I became the head of human resources. But then
the more I thought about it, the more I agreed with the government’s policy—
economic growth was necessary to ensure that all of our standards of living will
rise over time. I looked back at the nineteen eighties from where we are now,
and I see the drastic improvement in lives that many of the so-called anarcho-
restorists do not see. They were idealistic fools, always wanting to resurrect the
ancient constitution without actually thinking about the repercussions that would
come from discarding the pragmatism that the government was taking over the
past forty to fifty years to ensure a steady growth and relevance of the city-state
with respect to the world. It pains me to no end each time I see an anarcho-
restorist “taking the floor” and literally shouting all these naı̈ve bullshit romantic
interpretations they had without actually realising the limitations that the original
documents had with respect to the advancement of society.

Thankfully your mother wasn’t like that when she was young and just entering
the work force. I would have disowned her if she were as batshit crazy as your
Uncle Ted. Bah! Joining the anarcho-restorists—a whole load of bullshit. He was
just a lazy ass who didn’t know the importance and value of hard work, and just
wanted a quick an easy way of getting rich, and failing that, he just went ahead
to blame it on the government of the city-state despite the fact that they were
the ones who created the economic wonder that allowed him to flourish back in
the day.

Anyway, it was in the middle of the second decade of the twenty-first cen-
tury when the “anarcho-restorist” movement became a big thing. I had smelt
something amiss during the run up to the big event—my leave staff were report-
ing an unusual amount of leave applied by the twenty or so local workers in the
company, each spanning roughly a week or two at around the same general time
period. I didn’t really think much of it since those twenty or so local workers were
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like at most three percent of the entire firm’s head count. It was when I heard it
on the news that those idiots had stormed parliament house that I went back to
double-checking the leave that were applied and approved to find the pattern.

It was a morning like any other on the day in which news of the storming of
parliament house broke. I had gone to the office with the intention of working
through a stack of documents that were emailed to me just the evening before,
when suddenly my boss popped his head in my department and askedme if I had
been paying attention to the news. I had looked at him in confusion and replied
no, asking him what the significance was. He had this irate but fearful look on his
face that I didn’t quite understand then, but insisted that I head to the pantry to
watch the news that was broadcasting there. I shrugged my shoulders and just
played along—one doesn’t just say no to one’s boss most of the time, besides I
was also curious at just what it was that got him so obviously spooked.

So I followed him to the pantry where the thin-screened television wasmounted
on the ceiling. I was surprised to find the pantry packed at that time of the day—
it was no where near lunch time, and therefore it wasn’t supposed to be that full
of people. Nonetheless, almost everyone on the same floor were there, and they
were all staring at the “live” broadcast news that was being shown. I looked up
and saw a telescopic short of the parliament house from probably five hundred
metres away, with a muted voice of the newscaster having a voice over the whole
setting. I found it hard if not impossible to actually hear what was being said,
and so I relegated myself to reading the ticker-tape news that was below it. After
reading it for thirty seconds, the story started to form within my head.

Apparently, a group of armed men had stormed the parliament house, and
that there had been rumours that some of the police officers that were supposed
to be guarding the parliament house that day due to a sitting of parliament were
severely injured by gun fire. In addition to the assault on the parliament house,
there had also been reports of large thousand-people gatherings at five or six dif-
ferent locations scattered throughout the city-state. Some of the eye witnesses
had claimed that it all seemed to be very coordinated, almost military in style,
and that long barrelled guns were seen in the hands of many of the men. The
police commissioner had appeared on television to assure the public that the
police force was in control of the situation, and reminded everyone to stay calm
and avoid the places that had been reported to having this large group of or-
ganised gun-men. The reporter had asked if the identities of the gun-men and
the protesters were known, and the police commissioner replied that there were
some suspicions that they were investigating, but at first glance it didn’t seem to
be the case that there was a terrorist attack. The sheer scale of the eruption also
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prompted the reporter to ask the police commissioner if the police assets were
capable of handling the situation or if the military would be involved, to which
he answered that so far, things were still within control of the police force, and
that he was going to keep it under the control of the police force as much as he
could considering that it was all a domestic affair after all.

The reporter had asked the police commissioner if allegations of a covert
military coup was at hand with attached soldiers with the armed men were true,
but the police comissioner declined to reply, citing that they were still investi-
gating the situation, and any premature conclusions thus released can and will
jeopardise all those who are in close contact with the insurgency. I remembered
looking at the police commissioner dead in the eye over the large television
screen, and what I saw was unmistakeable. He was lying through his teeth. Usu-
ally they were more comfortable with sending out their press representative to
talk to the media on all sorts of things, including operations such as this, but
things were serious enough that the commissioner himself had to show up in
front of the camera to downplay the severity of the whole chain of events. Be-
sides, he was also blinking a whole lot, something that was often an indicator
of less than complete truthfulness. You might think of it as being presumptuous
to claim that I could see all these through the television, but you must under-
stand that at that point, I had already spoken to way more people than I would
care to count, more than half of which were through interviews as part of human
resources to evaluate their suitability for work at the companies that I was a hu-
man resources officer of. So the ability to actually tell when someone was being
truthful versus when he wasn’t was something that I managed to hone to an art.

That actually got me thinking, the whole situation being worse than reported
thing. The storming of the parliament house by amateurish armed men with
unidentifiable weapons in a city-state where all the male populace had to un-
dergo compulsory conscription was not the key thing that the police commis-
sioner was worried about, and for a good reason—those men had little to no
chance of actually doing any real damage, since unidentifiable weapons in a
weapons control city-state meant that they were likely to be home-made. Smug-
gling was not possible considering the extremely tight book-keeping and audit-
ing that is done at all levels. But then again, even if they had smuggled in good
weapons, so what if they managed to secure the parliament house when it has all
the members of parliament in there, it’s not like they can do anything permanent
about the laws; they can force them to rewrite whatever the hell they want, all it
takes is the president or even a super majority of parliamentarians at a future
sitting to disavow the stuff that was written under duress to undo whatever non-
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sensical naı̈ve rubbish those anarcho-restorists wanted. In short, the storming
of parliament house was a red herring.

Even the massive meet ups of the armed protesters or anarcho-restorists are
not that worrisome for the police commissioner, and I was inclined to think so as
well. More red herrings. Sure, they were big, they had a lot of people, they made
a lot of noise, they blocked the hell out of the roads from everyone, they drew
a lot of attention to the whole anarcho-restorist rhetoric, but they were still just
distractions to the real problem that the police commissioner was dismissing—
there was a real chance that there was a coup d’État was taking place behind the
scenes by the military.

It made a lot of sense to me then. The set up seemed perfect. Rouse the
dumb anarcho-restorists up into a violent armed uprising, station a few plain-
sclothes troops among them to provide fire assistance, and then attempt to
“help” the police when things go out of hand before stealing parliament and get-
ting the president to declare martial law, thus having the military be in complete
control over the civil authority.

But I didn’t care then, I still don’t care now. I just saw the whole affair as
being completely useless and misguided. Those so-called anarcho-restorists
would probably stand a better chance at change had they actually put all their
effort in planning for these elaborate demonstration schemes into forming their
political party and challenging the incumbents at a general election. At least that
way, they gain the kind of respectability and legitimacy that made any form of law
change legal and permanent, assuming that their ideas on “restoring the intent
of the constitution” were not misguided to begin with. But I had more pressing
things to do.

I called home to look for your Uncle Ted, and was unsurprised to find that
he wasn’t at home, or that he hadn’t been home for the past few days as well. I
figured that the knuckle head was probably among those who were intending to
riot. Your uncle was effectively a fully grown man at that point, and I saw little
need to attempt to change him whatsoever—if it was a choice he had made, he
would have to live through the choices and figure out how to deal with what was
coming to him.

Lucille: That was all your involvement in the Restoration Conflict? I mean,
you were at the office when it all broke out?

Ruth: Are you trying to sass me, Lucille? Because if you are, I can still get up
and thwack you even though I’m getting close to being ninety.
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Lucille: No, no, no. . . I mean, what else happened? Did you have a more. . .
direct involvement in the whole affair?

Ruth: Well. . .

Not at first, no. There was still work to be done, and if you had been like me
working since the ninety eighties where life was really tough, you’d learn to block
everything out and keep on working—the world can burn, but the world wasn’t the
one paying me to foot my own bills, if you know what I mean. So it was mostly
alright. That is, until when they announced that the assault team on parliament
house had successfully taken over the place. A spokesperson had sent a mes-
sage to the nearest television crew to read out loud, and it said that the prime
minister was hurt and that the rest of parliament would be sequestered until the
offending laws that were against the spirit of the constitution were excised fully
from the legislation. I heard what was said, and felt it was the worst form of
bullshit I’ve ever heard. But, as I said, it was just something that happened, and
I knew it wouldn’t affect me. We’d right it soon enough.

Then a couple of days later, one of my staff told me to read the newspapers’
headline. I was confused as to why such a request was made—usually no one
said anything about the newspaper. I shrugged and picked up the one from the
pantry and flipped through it. It didn’t take me long to see why my staff was
hinting to me that strongly to read the newspapers that day.

The headlines were sensational, no doubt, but they carried a grave message
from the spokesperson from the group that was holding the parliament house. I
read the main article to glean the key information from it. It turns out that shortly
after the armed group had stormed the parliament house to take it hostage,
quite a few soldiers were seen positioning themselves outside of the building
proper and deploying various heavy weaponry and vehicles, as though they were
guarding the building from any one from the outside. That sounded very fishy
to me—instead of actually sending anyone in to alleviate the situation, it was
very clear the the military was making a stand of sorts on the whole “Restoration
Conflict” nonsense. But something didn’t add up—all those heavy weaponry and
vehicles, were they trying to defend against other military factions, because I
sure as hell couldn’t see how the regular police force or even their paramilitary
arm being that tough that such heavy weaponry were needed in the first place.

But that aside, the part that was most curious was the message that was
sent out. It said that parliament had repealed all sections of laws and agree-
ments with other countries that gave an unfair labour market access advantage
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to them, and that the law was to kick in to effect immediately, which meant that
there was an immediate hire freeze of foreigners from the affected countries,
and among those that were already employed, if they were employed after the
treaties and agreements were signed, they had to undergo a reassessment held
by the manpower ministry to test for suitability, failing which the company that
hired them would be fined for each case of unsuitable hiring of foreign workers.
That was probably what riled up my staff to point it out to me. The IT firm that I
was head of human resources of was mostly full of foreign talents, and if this new
“law” were to be enacted thus and more importantly, enforced, it meant that we
would lose a good chunk of our workers, leading to an overall drop of productivity.

Having read the article, I went to look for my staff and asked her what was the
general trend like out there. She told me “It doesn’t look good. Some of them had
started to take leave en masse, with some providing excuses of feeling unwell
from the recently erupted riots and demonstrations, while others were just saying
‘personal reasons’ without elaboration. I suspect that they might be heading out
for the demonstrations or something to vent their anger against the new laws.”

“But don’t they realise there is no way in hell that the law can be enforced,” I
countered, feeling my blood pressure increasing. “It will take their bureaucracy
months to get the process sorted out and a few more weeks after that to actually
come down and do the enforcement, by which this farcical law would have been
repealed ten times over.”

“Well,” she replied slowly, “we all know that. But there’s really nothing we can
do to tell them to not do anything stupid. You know that there’s nothing that we
can do to stop them, not legally anyway.”

“The hell with the law,” I said in disgust. Just then, the director peeked his
head into our office, and seeing me standing there, said “Ruth, could you come
to my office for a while? There are some things I want to discuss with you.” I
nodded at my staff before heading to the director’s office.

His office was unlike ours—it was a single big room with a large mahogany
desk in the farthest edge of the room right in front of the windows. Nearer to
the entrance was a small set of couches and associated coffee tables, clearly
what was used by him when entertaining potential clients or talking with staff in
a more informal setting. But when I entered the room that day, he was already
seated behind the large work desk, his face scowling as he read the newspapers
that were spread out in front of him.

“Ruth, please close the door behind you when you’re in and take a seat. We
need to talk.”

I walked quietly into the room and closed the door softly behind me before
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walking forward more and taking a seat in one of the two low-backed caster-
wheeled chairs. I sat there and waited quietly. It was his turf, he was the one
who called for the meeting, and while I sort of knew what ws it he was going
to ask me, I didn’t want to be the one to breach the silence. Offices had a
code of behavior, an etiquette if you will, something that I’m not sure you young
folks know or even practice, given all your hippy-like liberalist slant. He was the
director, my boss, and so it was the right thing to wait for him to make the first
remark. It was important, that first remark, since it set the tone of the meeting
that was to come. If he sounded completely combative, I had to be placating,
and if he sounded in doubt, I had to project confidence. But I had no idea which
of the lot was his reaction going to be, and so, I merely waited.

“Ruth, have you read the newspapers this morning?” He said with a frown.
“Yes boss.”
“What do you think about it?” He looked at me intently.
“Worst case, best case analysis?”
“Yes, the usual. And don’t try to tone it down—this seems very serious and

I want to know just how bad the situation is,” he said, again with the intensive
look.

“Okay boss. Here’s the thing. Most of our local hires have already taken leave
and I suspect are already out there protesting and demonstrating and potentially
even rioting. If this thing blows over before their leaves end, I don’t think there’s
anything that we need to do, since as far as human resources is concerned, it’s
stuff they did during their off, and therefore have nothing to do with us. Now,
some of our foreign hires have also taken leave recently en masse, and if they
return before their leaves run out, again there’s no problem on our side, nomatter
what they do. This is the best case scenario. Of course, this is barring any new
legal obligations that we may be subjected to.

“If both groups do not return by the end of their leaves, we will face a more
serious problem than merely losing a few days of work—those who are still here
may be tempted to go AWOL on us and join in the whole rioting shindig. Based
on what I remember, we don’t have major deadlines within the next month or
two, so we can probably put up with a small hit in productivity. However, if things
stretch on, we will be unable to deliver for the MILSA project, which is hefty since
we already had to get an extension from them. That’s the only big thing that can
knock us over. And that’s the worst case scenario.”

“MILSA. . . that’s the military project, right?”
“Yes,” I replied and sat there quietly oncemore, waiting for his reaction. It was

clear that he was thinking hard about the problem—his brow was furrowed, his
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eyes squeezed shut, his head leaning forward and down. I didn’t want to disturb
him; it wasn’t in my place to do so anyway. So I just waited for his decision.

“Ah fuck it,” he said with an air of finality that shocked me. “I’ll go talk to the
MILSA people and see if we can get another extension. I think your worst case
is the most likely thing to happen. We might as well plan around it instead of
waiting for it to happen.”

“Most likely?” I asked quizzically.

“Yes. Think about it. Fifty odd years in the city-state; no protests, no riots,
not even a single placard-waving event against any thing. Then suddenly, this
non-random looking random collection of people everywhere. Then the weir as
hell law that was just announced. It’s going to be a bloody party out there, and
sooner or later, they are all going to join them. Might as well prepare for that
eventuality and hope that we pull through it without too much of a hit. There’s
no way we’re going to meet the MILSA deadline given this nonsense anyway. . . ”

I just sat there and absorbed what he had just said. I agreed with his assess-
ment about things, but you know, he was the boss, and I was still his underling
despite being the head of human resources and all. So I waited a bit more to
see if there was anything that he wanted to tell me. He looked up from the news-
papers for the last time and gave me a nod to show that the impromptu morning
conference was over, and I headed back to my desk.

At that point, my leave clerk was in an obvious panic. The moment I stepped
into the human resources office, she was already running towards me in a blind
panic of anxieties and other unmentionables. I looked at her dead in the eye
and asked her as calmly as I could, “What’s the matter?”

“The rest of the staff. . . they have all applied for leave for the next couple of
weeks. And the leaves were approved by their project heads and what not. The
only people who hadn’t done any leave application are those that report directly
to you or to the boss.”

“Interesting,” I replied without skipping a beat. The worst case scenario was
indeed playing itself out at this point, and there was almost nothing that we
can do about it. “Don’t panic—it’ll be fine. The big project deadline will be re-
negotiated and hopefully things will blow over enough that we can still meet what
is required.” She nodded her head fearfully and went back to her desk.

I sat down at my own desk and rubbed my temples. It was one thing to tear
down something in an abstract sense to make analysis upon it, it’s a completely
different thing to actually experience it in the form that it was, in its full physicality
and unmistaken goriness.
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Lucille: Was this when the “neo-conservatists” term came about?
Ruth: What? The “neo-conservatist” term? Well, in a way. The media needed

some catchy sounding thing to describe the two sides of their little conflict and
decided that since it was about the restoration of the constitution, the whole
affair might as well be called the “Restoration Conflict”. And since the instiga-
tors were running around without obeying the law and demanding the restora-
tion of the constitution, they ought to be labelled as “anarcho-restorists”. And
those of us who are not neutral and not on the side of the restoration, those of
us who prefer the status quo and the reduction of such senseless and poorly
planned uprisings, they called us the “neo-conservatists”, since we were later to
the party, justifying the “neo” part, and want to preserve the status quo despite
the nonsense that the anarcho-restorists were trying to do, which justified the
“conservative parts”. If you ask me, all these terms are bogus, more red herrings
away from what was really going on.

Lucille: Will you tell me, grandma?
Ruth: In a bit. But first, let me talk a little more about the riots and demon-

strations during the initial two months of the Restoration Conflict.

The next time that I went to the office, I found it uncomfortably quiet. There
was almost no one around. The locals were well into their second week of leave
with no clear signs that they would be back before they fully exhausted their
leave days, while the non-locals were starting on theirs. The lights were still on
by virtue of the centralised lighting mechanism that the building runs on—there
were override switches that would keep the lights on for an additional hour each
time they were hit after the lights out timing was arrived at, but the whole place
was eerily quiet. There were no sounds of anyone going through the hum drum
of actually starting to work, no sounds of coffee mugs being placed on tables
from a sip, no sounds of keyboards clacking from the non-stop typing that some
of the people liked to do. The air-conditioner was the only thing that was making
a consistenly low hum and that was it.

Eerie.
I went to my desk in the human resources office and sat down. Inside were

my staff, all ten of them. They hadn’t gone on leave. I didn’t know why that
was the case. Perhaps they didn’t feel as strongly for the whole buzz behind
the Restoration Conflict. Or maybe they reported to me and seeing how I was
talking with the boss on the whole thing, were suspecting that I was most unlikely
in granting approval for their leave to do anything related to the goings on that
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was happening at the meeting points as well as the parliament house itself. The
tension that was present was stifling. It was hard to ignore—even a neophyte
could sense that there was an unspoken tension that existed in the room. I sat
there and ignored it for a good two hours, trying to work through some of the
new contracts that we were supposed to get signed with some of the new hires,
but I couldn’t really concentrate when at the back of my mind all I could think
about was that perhaps that candidate wouldn’t even bother signing up with us
in the first place given the whole circus affair that was happening now at the
so-called Restoration Conflict. It was at that moment that I had a single point
of clarity, the realisation that even though I personally didn’t feel that the whole
nonsense was actually a wise move, it would hurt me in the long run if I didn’t
even bother taking action to stop it from deteriorating more. I knew that the
stupid laws that they were trying to rewrite would never hold in the long run, but
I was too annoyed to not realise that in the short term, they could still do a lot of
harm to the company as a whole and myself as an individual. For once since the
bad old days where work was hard to come by and everyone had to work as hard
as they could, I felt fear once again, the fear that the whole anarcho-restoration
movement could cause the collapse of companies and employers during the time
period in which the nonsensical work was disavowed.

I slammed my file into the table and startled all ten staff in the room with
me. They looked hard at me, the way deer stare motionless into the headlights
of the on coming car. They waited for me to say something; none of them dared
to move or utter a word in case he or she became the point of all my perceived
anger. I breathed deep a couple of times to even out my breath and calm myself
down. Then, I stood up and gazed upon all of them, looking each of them in the
eye as best as I could.

“Ladies and gentlemen, I don’t know about all of you, but I can feel that
there’s a certain tension within the air in the office today. I know that there is
something big going on out there, and that perhaps some of you feel that you
should do something about it based on whatever you own feelings on the matter
are. I know that all of you have seen and heard the reports of the mass exodus
of workers on leave from our company, and I know that all of you have the same
kinds of suspicions as I with regards to what they are doing with their taken
leave. Let me say some things to allay some of your unfounded fears.

“If you wish to do something, you may take leave. I will not disapprove of
it—what you do during your leave time is your own business and on the whole,
we don’t really care about it. Just so long as you return for work after your leave
period, you will still have a job, no matter what happens with the current move-
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ment that is happening right now. However, if you choose to not return after your
leave period expires, then we will have to consider your position with regards to
the obvious AWOL, and apply the policies that are stipulated in the contracts of
employment. That is our company’s stand, and that is also my stand.

“However, that being said, I would like to give some advice, purely as myself
and not as your superior. Do what you want, but don’t do anything that will get
you into trouble with the wrong end of the law. If you get arrested or anything
during this time period, it is not clear when you will be exonerated or convicted
considering the flux that things are right now. The company cannot and will
not swoop in to attempt to save you should that happen, so please, exercise
judgement in whatever you do.

“With that, you may apply for immediate leave now if you want. I will not
disapprove it in the system.”

I said my piece and stayed standing for a while more to gauge the response
from my staff. Nothing. They were either too stunned or too scared to make a
move. But from the looks on their faces, I could tell that they finally understood
something from me, that they were completely free to exercise what rights in
free association and what-not, and that if they played by the rules, they weren’t
going to lose their jobs over it. I sat back down and went back to working, trying
my best to ignore them so as to allow a little breathing room. Getting talked to
in such a manner by one’s boss isn’t exactly a walk in the park—there are very
few occasions where the boss will do such a speech thing, and therefore each
word that is said such a way is taken with a lot weight.

I kept my focus on the contracts for an hour or so before I checked the inbox
of my email. And sure enough, there were ten notifications, one for each of the
staff that I had onmy human resources team. I took a quick peek from behind the
computer terminal, and saw that they were all still at their desks, working away,
as though they didn’t see nor say anything. I went into the leave approval system
and approved each of them, and was pleasantly surprised to find that their leaves
all began the next day instead of immediately or even in the afternoon. That was
the kind of behaviour from the kind of people that I had hired for my team, the
kind that were willing to work hard and get work done before they went off to do
something that involved their passion. I finished up the contracts and headed
to the boss’s office.

He was sitting there behind his desk and was on the phone talking with our
liaison of the MILSA project. The overall tone of voice was friendly but firm, and
it seemed that even the people on the other side of the MILSA project were fully
aware of the implications that the current affairs were causing us. There was
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quite a bit of apologising on our side by the boss, but from the looks of his facial
expression, it seems that the people on the other side of the MILSA project were
agreeing with him and telling him something to the effect of not having to worry
and that things were still going to move along albeit being a bit delayed and that
our contract was still going to be valid with them and at the end of the day as long
as we delivered within a month or two of the deadline, we were still okay. The
boss thanked the listener on the other side for his understanding before hanging
up the phone, his face looking grim.

“Ruth! What is it?”
“My team has taken leave as well.”
“Oh. Why’d you come to me though?”
“Because I’m thinking of taking leave myself.” He looked at me in shock, as

though I just said the most ridiculous and most unimaginable thing ever.
“You wanna get involved in that whole mess? Ruth! Of all people, I thought

you were the most level headed and most reasonable. Why’d you fall to the level
of the rabblement?”

“Well, I’m going to get involved in a sense, not as a demonstrator as you see
on television, but to actually look for my son and extricate him from the whole
mess. Also, I think it’d be good if we were to spend time looking through just
what is going on to make sure that when we get back up to speed, we won’t run
afoul of the law, whatever shape it may be. I won’t be of much use here in the
office any way without my staff, and so it all works out well I think. What about
you?”

The boss sighed as he looked at me, his air of despair obvious with defeat
written all over his face. “I’ll sit around and handle queries from our clients. Don’t
do anything I wouldn’t do, Ruth. If things get bad, I’ll need my human resources
head to come in and help find me replacements so we can ship out the stuff that
we promised in the contracts.”

“No problem boss. Be safe and take care.”
“Be safe yourself, Ruth. You’re the one heading out there into the maelstrom.

Don’t get caught in the cross fire. The latest descriptions of the situation haven’t
been good. There had already been at least one street fight between the anarcho-
restorists and the riot police, and there were quite a few who were hurt. As it was,
it turns out that the anarcho-restorists had access to actual infantry weapons
after all, things like grenades and anti-armour weapons. Really scary stuff. Things
you can’t just. . . get. Someone is bank rolling them, and that some one is really
really big. So be careful.”

I thought about what he said, and my deepest fears were starting to realise.
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That was when I really feared for your Uncle Ted’s life. I nodded my head at the
boss and went back to my desk to file for the leave officially and to complete as
much work as I could on the day so that I could take the two weeks off to go get
your Uncle Ted out of the stupid mess that he got himself into.

By the time I was done with work and heading home, it was already late in
the evening. The subway was still working; despite all the problems associated
with the gatherings from the anarcho-restorists, many basic amenities were still
operational in one way or another. In fact, sometimes things were working even
better than before, when the large load of passengers is severely lowered from
everyone not actually having to travel anywhere. As I rode the subway back to my
apartment—the same one you are sitting in now, by the way—I couldn’t help but
realise that there was something different from what I had been experiencing.
For a moment, it felt like the nineteen eighties once again, where the pace of
life was less hectic and aggravating yet all of us were still working as hard as
we could, but we all knew that at the end of the day we could take a little rest
to recover and come back for more the next day. The subway being actually
comfortable as opposed to the usual jam-packed sardining that was the norm—
it was a refreshing feeling to have. But it obviously wasn’t going to last; we
needed as many people as we could to work to ensure that the economic engine
never fails. The city-state is small, but it punches well above its weight in global
business, and it was something that we were particularly proud of. And because
of that, there was always the need to maintain our capabilities, through whatever
means was necessary, for the benefit of our future.

When I got home, I saw that your mum was sitting there on the couch, watch-
ing the television. I asked her where your Uncle Ted was, and she told me she
had no idea where he could be, before adding that he hadn’t come home yet. I
glowered at her, but realised that there was nothing malicious about what she
said—she was merely answering my question with the most straightforward of
answers, no deceit, and most definitely no clue about your Uncle Ted’s where-
abouts. I put down my stuff at the dining table and took a quick shower before
heading to his bedroom. The door was locked, as usual, but seeing to the urgency
of the matter, I took out the spare key and unlocked it in a manner of seconds.
At that point, your mum was asking something to the effect of why was I going
to your Uncle Ted’s room, and I replied that it was needed to save his stupid
neck from being lost in the cross fire of some serious heavy weight politics. She
looked at me quizzically in that dispassionate way that you know your mother
tends to have, before finally shrugging and going back to the television. At that
point, there was round the clock coverage of the situation, yet despite all the
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attention heaped on to the matter, actual new information had been scant. What
was said by the talking heads during that time, I had already heard of earlier in
the day. Realising the uselessness of the television broadcast, I tuned it out of
my head. Or it could be that your mum switched off the television—it isn’t really
clear now what happened. But I remembered entering your Uncle Ted’s room.

I flicked on the light switch, and the fluorescent light above blinked twice
before maintaining its luminosity. I looked about me. It was a typical guy’s room
then, if you can even picture something like that. It wasn’t that your Uncle Ted
was a messy person, it was just that he had so much stuff just lying around,
albeit in neat piles. There was a small path that allowed one to walk carefully
among the piles to the bed and desk, but other than that, the floor was covered
completely with odds and ends. The last time that I remembered ever entering
his room was when he was still in primary school, when we had the open door
policy where none of the bedroom doors were allowed to be closed at all times,
since it allowed us to keep an eye out on what they are doing; mostly as a way
of ensuring that they were doing their homework. But from secondary school
onwards, we never really entered their rooms. But I digress.

I looked about his room, trying to find clues as to where he had gone. I knew
that he had gone for one of the gathering points since it was an open secret
that he really didn’t like the status quo. He was always complaining about work,
about how his boss was being sadistic, and how his co-workers were always
trying to take credit away from him while continuously dumping their work in his
lap. Frankly, I think he was just being an anti-team player. I mean, it was to be
expected that co-workers cover for each other when working in a team, since it
plays on the strengths of each individual to increase the overall effectiveness of
the team. I suspect that things weren’t really as bad as he claimed, and the he
was just belly-aching, cherry-picking the parts that were terrible and just kept on
harping on them, while conveniently forgetting the parts where his co-workers
were covering up for him. In short, I think your Uncle Ted was very immature
despite his age. Such a thing as “joining the anarcho-restorists” would probably
be an easy enough decision for him to make, especially with all the loud noise
and big actions they seem to be taking to restore things to back what they were.

The sad thing was that he and the rest of those anarcho-restorists had no
idea what “back what they were” meant. Too damn spoilt, if you ask me.

Anyway, I was looking about. I saw some steel piping and wooden blocks
around, and started to suspect that his involvement in the anarcho-restorist was
more than just a demonstrator. You must understand that we didn’t have a ma-
chine shop in the house, and your Uncle Ted was never known to be one of those
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tinkering types, that is, he was never doing any sort of craft work, as far as I
could remember. But not too long ago, he was making all these trips to the
nearby hackerspace, often carrying odds and ends there and back. More impor-
tantly, he seemed to be doing it on the sly, becoming extremely evasive each
time I asked him whenever I chanced an encounter.

Lucille: Grandma, what’s a “hackerspace”?
Ruth: Oh right. You guys don’t have that any more, or rather, it’s just a regular

ol’ machine shop these days. Okay. Back in the early two thousands, there was a
movement of tinkering and crafts. Some call it the “maker faire” effect or what-
ever. Well, one of the by products of the “maker faire” effect was the creation
of physical spaces where 3D printers and some simple machines that you’d ex-
pect to find in a machine shop like a small-scale CNC, lathes, drills, scroll saws
and the like were all present in the same area, complete with tables and chairs
or benches and lots of power sockets. Those physical spaces were known as
“hacker spaces”, after the traditional meaning of “hacker”, as in someone who
is willing to put usual objects through unusual uses. It’s sort of like an inventor’s
paradise, where the main limitations were that of skill and imagination.

Lucille: Oh! So it’s an earlier version of the community machine shop concept
that we have now?

Ruth: Yes. If anything, I’d say they just renamed the whole thing because the
word “hacker” was getting a rather bad reputation from abuse by everyone.

Lucille: I see I see. . .
Ruth: Anyway. . .

The outcome of his work at the hackerspace was clear. The steel pipes were
obviously cut through, and the wooden blocks were also shaped in rather sug-
gestive ways. And then, partially obfuscated in the corner, an early prototype
revealed itself. It was a long-barrelled gun. It looked very crude, and more im-
portantly, there were signs that it had been fired with some form of ammo. I
could tell because there were tell-tale burn marks from the flame or whatever
it was that came out of guns when the trigger were pulled, that and there was
some crack in the piping. Maybe that’s why it was discarded in the corner like
that. Where he got the ammo to load the gun with for firing, I didn’t know—I
didn’t smell anything that was out of the ordinary in the room.

Somy worst fears were realised from that discovery. Not only was he a demon-
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strator with the so-called anarcho-restorists, he was also one of those that was
termed as a “fighter”, one of the many people who actually brought down home
made firearms. That knowledge filled me with anger, lots of it. If he had only
been a supporter or regular demonstrator, I probably would have let it slide, and
think of it as a way for him to express his dislike of the current situation. Now I
think that his perspective was wrong, but he was a fully grown man at that point,
and he was fully entitled to his own views and choices, but he will have to learn to
live with the consequences. But as a fighter, there was almost no way he was go-
ing to walk away from it all. As a fighter, he was at the front line for everything that
the anarcho-restorists stood for, no matter who twisted it was. He was armed,
and was therefore going to be among the first targets in any confrontation with
the police or at worst, the military. While he had done his national conscription
like the rest of his cohort, he hadn’t been called up for training for a long time,
which meant that his skills were probably rusty as well. So, stacking all these
together meant that his role in the anarcho-restorists was going to be complete
and absolute suicide.

I couldn’t let it happen. Lucille, you don’t understand it now, probably, since
you’re not married with children. But there’s one thing you must understand, no
matter how wrong one’s child can get, at the end of the day, it’s still one’s child.
I believed that your Uncle Ted was going down the wrong path—I still do—and
would gladly let him learn his own lessons the hard way. But when the hard way
that was presented was death, it threw everything out of the window. I just wanted
him back safe and sound, nomatter what his thoughts on the whole political mess
were. That was no longer important. Yes, I am what you call a neo-conservatist—
I think that the system back then was good enough for us, it had a few glitches
here and there, but I was confident that it will be fixed in time, if time were to be
given to it. But your Uncle Ted was a fighter for the anarcho-restorists, a group of
people who probably have no idea just what they were doing, or what they were
really up against, and he was going to be sacrificed just like the countless men
and women in each of these silly armed protests or “revolution”.

So I knew he was a fighter. Then I started to dig around more to find out
which of the meeting places he had gone so that I could go there and drag him
back, by hook or by crook. I had spent quite a bit of time in your Uncle Ted’s
room, and at this point your mum got curious and got up from vegetating at the
couch and stood at your Uncle Ted’s bedroom door, looking at me and asking if
I had found what I was looking for. I shushed her and said that I still didn’t know
where he was located among the crowd, and told her that I hoped he wasn’t a
part of the parliment house assault team, since that group didn’t havemuch good
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news coming from it. She looked at me the way that only she could and shrugged
her shoulders. Before she turned away though, she said she remembered him
clutching some paper that seemed to be ripped out of a notebook the last time
that she saw him as he was heading out of the apartment to God knows where.
With that in mind, I started looking around for notebooks. I suspected that the
notebook was used to write down the location or something, and with a little
luck, I could probably get the original information that was written down without
having the original.

No, there’s no complicated trick involved. Your Uncle Ted likes to use ballpoint
pens, and he tends to write with a heavy hand. This meant that if he was scribbling
something down on a stack of paper like in a notebook, it was highly likely that
the pages behind the one that he was writing on would have an emboss of the
things that he wrote. I’m surprised you don’t know about this. Oh wait, you guys
don’t actually write on paper all that much any more. Sorry, your grandma is too
old. Some of these new-fangled things that you have are just beyond me. To me,
a good pen and paper will beat any of these weird touch-board screen things
you guys use these days—never needs electricity, and can be easily read under
a simple light source, and you can always add new stuff and annotations without
having to be near a touch-board surface.

Anyway, I found the notebook eventually, and grabbed a pencil nearby and
gently shaded the relief. The writing showed up and I then knew that he had
gone to the shopping district meeting point. I heaved a sigh of relief—even
though it was one of the larger meeting points for the anarcho-restorists, it was
also one of the more quiet ones, since there were few confrontations ever since
the riot police were beat back by infantry weapons. I wanted to just rush down
right then and drag your Uncle Ted home by the ear, but I didn’t do so. Firstly,
it was already quite late, and visibility wasn’t good. When you are talking about
a bunch of armed people, the last thing you want to do is to surprise them by
just. . . appearing like that. They get all twitchy and are likely to shoot first and
ask questions later. Secondly, even if I managed to get there, it would be hard to
even get close to the place, given all the cordons by the police. And finally, even
if I managed to reach the mob through the cordon, there was the hard question
of actually locating your Uncle Ted among the many anonymous faces. Not worth
the risk if you can see what I mean. I still wanted to live myself, it’s not a fair
trade to trade my life for his under any circumstance, and especially when it was
because he made a stupid choice to begin with.

It was the next day that I got up relatively early and started to prepare for
the trip to the shopping district to get your Uncle Ted back. Your mother woke
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up early and was already watching the television, or maybe she never left the
television since the night before—it’s hard to tell with your mother. She’s weird.
She was roughly your age then, so you probably can understand what I mean.
Any how, she greeted me and told me that nothing new was going on and when
I said I was heading out to pick up your Uncle Ted, she merely shrugged and
told me good day, without even offering to come along for support of any sort.
Actually I can understand why—it really wan’t her business. And so I headed out
to the shopping district.

On the way there though, I started to get a better sensing of the whole situa-
tion. You know, Lucille, it’s one thing to watch the happenings on television, and
it’s another thing to actually be there, well sort of. I started from the subway, and
as it went along the tracks and getting closer to the shopping district, at each
stop, it was starting to be clear that there were more people getting on than
getting off. Moreover, those that were getting on the subway had the distinctive
“foreignness” about them; they seemed to be coming from different countries,
be it India, China, the Phillippines, Indonesia or whatever. There were also a
few that I thought were locals, but it was hard to say, since no one was actually
saying anything. One thing was clear though, everyone was trying their hardest
to avoid eye contact with one another, me included. There was this tense awk-
wardness in the air that was even more stifling than the daily sardinification of
commuters. I could almost swear that the tense awkwardness was so thick that
should someone just yell something, anything, it would just snap and cause a
general ruckus that would be deadly considering the highly confined area. But
thankfully that didn’t happen. And when we got to the stop that was closest to
the shopping district meeting point, almost everyone on the train got out at the
same time, clogging up the escalators and even the stairs to the surface exit. I
was at once amazed and fearful at what I was already starting to observe—there
were a real shit ton of people out there for this. None of them seemed armed,
at least, not armed in the way that I thought they would be given what I saw on
television and what I found in your Uncle Ted’s room. Nevertheless, I tried my
best to avoid them as best as I could as I made my way out of the subway.

The immediate surroundings reminded me of that show, “Shanghai Bund” or
something, where the triads were preparing for a face-off against each other. It
had the same feel to it. At the immediate exit of the subway were some police
officers, trying to keep whatever was left of the peace while simultaenousely
trying their hardest to not get embroiled into direct confrontation with the two
massed mobs. They were trying their best, of course, but no one seemed to give
a damn about them—everyone was walking wherever the hell they pleased, some
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heading towards the right, and the other to the left. I just stood near the exit while
doing my best to keep out of people’s way, trying to identify where the anarcho-
restorists were located. I’m not a tall person now, but you can probably attribute
that to old age. But back then, I wasn’t that tall either, so it was hard trying to
differentiate onemob of people from another given all the people in between. But
after a while, I could sort of differentiate which side was the anarcho-restorists,
and which side were the neo-conservatists. I gently pushed my way out of the
crowd that was filtering and made my way slowly towards the anarcho-restorist
camp, following the line of supporters that were heading in the same direction.
With each step forward towards the camp, I could feel my pulse increasing—
it was exhilirating of sorts, but it was also very very scary. Let me put it into
perspective. We’re talking about walking towards a group of armed men, who
are also known to have weapons that were strong enough to deter the riot police
from even approaching them, and they were twitchy, and were generally trying
to keep a watch out at the neo-conservatist side to ensure those people didn’t
overrun them. And we were walking from the same general direction where the
neo-conservtists were located. So it was as harrowing as one can possibly think.

A few tense minutes later, I found myself among the anarcho-restorists. Ex-
pecting it to be an unruly group of sub forty-year-olds who had their onset of a
mid-life crisis, I was surprised to find that it was quite heterogenous in make
up. There were the group that I talked of, then there were those who were fifty
or so, well established people in their fields, or so it seems, who were lending
their support to the anarcho-restorist cause. I revolted at the back of my mind,
wondering to myself how could those people turn coat and look down against
what had originally brought them to where they were in the first place. But I had
to check myself quickly—I was literally in the enemy’s camp, and considering the
levels of tension, a false move was literally the one thing I didn’t want to make
while there.

I started asking around for your Uncle Ted, but everywhere I turned to, I
was met with an apologetic smile—no one knew anyone by the name of “Ted”.
Of course, now I know that for “safety” reasons, none of the anarcho-restorists
used their real names in calling each other—they each had their own self-chosen
nicknames to cover up their traces a little more. Without knowing the chosen
nickname of your Uncle Ted, I was basically searching for a needle in a haystack.
I spent a couple of hours looking for him among that crowd, and either I was very
unlucky or he was actively evading me each time I got close enough, because
I ended the day without actually finding him. A pity though, if I had gotten him
that day, perhaps things wouldn’t escalate the way it did for him.
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Lucille: Escalate?
Ruth: Yes, escalate. Didn’t you interview your Uncle Ted first or something?
Lucille: Yes. . . but I didn’t mention that to you.
Ruth: Ha. It’s your quizzical look and that question that made me realise that

you had probably talked to your Uncle Ted. If you hadn’t heard his version of
matters, how could you even think that there was something wrong when I used
the word “escalate”. I’m surprised he didn’t tell you what happened, but then
again, your Uncle Ted was always a prideful person, never wanting to show that
at some level he was actually losing out or anything. In fact, it was possible that
he constructed some kind of elaborate story to show off some kind of heroism
or something. Am I right?

Lucille: Well. . .
Ruth: It’s okay. You don’t need to tell me anything. There’s a reason why your

Uncle Ted and I are not talking to each other any more. We’ll leave it as that
and just move on. I’m telling my version of the story—you don’t have to tell me
his version; I don’t really want to know anything about it. You can decide later
on the differences and the truth between the two versions and draw your own
conclusions.

Lucille: Okay grandma. . .
Ruth: As I was saying. . .

By the time I got home that evening, I was a wreck. I couldn’t find your Un-
cle Ted, and more importantly, I started to discover that the people who were
all supporting the anarcho-restorists weren’t just the group of people that I was
expecting—they included people whom I thought would actually know better than
to support this hare-brained crowd, especially since they have lived through the
earlier era where the times were bad and they had all the support that the gov-
ernment could provide without completely taking over their lives. It pained me.
I was so confused and so angry. But all these were nothing when I watched the
news broadcast for that evening.

Your mother was sitting there when I reached home. She was writing away
in her notebook as the television blared on in the background. I yelled at her to
stop wasting electricity and to shut the television down if she wasn’t even watch-
ing it in the first place, but she merely replied calmly that she was listening to the
news as she was working on some school assignment. Curious, I didn’t pursue
the matter any more, but instead stood there and watched the news broadcast
as well. I couldn’t remember what day it was exactly, but I remembered clearly
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what I saw. Shortly after I had left the place, the riot police had returned to en-
circling all the protestors in the shopping district, this time reinforced with more
paramilitary personnel that looked vaguely like they were from the military. It was
hard to tell from the poor footage—something that I thought was probably a de-
liberate attempt to camouflage the real people who where there—but it was clear
that whatever those people were, they had a very strong sense of discipline and
hardness behind them that was unmistakeable even through their silhouettes.

The new encirclement of the protestors had two effects. One, it severely
limited the flow of people in and out of the area, which starved both the neo-
conservatists and the anarcho-restorists of their precious support from the out-
side world, as well as to reduce the likelihood that any of them were able to es-
cape should the warrant for arrest was given. Two, it also forced the two groups of
protestors to come closer together, which in turn created the perfect situation in
which a chaotic affair was created, allowing the encircling forces to swoop in and
perform the clean-up and arrests to end the whole affair. Those were the filled in
drivel that the newscaster was talking live on air, but I suspected that someone
had given her a prepared script to read off of. But the ramifications were clear
to me; the authorities have decided to hit back not with direct force, but with
indirect force by first coercing the mobs to implode under their own pressure,
causing the needed infighting to thin out and weaken the numbers while simul-
taneously avoiding direct responsibility of what happened. It was a brilliant idea,
something that only a bureaucrat could think of, that was the thought that came
to me immediately when I saw it.

But they got more than they bargained for.
The encirclement did in fact cause the two opposing mobs to close up, or

rather, it forced the neo-conservatists to move closer to the anarcho-restorists.
You must remember that the latter group was already quite encamped there at
that point, complete with tents and control centres and all the usual things one
would expect from a field camp, whereas the neo-conservatists were still try-
ing to establish themselves, being of a more loosly connected group that hadn’t
actually dug deep and fortify themselves. It was then that some of the more
aggressive neo-conservatists decided to lob projectiles of various sorts at the
anarcho-restorists, including improvised incendiary weapons. That was the lit-
eral spark to the severe backlash where the armed anarcho-restorists started to
fire back at the advancing neo-conservatists with their guns.

The news reported that the situation was quite grim for both sides. Some of
the anarcho-restorists sustained severe burns from the molotov cocktails that
were launched at them, particularly those who were armed and nearer the front
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lines that met with the neo-conservatists. Many more of the neo-conservatists
sustained various gun wounds from the bullets that were fired by the anarcho-
restorists at them through all manners of small arms fire, be they home made
or, as some eye-witnesses had confirmed, military-grade small arms like their
assault rifles. The paramedics had a hard time entering to evacuate the injured
due to the heavy barricade set up by the riot police, and aerial reports from
the news media had confirmed that the wounded situation was not good at the
confrontation spot. There was, strangely enough, no indication of any form of
backlash or anger against the authorities for taking this particular course of in-
action, perhaps most people were starting to get annoyed at the rhetoric and
symbolic mumbo-jumbo to give a damn about them.

As the news reporter continued, one could hear the loud roar of people clash-
ing in the background amid the sounds of gun retorts. It was clear that the con-
frontation between the neo-conservatists and the anarcho-restorists were still
raging on. The riot police had shrunk their encirclement further, and the effects
were getting more pronounced. Some of the paramedics managed to contact
with people who had been dragging out the wounded to the best of their abilities,
and were loading them into military and police ambulances in the background.
It was clear that those who were so evacuated were going to face the full wrath
of the law when they are sufficient recovered—none of those ambulances were
ever activated in the civilian world unless something big was going on.

And for a fleeting second before the scene switched over to yet another aerial
shot of the shopping district under siege, I spotted your Uncle Ted lying on a
stretcher and being loaded into an ambulance.

I gave a scream at that point, which shocked the hell out of your mother, who
promptly dropped her pen and cussed, before turning to me and asking me, in
her words, “What the hell’s wrong with you?”.

I told her I saw your Uncle Ted being loaded into an ambulance. She looked
at me in a very confused way before asking me if I was sure, considering that the
entire scene lasted no more than five seconds and it was also in the background,
with poor lighting and camera angle. I looked at her as though she were crazy
and told her that it was nearly impossible for me to not recognise how your Uncle
Ted looks like and that she should stop being that ignorant disaffected person
that she was and help me find out where they had taken your Uncle Ted, telling
her that I saw them loading him in one of those military or police ambulance,
which meant that nothing good could come out of it.

Your mother looked at me in my hysterical state and told me to calm down and
told me that sooner or later they would be giving us a call when things were less
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hectic. She also told me that it was probably useless to try and find out where
he was now, considering that he was on the ambulance—technically things were
still in a transition state, and making any phone calls to determine where he was
sent to was just going to be a waste of everyone’s time. Somehow your mother
managed to keep me from going all crazy about things, and eventually I calmed
down and sat next to her on the couch to watch the rest of the coverage for
that event. As it turned out, the riot police encirclement kept on shrinking and
causing more and more altercations between the two mobs to the point that
more than half of them were hurt in one way or another. It was another half an
hour or so before the riot police armed themselves with their batons and shields
and charged into the fray, backed up by their own snipers and other mysterious
sharpshooters. They managed to get through and subdue the neo-conservatists’
side of the conflict, but as for the anarcho-restorists’ side, it took them a whole
night later before they too were taken down.

Of course the news coverage didn’t span all throughout the night, or rather,
we didn’t stay up that late to watch everything transpiring. I read about the final
defeat of the anarcho-restorists at the shopping district in the newspapers the
next morning. It was a bloody confrontation. The anarcho-restorists were better
armed and had lots of good fighters on their side, whichmeant that the riot police
had a hard time trying to overcome their defenses to get to them for an arrest. A
couple of snipers on the riot police’s side were badly hurt when counter-sniped
by hidden snipers from within the anarcho-restorists camp. Lots of rounds were
fired, and many tear gas grenades were used on the riot police’s side. Surpris-
ingly, the anarcho-restorists didn’t use their infantry-grade grenades much, and
there was much speculation as to why, with some of the theories suggesting
that they had run out of the grenades, to those that suggested that the anarcho-
restorists knew that they were going to lose and therefore saw no need to ag-
gravate any form of charges that they would be levied with on their eventual and
inevitable arrest.

To me, it wasn’t that important. It was all an academic problem. The impor-
tant thing was, where was your Uncle Ted? For that, we didn’t have an answer till
nearly a week later. But in the intervening week, there had been more news from
the parliament house side of things. It was reported then that the sequestered
members of parliament had managed to undo quite a few pieces of laws that the
anarcho-restorists claimed were infringing upon the spirit of the constitution and
that soon they were going to be released as previously promised. As for the vari-
ous gatherings around outside of the shopping district, they were also strangled
to death one by one by the riot police with the help of other unidentified paramil-
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itary troops, using roughly the same tactics as was done at the shopping district,
which was the biggest of the mob gatherings. As for the parliament house, the
soldiers that were outside of it were still keeping guard during the entire period,
but their commanding officer had not been found yet, due to the lack of identi-
fication markings on both soldiers and vehicles. The generals from the armed
forces council made a public statement condemning the unidentified army of-
ficer who deployed his troops there without actually rescuing the members of
parliament, but when they were questioned by the public about taking action to
go in and liberate them, were met with a long period of silence before a state-
ment that said that it was still a civil matter and that they didn’t want to formally
bring out the armed forces to liberate the members of parliament for fear that it
would spur on a second round of violence from a new group of anarcho-restorists
who had been lying silent all these while.

That day the phone rang. I happened to be at home, desperately reading as
many things as I could to find out where the wounded from the shopping district
mob were sent to. I picked it up and listened to it.

“Hello, I am Colonel Bing, deputy director of public relations. Is Ms Ruth
XXXX there?”

“I am Ruth, why are you calling me?” I replied guardedly. I sort of guessed
that it was about your Uncle Ted, but it was better to not show what I already
know. Besides, if the whole thing was a civil affair to begin with, why was a
military officer the one calling me about him?

“I am calling you to inform you that Ted XXXX is currently located in Ward
74C at YYYY Hospital. Is there anything you wish to clarify?”

“Yes, why are you telling me that for? Are you trying to entrap me? Because
I have nothing to do with what my son had done.”

“Nom’am, you are mistaken. It is not an entrapment. We are merely informing
you where your injured son is warded. You can visit him if you want; there are no
limitations on that on our end. We are not even trying to get you to get him to
reveal anything—we will do our interview with your son when he is much better.
Is there anything else you would like to clarify?”

I paused and thought hard. There were many things I wished to shout at that
military officer, but I thought better about it. Some things were never meant to
be talked about anyway.

“No, colonel. Thank you for informing me.”
“It is my duty m’am. Have a good day.” The phone line clicked and went dead.
I slammed the phone down. I was angry, very angry at the cockiness in which

that Colonel Bing sounded. But at the same time, I was relieved, relieved that
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your Uncle Ted was found. I thought that your Uncle Ted was particularly stupid
in his choice of the matter, but I couldn’t help but realise that at the back of my
mind, I never did ever want him to come to harm.

You probably won’t understand this bit Lucille, until much later when you’re
married and have your own children to worry about.

Lucille: Did you go visit him once you knew where he was?
Ruth: No. I decided that I’ve had enough. I did what I wanted to do, sort of,

in terms of extricating him out of the whole mess as best as I could. He’s no
longer that deep in the mess. He was still called for interviews and questionings
though, but that was nearly a month after the whole thing blew over.

Lucille: How did it blow over?
Ruth: Your Uncle Ted didn’t tell you?
Lucille: He said he was woozy and was in hospital most of the time, and so

he hadn’t really a good clue about what transpired.
Ruth: Bullshit. He was well aware about what happened. I think he’s just trying

to block things out of his head. If he won’t tell you, I’ll tell you what happened
and how everything blew over the way it did. In many ways, it’s just sad.

The long and short of it is that the whole anarcho-restorist movement was
an utter and absolute failure. Not only did none of the things they were going
for in terms of repealing of the laws that they deemed to be unconstitutional
stay gone, the whole Restoration Conflict affair actually triggered a completely
robust response in the opposite direction, that is, towards supporting the status
quo that existed before their little movement. I had seen it from a mile away—it
was obvious that there was no way such a silly little movement could actually
work in the long run, and it was because there was no support from the citizen
at large in the first place, and secondly, there was no long term plan in terms of
sustainability. Sure, it was a daring one-shot attempt to force their changes, but
the lack of a plan to ensure that the changes would stick was their nail in the
coffin.

The authorities waited till the release of the members of parliament before
they made their move, in the mean time, biding their time and doing the inves-
tigative leg work necessary to find out more about the whole anarcho-restorist
movement in terms of its organisation, its manner of recruitment, the types of
people that were involved, the types of people that led, the insider of the military
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that was supporting them as a coup, the whole works. The whole investigation
took a long while, obviously, and it was roughly a month or two after the release
of the members of parliament were released that the full operation kicked in.

The laws that the anarcho-restorists had forced the members of parliament
to ratify were in place for exactly one month, in which some of those who didn’t
comply were taken to task, but were somehow deadlocked in the courts where
judgement was concerned. That dead lock was crucial—it ensured that none of
those who were prosecuted by the “new” laws were actually going to face the
full wrath of the nonsense that was in the law at that time. Parliament had been
dissolved by that point, and the president had called for an election to be held
within a month—that was all well and proper without anything too odd. Actually,
most of the state apparatus operated more or less the way they did with no
changes, despite all the fanfare of the changes that the anarcho-restorists were
promising.

You mother visited your Uncle Ted during the three weeks that he was in hos-
pital. I didn’t want to visit him at all. I was angry at the mess that he got himself
into. Moreover, my leave had run out by then and I had gone back to work. There
were a few employees who didn’t make it back in time when their leaves expired,
and we had to let go of them. For the most part though, a surprisingly large num-
ber of them returned after their leave was up. To me it was very clear, despite all
the perceived inequality that existed with the system, it was still the basic need
for an income to ensure survival that ensured that everyone would come back
for work. Those few who didn’t make it back were locals—I had checked it in the
register and found it unsurprising.

Your Uncle Ted, like many others, were called in for interviews with the police
once he was discharged from the hospital. He spent most of his time at home
since he had lost his job from not returning for two months after his leave was
up. Each time he was called for an interview, a couple of police officers would
come over and drive him there in their squad car, as though he would run off the
moment he could. But of course that was not the case. Where could he run?

They didn’t charge him with anything, your Uncle Ted that is. That’s all I know.
But he was slapped with a whole bunch of restrictions on his movement for his
involvement in the Restoration Conflict, like he couldn’t travel overseas without
informing the court, and that he was barred from using the computer to connect
to the Internet unsupervised. It was clear, however that he had been changed.
He grew quieter and kept to himself even more, and never did talk to anyone
about the past.

As for the whole aftermath of the laws the anarcho-restorists had forced the
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parliament to “fix”—it got ditched the first time the new parliament had convened
after the election. Oh the election! Well, every one of the members of parliament
before ran nealy unopposed in the elections called for by the president, and at
the end of the day, except for the prime minister then who had to stay out due
to his injuries, every one who was a part of the parliament was back in it. And
they promptly repealed all the changes they had made under duress during the
so-called Restoration Conflict. In addition, they also crafted a new series of laws
that targetted such insurrections, greatly broadening the powers available to the
police to hunt down such dissidents who refuse to effect change of the system
from within the system, to prevent such a catastrophe from occurring all over
again.

It was a fewmonths after that when the inciting army officers were discovered.
It turned out that it was one of the generals who had a personal vendetta against
the prime minister who concocted the scheme to rouse the group of anarcho-
restorists to engage in an armed rebellion to create enough chaos so that he
could move his troups in for a coup d’État. While he was initially successful, the
combined might of the armed forces council was sufficient to nullify his threat.
All the commissioned officers under his charge who aided in the attempt were
court martialled and sent to the gallows for treason, as was the general himself.
The civil leaders among the anarcho-restorists were charged with abetting in
the treason attempt and were sentenced to life imprisonment—they were spared
from the death penalty since it was established that they were unwitting pawns
in the whole affair. While they were guilty in that they took part in the entire
Restoration Conflict, they weren’t seen as the original provocateurs and because
of that, were given much lighter sentences.

Ruth: So, Lucille do you know what this tells us?
Lucille: I. . . don’t know, grandma.
Ruth: Bah. More likely you don’t dare to say it. Nevermind, I’ll say it for you.

You’ve got it on transcript and I’m an old woman now anyway, what can they do
to me?

At the end of the day, the status quo will always win out in the case of an
attempt to abruptly change the rules of a system. Let’s face it, all systems have
inertia, and by inertia I mean the inability to change rapidly given the stimuli.
To many people, this is a bad thing, because it means that the system will not
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be nimble enough to adapt to the changing circumstance. That’s the flawed
reasoning behind those anarcho-restorists. They could feel the labour crunch
from the increased numbers of foreign workers, they felt as though they were
being squeezed out of their livelihoods by an uncaring government. And they
thought they could force the hange that they want through the mere application
of force, without thinking about how to deal with the associated inertia of the
whole system towards such sudden changes. They were wrong on so many fronts:
the government was well aware of the situations that the anarcho-restorists were
facing, and it was apparent because just a couple of months later, new policies
to curb the number of foreign workers in the city-state were enacted into law
while other policies to help citizens increase the relevance and competency of
their skill sets were also put in place, which had the double effect of reducing
the need of foreign labour by increasing the employability of the locals while at
the same time make foreign labour sufficiently pricey that it was still possible to
hire them for the hopefully fewer cases where a special requirement was needed.

Yes, it was a continuation of sorts of the original trajectory that was set from
the policies of the past that led up to the Restoration Conflict. But it wasn’t
just a blind continuation—the government had been paying close attention to
the developments and changes in the environment. The anarcho-restorists were
too short sighted to look beyond their immediate needs—the government had
already had them covered on that front. All these can be easily checked against
the historic records, as the neo city-state soared from one peak to another, while
maintaining a good growth in the economy as well as having good social devel-
opments. Notice that now, you don’t have any of the problems that were faced
during that time, which goes to show that the policies actually worked. And that’s
why I said that your Uncle Ted was just being stupid in just signing up for the
nearest loudest shouting group of apes who are too dense to think even two
steps ahead to see what was in store.

Lucille: Oh wow, okay grandma.

Ruth: Is that enough for you?

Lucille: Mostly. Do you have any other comments you want to make, maybe
something more concrete and personal like what happened at your company till
now?

Ruth: Okay, it’s mostly quite boring, but I guess you need some kind of story
continuation to put things into perspective.
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Back at the company I was working, like I said, most of the people came back
when their leaves ran out, and as promised, there were no ramifications from the
company on them with respect to what they were doing during their free time. Of
course, no ramifications from us didn’t mean that there were no consequences
whatsoever from what they had done, it was just that the consequences weren’t
from us directly. A few of the employees were asked to visit the police centre
to give their statements and be interviewed with regards to their involvement in
the Restoration Conflict, and most of them were cleared of any of the treasonous
wrong doing. There were two of them who were deemed to have violated the
new public safety laws in that they had gone to the confrontations and were
discovered to have taken part in a more violent form of protesting, as in they
weren’t just standing there in solidarity, they were actively entering the fray and
throwing projectiles. They were eventually sentenced to five years in jail, and
because of that, we had to let them go and hire replacements. The MILSA project
was delayed by around four months, but the agreement we had with the clients
ensured that we weren’t penalised for the delay due to the national level crisis. A
few other smaller projects were also late in delivery, but there were no long term
repercussions.

I left the company after another five years of work there, simply because I
was starting to get tired with working with people. The new laws that were put
in place made the hiring process at human resources more and more onerous,
and I decided that I had better things to do with my time than to play catch
up with all those laws. I trained my successor and left on good terms with the
boss. In the intervening years, I just joined different companies to work as an
administrative support assistant to ensure that I didn’t get bored, and to earn
some pocket money for fun. That’s basically about it for me.

Lucille: So grandma, would you say that you were a supporter of the neo-
conservatists?

Ruth: In many ways, yes. I was there when the government was undergoing
the toughest times in building up the city-state, and I was there when they first
succeeded. I knew what they could do, and was dismayed that the young’uns
during that time were that impatient and made such a stupid and irrecoverable
mistake. I still support the government of the neo city-state, and know that they
will do good for us all. So yes, I’m a neo-conservatist through and through.

Lucille: Thanks grandma for your time.
Ruth: No problem. If you see your Uncle Ted again, tell him that I still think
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he’s an idiot for getting involved in the whole stupid thing. But tell him also that
he’s always welcome to come over for dinner any time. Just tell him to call ahead
of time.

Lucille: Will do grandma.
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It was two weeks since the last meeting that Lucille had with Mr Lim regard-
ing the project. The interview with Grandma Ruth was shorter than expected,
but then again, even though Grandma Ruth had lived through that era and was
a staunch neo-conservatist, it wasn’t as though she was as deeply involved as
the way that Uncle Ted was while playing his ill-fated role as the fighter in the
anarcho-restorist camp. Still, there was a lot of new material to process, and
Lucille was finding herself sitting at the touch-board screen in her dorm room
doing as much research as she could on the whole affair.

In many ways, the narratives from both Uncle Ted and Grandma Ruth were
largely compatible, albeit from different sides of the apparent divide present in
the Restoration Conflict. But it wasn’t as clean as it seemed, as Lucille found
out the more she read the transcripts. Yes, they were seemingly on different
sides of the debate, if the Restoration Conflict could be called a debate, but
they shared a lot of commonalities. In both their interviews, it was clear that
both sides of the camps, or at least, from their two representatives in the form
of Grandma Ruth and Uncle Ted, were talking about how to better the lives of
the citizens of the city-state. They were also willing to “work with the law”, which
represented a type of legitimacy that they were going for. The difference of
course was largely based on what “working with the law” meant. For Grandma
Ruth, the neo-conservatist, it meant giving space for the government to make
the decisions, choosing the time frames in which policies that would help ease
the problems away could be implemented that could create the largest impact
with the smallest disruption. But for Uncle Ted, the anarcho-restorist, it meant
forcing the changes that were needed in as immediate a way as possible, and
let the consequences sort themselves out.

Surprisingly enough, Lucille started to find herself realising the advantages of
each of the two philosophies that governed their movements. The neo-conservatist
perspective was definitely most suitable for the long term, but it ran the real risk
of alienating the very people whom they were trying to help, simply because the
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people that they were trying to help may not survive the short term hardship dur-
ing the transitional phase. That was what Grandma Ruth was referring to when
she said that the anarcho-restorists were a bunch of “pussies”—they were smart
enough to observe the problems that were present, but were not hardy nor re-
sourceful enough to keep their noses straight and push through the hard times
before the good times came over. But there were strong merits for the case of
the anarcho-restorists as well, if the status quo acknowledges the problems but
does not demonstrate that they actually have a long term solution in the first
place, it was likely that the status quo did not have any solution to begin with. In
fact, the arguments on the validity of the neo-conservatist perspectives as given
by Grandma Ruth had a strong hindsight quality in them—it was only known after
the Restoration Conflict that the government of the city-state had solutions to
solve the problems that were present. Uncle Ted’s description of what happened
during that time indicated that when the anarcho-restorists decided to band to-
gether to forcefully take over the parliament house, they only did so because
there was no indication the people who were in power actually knew what they
were doing.

Lucille stared at the arguments and comparative analyses that she was mak-
ing on the touch-board screen and sat back in her chair, leaning backwards to
stare off into space for a moment. Processing such political arguments were al-
ways hard on herself, not because they were particularly hard to understand, but
that there was the acute need of ordering the arguments such that they “make
sense”, It was something that she just wasn’t that used to doing—engineering
arguments had a form of elegance behind them, being one of those true or false
things that could easily be verified with small scale experiments or with some
calculations based on theory. But history, it had none of that ability of exper-
imentation. There was just no way of “turning back time” to re-run the whole
incident with different parameters just to see how things would turn out if some
oof the conditions were changed. And because of that, the arguments involved
were rather convoluted and intricate at best.

A notification on her touch-board screen drew her attention back to it. It was
a message from Justin. Curious, she tapped on it with her finger to enlarge it.
The message filled the screen and it said simply, “Dinner today at some where
special? I’ve not seem you for nearly a week. Miss you much. Hope to hear a
positive reply. Love, Justin.”

Lucille sighed. Justin wasn’t wrong in feeling a little neglected—she hadn’t
been hanging out with him over the past week and with good reason. She found
that it was almost impossible to concentrate on the political arguments when he
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was around. It wasn’t that he distracted her in any way, but that his presence had
a sort of. . . nullifying effect on her objectivity. It was clear from the discussion of
her interview with Uncle Ted with Justin that he wasn’t exactly a supporter of the
anarcho-restorists, and it seemed to her that he was almost like a fanatic neo-
conservatist. It didn’t really bother her much even if he was a neo-conservatist—
she really didn’t care much about all these frivolities as long as she could get a
job and work—but his combative demeanour in supporting his view point when
there was no debate to begin with made it hard for her to get into a calm and
objective mood to do the careful comparative analysis that was needed for the
final project. And with that, she banished him from her sight for the past week
so that she could take the time to figure things out, without any of that sort of
distraction.

But it was clear he was feeling a little neglected. Lucille sighed again. She
reached out to the message and gave a quick flick of her fingers. It opened up
an empty message screen and the microphone signal was blinking, showing that
the touch-board screen was ready for its input.

“Hahahaha. . . someone seems to be feeling a little neglected. Dinner today
is fine, I’ll let you suggest the place. Come over in about an hour, I’m about done
with my analysis for the day. Miss you too. Love, Lucille.”

When she was done dictating to the touch-board screen, she flicked her finger
at the transcribed message and it immediately shrank itself down and faded to a
corner, where an icon was showing that the message had been successfully sent
to its receiver. A few short seconds later, another message notification came on
and Lucille checked on it, only to find a single message “¡3, Justin” written in it.

Lucille smiled to herself. It was a lovely gesture from Justin, just one of the
things that he did for her that made her feel as though they should be together
forever. Except well, forever meant more like getting married some time in the
future since they would all die eventually. She chuckled to herself again; it was
such a typical line of thought that she would have, taking things so literally.

She wrapped up the last bits of her analyses for the day and chucked all the
documents back into the history project folder. She would send out an update
message to Mr Lim tomorrow in time for the next meeting slated for the upcom-
ing Monday. The analyses that she had thus far was probably enough for about
three quarters of the report she had to write, and she had one more interview
to go to satisfy the three interviews as primary sources requirement. With the
work mostly done, she dragged out a solitaire game from the games folder on
the touch-board screen and started to finagle with it to kill time.

One hour later, at six o’clock exactly, Justin came to her dorm room, knocking
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on her door and announcing himself. She smiled and unlocked the door for him,
and he came in immediately with a bunch of roses in his hand. He walked towards
her and kissed her on the cheeks from behind her chair while simultaneously
hugging her from behind with the bunch roses in front of her.

“For me?” Lucille asked, a little stunned but secretly touched.
“For you. Shows you how much I missed you,” Justin said as he squatted low

enough such that they were at the same height, except he was still hugging her
from behind with the back rest of the chair between them.

“Awww. . . you missed me that much huh. . . but tell me, did you miss me more
or the chair more, because it seems like you’re hugging the chair more than I,”
Lucille replied with a cheeky smile. Justin’s face turned beet red and stood up.
Lucille stood up too and with an impish grin, glomped him.

The two of them were locked in a deep embrace for nearly five minutes, just
standing there in the middle of her dorm room, hugging tight, as though it were a
meeting that was planned a decade earlier. A strong sense of calm and security
flowed through Lucille as she held on tightly to Justin’s athletic figure, his strong
arms and chest holding her tightly enough to feel as though he were her personal
suit of armour that could protect her from anything that would come by.

“Mmmmm. . . that was nice,” Lucille said finally when the warm embrace was
disturbed by the rather loud gurgling of her stomach.

“Sounds like you are hungry,” Justin said removed his arms from around her
and held her hands and gazed at her face.

“Indeed I am,” Lucille replied, careful to hold her tongue about the history
project. She had learnt her lesson from that time, when the mere mentioning of
the project created a buzz kill to the lovely ambience that they were having. She
didn’t want that to happen now, not when they hadn’t really meet up and hang
out for the past week. It was not a moment to be spoiled like that.

“I have just the place for you,” Justin said as he released one of her hands
and held her by the other one to lead her. Lucille picked up the flowers from her
table and held it with her free hand.

“Oh?”
“Yes, that steak house place. Anton’s. My treat today, for mymost excellentest

girlfriend.”
“ ‘Most excellentest’? My my, some one is too happy to see me to remember

their grammar, huh?” Lucille replied jokingly as she winked at him.
The two of them held hands and walked out of the dorm room and headed

out to the steak house.
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The steak house was a ten-minute walk from her dormitories, and it included
a short cut through the garden that the alumni donated for. They walked through
it in loving silence, with her leaning in to him for warmth and support as they
made their way slowly to the steak house. But at the back of her mind, Lucille
could not forget that day when they walked through the same garden and nearly
had a fall out over their differing views on the matter of the Restoration Conflict.
‘Don’t spoil the moment, Lucille,’ she thought to herself as she walked along
lazily with Justin, ‘that’s in the past now. Think about the present and the future.
Think of the steak, the good and tasty steak. And the company of your boyfriend,
Justin.’

“Thinking of something?” Justin asked quietly, as he nuzzled on her hair
gently.

“Not really,” Lucille said. “Just thinking of the steak.”
Justin laughed.
“I’m glad you are looking forward to this. You know, all these time that you

weren’t available to hang out, I was starting to feel a little depressed myself,”
Justin said as he led her through the short cut by the arms as she leaned her
head on his shoulders. It was an awkward position to walk in, but they didn’t
mind a single bit. It was bliss for them to be in such close proximity, despite the
humidity that was enveloping them.

“You felt depressed? Why?”
“I don’t know. . . maybe because I love you?”
“Aww. . . but you know I needed the time to work through the history project.”

‘Damn,’ Lucille thought to herself. ‘You’ve just went ahead to break the lovely
feeling.’

“Hmm hmm. . . ” Justin replied absent-mindedly, as though he did not notice
the sudden stiffening of Lucille on the mention of the history project. Lucille
relaxed herself a little and they walked on in more silence. ‘At least he hasn’t
made a big fuss of it, unlike last time,’ Lucille thought to herself.

The wooden cabin that housed the steak house loomed beyond the small hill
that rounded the path they were walking on. It was an old-fashioned log cabin,
made with imported wood stacked vertically upwards. It looked out of place,
for sure, amid the smooth post-modern architecture that surrounded the park.
There was something more to be said about its anomalous existence—though it
was a log cabin, it seemed like the one that one would build in the middle of a
forest as opposed to being a ranch, which was the concept of the steak house
given all the other cowboy paraphernalia. But bad decoration aside, the cabin
housed Aston’s, the best steakhouse to be found on campus or anywhere in that
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neighbourhood.
They walked up to the door and was greeted by the waitress. “Do you have a

reservation?”
“Yes, under Justin. . . ”
“Ah, yes, I see your name. Party of two? This way please. . . ” The waitress

opened up the cabin doors and picked up two menus from behind the podium
and led the way into the restaurant.

The two of them entered and proceeded to have a quiet evening of dinner,
seemingly having made up from the misunderstanding that they had just a week
or so before.



Transcript for Interview 3

Lucille: Hi ma.
Linda: Pfft. What’s with that phoney greeting?
Lucille: It’s recorded. I don’t want something weird to happen in the tran-

script.
Linda: Bah. Didn’t you say it’s just like a conversation, except I’m the one

talkingmost of the time and we’re talking about the past that no one really waants
to talk about in any detail due to the old wounds of the past opening up once
again?

Lucille: Yes ma, but you know. . . it’s for the history project.
Linda: I swear that you put in more effort for this history project than all of

your other engineering projects combined. Okay, you want me to talk about the
Restoration Conflict?

Lucille: Well, your experiences through that era. Not necessarily only the
Restoration Conflict though.

Linda: Your grandma told me you talked to her about this. You went to Ted
too, right?

Lucille: Yeah, I talked with Uncle Ted as well.
Linda: Heh. That brother of mine. I wonder what he told you. You can’t tell

me, yes?
Lucille: No I can’t.
Linda: Okay okay. Let me begin.

I was about your age when it all began. I didn’t understand what the whole
fuss was about at that time, but as it all went on I eventually figured out what
was going on. But I promised to start from the beginning.

I graduated from junior college back in 2012 or so and was studying at the
Polytechnic University of XXXX in 2013. Back in the day, the university was a
little less rigorous as what you have right now—they really put in a lot of effort
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to improve their standards, from the multiple revamps of the courses, the refo-
cusing of the research efforts, the whole works. So the university you are familiar
with now is a completely different animal then. Despite all of that though, the
university was still the better one in the city-state, and I was there, doing a bach-
elor’s degree on social sciences and business. It wasn’t the first choice that I
was going for, considering the highly unlikely possibility of getting any form of
gainful employment outside of joining the political cadre, but I didn’t have much
of a choice given my dismal junior college graduation exams.

It was around 2014 or 2015 when the whole showdown started. Before that
though, there had been grouses that were raised by the citizens of the city-state.
It started off with a couple of web sites that some disgruntled but techie citizens
slapped together to provide an avenue for people to share and comment on their
grouses, not unlike a blog, but definitely less sophisticated. The availability of
that web site made the exchange of opinions fast and furious, and after a while
the authorities caught wind of it and legislated enough to pull out most of the
teeth and claws from the web sites. That was when the personal blogs started
sprouting, with quite a few “celebrity” bloggers writing about various forms of
analyses and opinion pieces based on what the government was saying that day.
It didn’t quite capture the impact of the original websites that had been declawed
and detoothed, so it moved on to somthing more. They went to the forums,
with boards that people would post their observations and undergo discussions,
sometimes in very heated ways. Then of course the same pattern came and the
forums were clamped down hard by the government of the city-state.

That was when people started wising up and using the dark net. You see,
there’s like a shadow internet that coexists with the regular internet where you
can visit web pages and participate in discussions on blogs and so on. The
shadow internet rides on the regular internet infrastructure, but had the ability to
completely mask out the users that are connected to it by assigning connection
addresses in a completely peer-to-peer way. This meant that it was no longer
that easy to use the computer’s address as an easy means of linking particular
comments or posts to a specific computer which in turn reveals the person be-
hind it. It used lots of cryptography as its core, and relied on donated bandwidth
of existing computers to help keep the dark net alive.

I really wasn’t that involved in the whole dark net thing—that was more of my
brother’s, your Uncle Ted’s I mean, thing, plus I was quite young then when he
first got involved with the dark net. He was the computer genius in the house,
with good reason—he was the one with the computer-related degree or diploma
or whatever it was, and it showed. He was always locked up in his room, al-
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ways working with the computer on one thing or another. He was the one who
learnt about the dark net from some of the local hackers that were still lurking
on existing forums—they sent him a private message with the details one day or
something. So, my brother set up his little dark net node and went his merry way,
getting involved in some kind of activism organised almost completely over the
dark net.

So anyway, that went on for quite a while, even as he was working at that
computer programming job of his. I never really asked much about his life; it’s
not that I hate him, but I had always found what he was doing to be odd at best.
Maybe it’s got something to do with the age difference, but you know, I really
didn’t think about such stuff, and I am not starting on that now.

Near 2015 or so, things heated up. Even the mainstreammedia was reporting
about this sinister dark net where murders, protestors, rapists and other low-life
hang out to plan their crimes. Not completely wrong, but they were spinning the
complaints about governing policy as a form of terrorist activity and that was, in
my opinion, the most toxic thing that they could do. I mean, a government that
cannot take criticism is the chief reason why people went underground to start
their clandestine discussions about all the problems in the first place.

I got Ted to set up my computer to connect to the dark net. As a student
of social sciences, it seemed important to at least have a front seat view of the
circus that was to happen. I didn’t participate in any of the discussions, but
was merely sitting in as an observer, reading off the stuff they were planning
on the forums. Everyone used nicknames, so I didn’t know which was Ted and
which wasn’t. In a way, it was a good thing, particularly when I was interviewed
by the police in the aftermath of the violent clashes. It was easier to actually
answer “I don’t know” when I really didn’t know what was going on. Some of
the things that were said made sense, but there were a lot of them that were
stupid at best and downright dangerous at worst. In fact, there was a very big
response to a forum thread that talked about some kind of armed resistance
towards the government of the city-state, and from it sprang out the so-called
“anarcho-restorist” movement. I was sure that Ted was involved with that, but
without any actual evidence of him logging in and posting stuff in the thread that
talked about home-made projectile weaponry. He was also starting to sneak off
outside ever so often, only returning roughly three hours later. I followed him
one time and saw that he was heading to the nearby hackerspace, and through
the window louvres, I saw that he was carving up this object that looked vaguely
like a rifle.

But I didn’t tell Mom about it. She’s crazy. Crazy conservative and uncom-
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promising. And always thinks she’s in the right because she went through more
of life than we did, or so she claims. There was no point in discussing any of
these developments with her—I made the mistake of trying it once before and
the hour-long lecture was a good enough reminder to tell me to never talk about
this with her. To her, the government could do no wrong, because it was the one
that managed to pull the city-state up from nothingness into greatness. Never
mind what we learn in social science theory. Never mind that our analysis showed
that it was also partly due to the general lacklustre performance of the countries
surrounding us that seemingly propelled us way above our weight class. Never
mind that many PhDs have spent years thinking about these things and coming
up with well-reasoned arguments on these. So I just didn’t bother to talk with
her.

But I don’t agree with the philosophy of the “anarcho-restorists” either. Firstly,
“anarcho-restorist” is such a stupid name. I know, I know, it was a name given
by the mainstream media when trying to find convenient labels for the involved
parties to facilitate their job at spin, but the fact that they then embraced the la-
bel defies my understanding. “Anarcho”? Really? They didn’t actually overthrow
the government and release the city-state into a state where everyone would live
by what they want—they merely involved slightly more violent actions and some-
how that made them “anarchists”. Secondly, their method of attack is wrong,
totally and absolutely wrong. Yes, the laws are broken, but forcing legislators at
gunpoint to “fix” them isn’t going to do any good. It’s probably better to rebuild
the public’s strength in counteracting the stupidity that parliament may throw
out by making constitution changes all referedum based. But noooo. . . it takes
too long, and they hungered for results, and that’s why they did what they did.

Besides, apart from those “anarcho-restorists”, no one else seemed to do
anything to address the changes needed to adjust the policies to fit the faster
changing landscape. Anyone who is observing will know that the times that were
faced were no longer like the ones that came before.

Of course, I’m not saying that the “neo-conservatists” – eww I dislike that
label as well—were any better. If anything, they were the reason why the whole
mess that the anarcho-restorists were talking about came to be. But they had the
moral high ground here—at least they are willing to keep with the law in whatever
they do, or at least, profess to do so until the confrontation began.

I was at home when they first did their “operation”. I was reading and keeping
the television on at a low volume. Ted wasn’t at home—he had left early enough
thatmorning to probably wait with the rest of his brethern at the shopping district.
Mom was futzing about the house instead of being in the office since it was a
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weekend and all, and complaining about not knowing where Ted was. At that time,
the anarcho-restorists were not yet named since the mainstream media hadn’t
technically heard of them. I knew that he was going to the shopping district—he
told me before he left for some reason—but I wasn’t going to be the one to tell
Mom about his whereabouts. She’d probably flip and start an argument with me
over something that I didn’t have much control over. In short, it meant getting
hit with unnecessary amounts of drama that I didn’t really want to deal with.

Lucille: You mean you knew all that was going on even before Uncle Ted went
out?

Linda: D’oh. I told you, he helped me set up the dark net connection, and I
was paying close attention to the same forums that he was, since it was obvious
which ones were relevant. In many ways, the existence of the dark net made
them complacent or even careless. They were still smart enough to use their
nicknames instead of their real names, but they didn’t go the extra step of ob-
fuscating the contents of what they were speaking, so sure they were about their
abilities to hide away from authority.

Lucille: What do you mean, ma?
Linda: I mean, using nothing more than say the forum-based search, it was

possible to locate all the threads of discussions that pertained to their plot and
the entire conversation was easily traced and understood. I mean, you’re talking
about me, not directly involved in any way, a mere observer, and even I could put
together what it was they were planning. What do you think the authorities could
do?

Lucille: I’m not sure if I’m understanding this. Are you saying that the gov-
ernment of the city-state already knew about the whole thing that was to come?
If so, why’d they allow it to continue?

You are right. I am saying that they knew what was being planned. Now,
who exactly in the government knew is up to anyone’s guess, but it was clear
the the activities that were going on did not go unnoticed. I thought about it
before, and it was staring quite blatantly in my face. The presence of people
who claimed that they were from the military and were sympathetic to the cause,
and most shockingly of all, offered support and help in procuring and supplying
the armaments that were needed for their planned course of action. I got very
suspicious, of course, because it was well known that the government, or at least
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the parliament that was being targetted by the anarcho-restorists, had strong
connections with the military, and that they were always willing to back each
other up by hook or by crook. A putsch was extremely unlikely by any regard. Yet
that was being offered over the dark net forums. Of course there was no easy way
to guarantee the identity of the person who was claiming such access as was the
nature of the dark net, but eventually he or she managed to convince everyone
of the veracity of the statements and they were all planning away.

I was observing of course. It looked like a bad idea all in all. I didn’t bring it
up with my social sciences professor for fear that they got all uncomfortable and
outed me as though I were a conspirator. So all I did was to continue to watch
and observe.

So that day, Ted went out to the shopping district, and I was keeping the
television on while working half-heartedly on a piece of homework. The news
was blaring quietly, and Mom was futzing about. Then a breaking news came
on—the parliament house was assaulted by group of armed personnel. At the
same time, there were also reports of spontaneous gatherings of people both
armed and unarmed at four or five locally centralised locations all throughout
the city-state, and they were erecting barricades and stationing themselves be-
hind them, keeping their armed personnel on the perimeter and their unarmed
people behind them. The reports also said that contingents of police officers
were deployed to each of the locations to observe and attempt to break up the
gatherings through diplomacy, and that riot police were also being sent to the
larger gatherings in case things got ugly.

I kept an eye on the television broadcast while working quietly on my home-
work. Mom was still futzing about until she realised that the television was not
showing its usual drivel on a weekend and stopped, before grabbing the televi-
sion remote control to raise the volume. The hurried words of the newscaster
blared over the television speakers and jarred my ears. I already knew what was
going on without even having them yell out like that due to the much faster con-
veyance of the news from the ticker tape than from the talking head himself.

“Did you know they are assaulting parliament house now?” Mom asked me in
a forced voice.

“Yeah, I know.”
“How do you even know?” She demanded, as though I were a part of con-

spiracy that she knew I was in.
“Didn’t they just reported it on the news? You were watching it too, aren’t

you?” I replied without so much as looking away from my home work. There was
no good reason why I would look up from my home work now to talk with her—
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it was obvious that she was itching for an argument on the merits and issues
relating to the assault on parliament house. I didn’t want to entertain her on
that.

The rest of the day passed more or less in the same way. The talking heads
dominated the air waves, with all regular programming completely thrown out.
Some of the more usual political pundits were interviewed, and each of them,
with the same facial expression that it seemed farcical, claimed that it was a
“shocking and altogether unbelievable occurrence in the political history of the
city-state”. It was comical but sad, all these self-proclaimed experts saying noth-
ing more than what any other lay person would have said. Of course, there was a
good reason why they couldn’t say anything more, ignorance aside. If they didn’t
toe the official line of being utterly surprised, again the state machinery would
start to churn to stick conspiracy charges on them, just because at this point it
wasn’t clear who or what it is to blame for the sudden incidents.

I didn’t pay much attention to the television at that point and concentrated
hard on my home work instead. It was supposed to be an essay analysing some-
thing related to the aftermath of the Korean war, and I was busy sketching out
the gist of the writing before I sat down in front of my computer to type it all up
into the format that was needed. Then the television blared out louder than nor-
mal, with a very uneasy looking reporter standing in front of an obviously hastily
set up outdoor set.

“This just in. We have received word from the armed men from within the
parliament house. They had breached into the chambers of the parliament house
and are holding the entire parliament hostage. Their spokesperson had handed
a video tape to us with instructions to show it on television, otherwise they would
kill all the members of parliament. So, here’s what they sent out to us.”

The screen cut over to an obviously pre-recorded message. The back drop
was a still image of the parliament house’s exterior, placed behind probably via
some kind of green-screen technology. The spokesperson on screen was not
masked at all—a ballsy move—but he was someone that I didn’t know. He looked
calm and confident, and when he smiled, he looked sincere, unfitting of the blood
lusty description that was put forth by the reporter.

“Fellow citizens!” He said, again grinning. “Do not fear us! We are not here
to harm you. We are doing all of you a service. For a long time we were under the
oppression of a government that felt that economic output was more important
than the welfare of the citizens of this city-state. For a long time we saw our
constitution’s integrity torn up and trampled upon by the increasingly citizen-
unfriendly laws, all in the bid for short term improvements to the economy. We
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know that the original constitution is not perfect, but at least, it stood for the very
principles we cared about. Today, my fellow citizens, we have come to restore
the constitution back to its pristine condition, by forcing these money-grubbing
members of parliament to rescind and disavow legally all the conditions and
exemptions that they had thrown into the legal system against our constitution
over the years. For too long we have sat there quietly and tried to convince
them that there was something wrong, that something needed fixing. But what
did they do? They ignored us, because we weren’t a united voice, because we
weren’t loud enough, because we didn’t catch their attention.

“Fellow citizens, today we have caught their one hundred percent attention,
and we will bring about the change that everyone has been asking for. If you
support our movement, make yourselves heard by joining your fellow citizen at
any of the following places: main shopping district, central business district,
north town district, central town district, west town district and east town district.

“This time, we will be heard, and we will not stop till we have recovered what
was taken away from us. Long live the city-state!”

“That’s a pompous ass right there, thinking that they can forcefully change
things like that. . . it’s not going to work. What do they think, that the government
is stupid?” Mom said out loud, to no one in particular, but obviously directed
towards me since I was the only person in the house who was nearby and had
the strong potential of caring a damn.

I just rolled my eyes and kept on working on my home work. Once I was
done with the planning, I quietly left the living room and headed back to my
bedroom where my laptop was. I left the television running on purpose—I knew
that secretly, Mom was interested to see what was going on so that she can get
all belligerent on things. I just didn’t want to engage her in any conversation I
could during that time period. Actually, even now, I don’t really want to engage
her in any conversation. Her stubbornness never changes, and it gets bloody
exasperating when trying to explain anything—no amount of evidence will ever
change her point of view, that’s for sure.

So anyway, for the next few days, there was a steady report on the goings on
at the parliament house, and there were reports on the fronts at the various gath-
ering places. Some of the places saw violent clashes between the protestors—
now named “anarcho-restorists” by the mainstream media—and the riot police,
with many injured and some killed on both sides. The word on the street was
that there were infantrymen attached to each of the anarcho-restorist gathering
places, and they had brought along some actual infantry weapons to augment
the home-made muskets that most of the other armed personnel were using.
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The strangest piece of news I heard was the deployment of army troops to par-
liament house. They were deployed there, but only hung out at the exterior, with
their garrison set up to repel potential invaders than to actually lay siege on those
that were already inside. It was quite perplexing, and it supported a whole lot of
conspiracy theories out there.

I periodically checked out the dark net for any sort of news that was not from
the mainstream media. The threads that were used for planning had morphed
into some kind of coordinated command and control among the cores of the
five or six districts in which the anarcho-restorists had set up barricaded camps.
All in all, the reports of the mainstream media on the casualties sustained had
been accurate, quite unlike much of the reporting that they had done before on
other issues. There were also reports from the anarcho-restorists’ core that an
opposing protest group had started to gather on the outside, trying to encircle
them and eventually overwhelm them, but that mob didn’t have the numbers nor
the equipment yet to do any lasting harm.

It was almost a week or so later that the mainstream media reported on
the gathering of a large group of people who were not anarcho-restorists—they
were dubbed the “neo-conservatists” especially after they started chanting their
slogans and motto revolviing keeping the law as it is and to oust, arrest and
sentence harshly those who had dared to upset the equilibrium and status quo—
anyone who identified themselves as being anarcho-restorists.

Mom was starting to get insufferable over all these time. She had pestered
me greatly about where Ted went, and I kept my usual “I don’t know” stance. She
started to get angry and annoyed enough to actually take official leave from work
and went out on her own to each of the districts in the attempt to look for him.
She claimed that she wanted to “drag Ted out of the stupid mess he got himself
into before he got killed”, but I think that she just wanted to do that to make
sure that she wasn’t somehow implicated in the whole incident to get one of the
rumoured “blackmarks” against her for future hiring. She had wanted to drag me
along to look for him, but I put my foot down and told her that I needed to work
on classes and not skip off just to do what was essentially her own wishes and
not mine. She huffed and puffed and played all passive aggressive towards me,
but in the end, left me well alone.

When it was clear that no one in authority was willing to step up to take charge
during this crisis, things started to move under their own momentum. The neo-
conservatists got more organised, and started to get equipment and support that
was comparable to that of the anarcho-restorists. That meant of course access
to the same kinds of infantry weapons and even plains clothed soldiers mixing in
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their midst to bolster their deadliness and effectiveness. It was a clear case of a
proxy skirmish that was being held between the incumbent military officers and
those who had fired the first shot literally by supporting the anarcho-restorists.

Another good thing came out of it though. Without any actual official guid-
ance on who was taking charge, there was little fear of retaliation from the rela-
tively free discussion of the events. That meant that even my social science pro-
fessors could take the opportunity to spur discussion and debate over the mer-
its between the anarcho-restorists’ stance and that of the neo-conservatists’. It
was an eye-opening experience, the first time that we were actually talking about
something that was relevant as opposed to musing about things that were long
past. We did quite a few essays discussing our viewpoints regarding the whole
incident thus far, and the professors themselves analysed the situation with us.
It felt surreal, as though for once we could actually experience political change
ourselves without having to got through the library and read up on the opinions
from a third or even fourth party view point.

That brought its own source of problems as well, of course. When one was
living through the times, it was hard to see beyond what was immediately avail-
able. The lack of actual distance away from the situation meant that much of the
analysis and understanding could end up being extremely myopic and missing
the mark, but since the whole thing was an incident waiting to happen for a long
time, the discussions tended to be poignant and relevant.

Anyhow, it was roughly a few weeks into the whole thing that was dubbed the
“Restoration Conflict” by themainstreammedia when it got very ugly very quickly.
The sequestering of the members of parliament was estimated to be coming
quickly to a close, at least, as reported by the reporter who was getting video
tapes from the team of anarcho-restorists that were in the parliament house. It
was clear that soon, authority would be returning, and there was an undercurrent
of blood to be had for the wasted time and productivity that was spent by all the
protestors, both anarcho-restorists and neo-conservatists. Most of the hate was
directed at the anarcho-restorists, since they were the ones who had upset the
status quo first.

It started innocuously. There was a quiet but large deployment of heavily
shielded riot police at each of the districts. They had formed a perimeter sur-
rounding all the protestors that were within it. Then, over time, they were slow-
ing reducing the size of the encirclement. The reporters that were on-site were
barred from being too close to what was happening, and were forcibly relocated
to locations some fifty metres away from the action to do their reporting. But it
didn’t matter, what they said were still the same. The noose was tightening.
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At first, nothing much happened. But slowly, the protestors that were near-
est the encirclement tried to leave, but found themselves pushing against the
bulwark that was the shields of the riot police. With the ever increasing push
from the riot police, they had no choice but to be pushed backwards. And with
each such push, the protestors were slowly but surely forced into an immediate
confrontation. And soon, they did. The neo-conservatists nearer the border of
no man’s land didn’t want to charge the anarcho-restorists, but the sheer inertia
from everyone pushing behind meant that there was no where else to go. So they
reluctantly inched closer to reduce the gap of no man’s land. Then someone from
somewhere in the middle tossed molotov cocktails in the general direction of the
anarcho-restorists, which prompted a robust reply in the form of semi-automatic
fire against the neo-conservatists. That triggered a cascading effect of violence
between the two groups, with armed people firing at each other.

The reporters were grim when they made their report. Many were hurt, and
some were even dead on both sides. But there was no letting back—the riot
police were continuing to tighten their lasso on each of the groups of protestors
across the districts. Mom was starting to get all frantic and panicky about Ted’s
safety. I started to tune myself out—it was never a good time to talk with her
anyway, not when she was as frantic as the way she was. Then suddenly she
shouted at me.

“What?” I yelled back angrily.
“Did you see that? That’s your brother right there, on the stretcher. In the

background.”
“What the hell? Did you go mad? What makes you think it’s him?” I replied

and stared hard at the small clumps of pixels behind the reporter. So much for
“high definition”—if not for the movements, I couldn’t even tell if that blob were
humans or inanimate objects.

“I don’t know! I just know! Quick, find out which hospital they are sending
him.”

“Look, I’m as anxious as you (anxious yes, but not panic-mode anxious), but
there’s no use getting all riled up for something that you saw in the background.
I don’t even know how we are supposed to find out which hospital he was at.”

“I don’t care! Help me find it!”
“No! Do it yourself damnit!” I shouted and stomped out of the living room,

livid.
We eventually got a phone call from the hospital informing us where Ted was

located, and Mom predictably went all psycho and visited him, obvious angry
and distraught. I visited Ted every now and then, but since school was more
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important, I paid more attention to that.

Linda: Is that enough for your project?
Lucille: Uhh. . . hold on. . . I’m not sure. Can’t you tell me anything about what

happened after that?
Linda: I could, but it’s boring. Mainly, Ted underwent quite a bit of interviews

and interrogations to determine his role in the entire Restoration Conflict mess. I
was interviewed once, but I disclaimed knowledge and participation with enough
evidence to back me up, they let me go quick. Mom went through a couple of in-
terviews as well, but she was obviously only involved as much as it was necessary
to look for and pull out Ted from the mess. On the whole though, the aftermath
was quite a big reaction. The things that were repealed during the sequestration
of parliament house were reinstated using some obscure argument that invali-
dated any changes to the law when under duress, with the reasoning that being
under duress meant that parliament was “not effective in discharging its duties
in a professional and reasonable manner” and therefore any decision they made
was automatically revoked as inadmissible. There were quite a few people who
were indicted under charges of treason from the whole fiasco of the Restoration
Conflict. Ted got away under some kind of plea bargaining that barred him from
contact with any of the other people who were involved in the anarcho-restorists,
and faced a suspended charge of abetting to commit treason. I think a few of the
leaders who were slapped with really heavy charges on treason ended up being
executed—none of them ever ended up with a commuting to a life sentence.

Lucille: That’s it?
Linda: You were expectingmore? There’s all there was to it for the Restoration

Conflict. Some people got pissed off with the system, tried to force changes, but
had their entire effort gone to waste because they didn’t think ahead far enough.

Lucille: I see. . . Thanks ma.
Linda: No problem. Hope this helps you with that project of yours. I don’t

know what your grandma and Uncle Ted told you, but I’ll just remind you this:
they have their own biases on the situation because of which sides of the fence
they were standing on. I don’t claim to be neutral, but I have my biases too. Try
to remember that when you’re writing that essay for your project.

Lucille: Yes ma.
Linda: So, when are you inviting your boyfriend over for a nice meal, hmm?
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“What do you mean ‘no’? Is this a joke, Lucille?”
“Look, I need to get this history project done. All I need is another two more

weeks to finish up the final report.”
“But you promised that you would be going with me on this trip during the

break! Hell, I’ve even bought the air tickets and everything! What am I supposed
to do with all these now? It’s not like it’s cheap or anything!”

“Come on, Justin, be reasonable. I didn’t mean to blow you off like this, but
it can’t be helped! I sent in my first draft to Mr Lim for critique, and he said
that there were some parts that I needed to rethink how I wanted to present it.
You know I’m not very good at these kinds of project and that I need the time to
quietly think about it before I write it up.”

“Then do it in the last week and just go on the trip with me on the first week!
What’s wrong with that arrangement?” Justin asked again angrily in Lucille’s
dorm room, his face flashing with perplexity.

“Because I need the two weeks.”
“You are still not answering my question.”
“Fine. You want an answer,” Lucille snapped. “I can’t fucking think about the

project when you’re around.”
“Oh? Why is that?”
“You want to know? You really want to know?”
“Fuck yes. You’re blowing off a trip that we had planned in the beginning of

the semester, with little warning, a trip that cost us quite a bit of money to put
together, and you’re acting like I’m the one being unreasonable. You’d better
fucking tell me why you can’t think about the project when I’m around.”

“Because your presence biases me and makes me unable to express my true
thoughts to myself on the project. You’re so strongly anti-anarcho-restorist and
pron-neo-conservatist that I keep finding myself having to check myself before
I say anything to you in case I talk about the history project and you show your
displeasure at the so-called positiveness that I was giving to the side of the
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anarcho-restorists.”
“But you are wrong! You are completely and absolutely wrong! The anarcho-

restorists are history, they are history! It’s all in the past, why are you trying to
glorify them?”

“For fuck’s sake, I am not glorifying them! Be reasonable! I need to do
decently on this history project so that I can graduate. And to do so, I need to
be fair to both sides of the situation when writing about them.”

“Just because there are two sides of any situation doesn’t mean that any of
them deserve the same kind of treatment. You know that the anarcho-restorists
were absolutely wrong. You know that! You know that well! So you cannot be
writing anything good about them!”

“Get out. Get out! You are being childish here Justin. I don’t want to talk to
you. Get the FUCK out NOW!” Lucille screamed as she shoved Justin out of her
dorm room and slamming the door behind him.

“You stupid bitch! Fuck you too!”
Lucille leant behind the door and slid slowly to the ground, crying. It was one

of the most stupid arguments to have, on all things, the way in which a piece of
school work is done. As she cried, her engineering mind slowly took over. If he
couldn’t even understand something as simple as having to be objective when it
was needed, how could they get along in the future.

Maybe she needed a long break away from him. Or a break up. Either one
would probably be preferrable. Slowly, Lucille got up from the floor and wiped
her eyes, before walking to the touch-board surface to sketch out a new draft for
her history report.


